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SEA SURFACE SALINITY IN THE ATLANTIC OCEAN FROM THE SMOS
MISSION AND ITS RELATION TO FRESHWATER FLUXES
by Eleni Tzortzi
Spatially dense sea surface salinity (SSS) measurements have recently begun to be made
from space through the ESA SMOS mission. In this PhD, the sub-annual to interan-
nual SSS distribution and variability is characterized, and its relationship with surface
freshwater fluxes, i.e. Evaporation minus Precipitation (E-P) and river outflow (R) is
investigated. Given its link to the Meridional Overturning Circulation, the focus is
on the Tropical/ Subtropical Atlantic, which encompasses the dynamically different E-
dominated Subtropics and P-dominated Tropics. The global and Atlantic SSS variability
on different time scales and controlling processes are reviewed, including a description
of how SSS is remotely sensed by satellites. The research initially examines the Tropical
Atlantic SSS variability using the first year (2010) of SMOS data. This reveals that the
variability in 2010 is dominated by eastern/western basin SSS regions (”poles”) close to
the major Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger rivers. The poles show seasonal ranges
up to 6.5 pss and out-of-phase by 6 months seasonal cycles that largely compensate each
other, playing a key role in the Tropical Atlantic salinity budget. The growing SMOS
record also reveals new aspects of the interannual variability of the SSS seasonal cycle
during 2010-2012 and its phase-relationship with E, P, and R. It also shows that the
E/W poles’ seasonal compensation holds at multi-annual time scales. Next, a novel
analysis of the spatio-temporal characteristic scales of SSS from SMOS over the Tropi-
cal/Subtropical Atlantic basin is presented. By examining how quickly consistent SSS
changes evolve, regions with time persistent and, likewise, spatially homogeneous SSS
variations, on sub-annual to interannual time scales, are identified. The spatial scales
of SSS in the region are anisotropic, and persist for up to 3-4 months over most of the
basin. Determination of SSS time and space scales of variability also provides insights
into the controlling mechanisms of SSS. Finally, focusing on the freshwater forcing term
of the salt budget equation, E-P is estimated from satellite SSS variations to explore
whether and where SMOS can capture the main characteristics of E-P distribution in
the region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A strengthening of the hydrological cycle in response to global warming will have
a significant impact on Earth’s climate, and consequently on society. Within the
ocean, changes in the hydrological cycle modify the stratification, having an impact
on oceans’ capacity to transport heat, carbon and freshwater (e.g. US CLIVAR
Group, 2007). However, our knowledge on this crucial component of climate system
remains limited, as its greatest part occurs over the vast and unmonitored ocean
(Gordon and Giulivi , 2008; Schanze et al., 2010). There are few, scarce ocean rain
gauges and no long-term network of meteorological stations which would provide
century-long records for study of past climate variability (e.g. Lagerloef et al.,
2010), in addition to the poor quality of historical marine meteorological ship re-
ports (e.g. Durack and Wijffels , 2010). Thus, lack of accurate measurements of
freshwater fluxes over both land and ocean, hinders attempts to close the fresh-
water budget, and limits our understanding and ability to predict changes in the
global water cycle in the context of climate change. Yet, intensification of the
hydrological cycle over the last 50 years is suggested in coupled global climate
models (e.g. Allen and Ingram, 2002; Held and Soden, 2006; Meehl et al., 2007).
Observational evidence of an intensified water cycle over land has been less com-
pelling, since most variables such as river flows, Evaporation (E), or Precipitation
(P) estimates show little trend (Zhang et al., 2007; Dai et al., 2009).
Changes in the water cycle will influence the ocean-atmosphere freshwater ex-
change, leaving consequently a fingerprint in ocean salinity (e.g. Stark et al.,
2006; Gordon and Giulivi , 2008). The ocean surface salinity (SSS) field (i.e. de-
fined here in the top ∼5 m), resembling the global mean distribution of the E-P
budget (e.g. Boyer and Levitus , 2002), exhibits the large-scale, long-term balance
between E-P and terrestrial runoff, as well as the ocean’s advective and mixing
processes (e.g. Durack and Wijffels , 2010; Helm et al., 2010). Hence, SSS offers
the potential to serve as a rain gauge for E-P over the ocean (e.g. Schmitt , 2008;
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Yu, 2011; Pierce et al., 2012; Terray et al., 2012) and salinity variations in recent
decades can provide additional constraints on the freshwater fluxes (e.g. Lagerloef
et al., 2010; Helm et al., 2010; Yu, 2011; Bingham et al., 2011; Durack et al.,
2012). The relationship between the water cycle and ocean salinity is recognized
in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2007 (Bindoff et al.,
2007; IPCC, 2007) and 2013 reports (IPCC, 2013), highlighting the potential of
salinity changes to act as a robust indicator of the strength of the hydrological
cycle and its trends, in addition to providing a key index for monitoring future
climate variability (e.g. Schmitt , 1995; US CLIVAR Group, 2007; Yashayaev and
Clarke, 2008). Moreover, by influencing ocean density, salinity is directly linked to
key ocean circulation processes such as the dense water formation at high latitudes
(Font et al., 2010a), and accordingly to the strength of the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC), playing a major role in the density-driven ther-
mohaline circulation (THC) (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer , 1995). At lower latitudes,
salinity-induced stratification can control the mixed-layer depth, and therefore,
potentially regulate the heat and momentum exchanges between the ocean and
the atmosphere through barrier layer effects (e.g. Lukas and Lindstrom, 1991).
During the last ∼50 years, widely reported trends of ocean salinity have been
linked to a large-scale freshening in P-dominated and high-latitude regions, such
as the Subpolar N. Atlantic and Nordic Seas (e.g. Antonov , 2002; Curry et al.,
2003; Curry and Mauritzen, 2005; Boyer et al., 2007; Bindoff et al., 2007; Durack
and Wijffels , 2010; Durack et al., 2012), and concurrent salinity increases at lower
latitudes and E-dominated Subtropical Gyres in all oceans, particularly in the
Southern Hemisphere (S.H) and the N. Subtropical Atlantic (e.g. Antonov , 2002;
Curry et al., 2003; Boyer et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Durack and Wijffels ,
2010). Accordingly, salinity inter-basin contrasts have been enhanced, with the
Atlantic appearing increasingly salty, while the Pacific showing marked freshening
(e.g. Delcroix et al., 2007). Such changes have been mainly attributed to an
anthropogenically intensified water cycle (e.g. Curry et al., 2003; Stott et al.,
2008) and global warming conditions (Cubasch et al., 2001), with increases in
net P (including runoff) favouring freshening at high latitudes, and P decreases
enhancing salinification in the Tropics and Subtropics (e.g. Held and Soden, 2006;
Zhang et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2005; Helm et al., 2010). In addition, larger water
transport in the atmosphere from low to high latitudes and from the Atlantic to the
Pacific (Bindoff et al., 2007; Gordon and Giulivi , 2008), and additional freshwater
into the ocean from land and ice melting (e.g. Antonov , 2002; Dickson et al., 2007)
further contribute to these salinity trends.
Some of this recently freshened water in the N. Atlantic Subpolar Gyre is expected
to advect into the higher-latitude convection regions, and modify the rate of deep
water formation and the N-S density gradient. Thus, it may have potential conse-
quences for the strength of the THC (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer , 1995; Josey and
Marsh, 2005), by slowing down or halting the AMOC (e.g. Thorpe et al., 2001).
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Meanwhile, model simulations show that, northward transport of increased salinity
from lower latitudes could balance the freshwater accumulation at high latitudes
and reverse the N. Atlantic freshening trend in the middle of the century (Par-
daens et al., 2008), enabling the MOC to recover after several decades (Vellinga
et al., 2002; Vellinga and Wu, 2004). Therefore, the Tropical-Subtropical ocean-
atmosphere freshwater exchanges play a crucial role in the recovery of salinity in
the N. Atlantic and MOC variability.
Given the above, and also the belief that the human fingerprint in salinity is likely
to become more distinct over the next few years (e.g. Schanze et al., 2010), it is es-
sential to determine the causes of salinity changes on different time scales, in order
to understand whether local changes represent trends or natural variability. The
seasonal cycle represents the strongest source of salinity variability in the Tropical
Atlantic (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008), thus an improved understanding of SSS
variability on short time scales is of primary importance for a more comprehensive
insight into the observed longer-term salinity changes. In addition, the link of
the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin to the mid-latitude climate at seasonal to
decadal time scales (e.g. Van den Dool et al., 2006), further highlights the need to
better understand and describe the variability in the region, given its impacts on
the sustenance of a large rural population which strongly depends on precipitation
(Polo et al., 2008).
The Tropical Atlantic encompasses two dynamic regions dominated by large fresh-
water discharge from the major Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river systems
on either side of the basin. The Amazon/Orinoco plume, playing a major role
in determining the SSS variability in the Western Equatorial basin, has attracted
most of the scientific attention primarily due to the formation of barrier layers,
which influence the heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere (e.g.
Hu et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Romanova et al., 2011; Grodsky et al.,
2012; Grodsky et al., 2014a). On the other hand, our knowledge on the role of
the Congo/Niger plume in the Gulf of Guinea is still very limited despite its im-
portance over the Eastern Tropical Atlantic. For instance, SSS variations in the
Gulf of Guinea are linked to sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies and the cold
tongue in the Eastern Equatorial Atlantic, coastal upwelling, the ocean circulation,
P patterns and atmospheric modes (e.g. Materia et al., 2012). However, there has
been substantial uncertainty on the principles of the SSS seasonal cycle and its
interannual (and longer-term) variability in the region, and the role of the Congo
plume on it (e.g. Denamiel et al., 2013). In addition, there is no information
(to the author’s knowledge) on the influence of other main rivers in the Gulf of
Guinea, such as the Niger river outflow, and equally important, on the combined
impact of these two large rivers on the regional SSS variability. As fresh anomalies
from the Amazon/Orinoco region may propagate as far as the westernmost Gulf
of Guinea (e.g. Coles et al., 2013), this indicates the potential connectivity of the
two riverine regions. Therefore, better knowledge on the salinity variability, and
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in relation to the relative impact of variations in freshwater fluxes and river runoff
in these dynamical regions, will also provide a more realistic view of the salinity
field and its role over the wider Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin.
Nevertheless, the scarcity and uncertainties of SSS and upper ocean salinity (UOS,
i.e. defined here between ∼5-10 m depth, typically measured by Argo profiles) ob-
servations lead to inadequate depiction of the spatio-temporal features of the salin-
ity distribution and variability. In addition, uncertainties in freshwater datasets,
particularly P records which are characterized by noisy, high-frequency spatio-
temporal variations, further prevent us from closing the global water budget with
confidence and fully interpreting the observed salinity long-term trends (e.g. Schanze
et al., 2010). Models contain long-term drifts in ocean data that could degrade any
climate change signal (Stott et al., 2008), and their relative inability to reproduce
the observed SSS changes is largely due to the poor accuracy of air-sea fluxes. For
instance, coupled general circulation models (GCMs) often display several biases in
the representation of the Tropical Atlantic main features, including the generally
overestimated spring P south of the equator which leads to erroneous position of
the InterTropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), (e.g. Stockdale et al., 2006; Breugem
et al., 2007). Likewise, reanalysis data are characterized by large biases in the
freshwater fluxes, and often result in unrealistic trends and incorrect seasonal cy-
cles. On the other hand, there are also still significant gaps of knowledge of what
information on the oceanic freshwater transport can be derived from atmospheric
E-P climatologies and oceanographic data, respectively (Lagerloef et al., 2010).
Thus, each product has in general its own advantages and disadvantages, and the
choice rather depends on the desired application, although one based on satel-
lite data should display the geographical locations of P correctly (Quartly et al.,
2007). Satellite P estimates are of better quality in Tropical/Subtropical regions,
while uncertainties increase towards higher latitudes (Schanze et al., 2010). Fur-
ther information on the freshwater fluxes and their uncertainties are provided in
Chapter 3.
Recently, a new opportunity for studying SSS has arisen with the advent of SSS
maps from the ESA Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS, e.g. Kerr et al.,
2010), and the NASA/Argentina Aquarius/SAC-D (Lagerloef et al., 2008) mis-
sions. The two satellites measure salinity at the first 1 cm of the sea surface, which
may differ from the top 5 m depth level typically measured by Argo as a result
of vertical salinity stratifications, especially in rainy and river outflow regions and
to sharp oceanic fronts (e.g. Henocq et al., 2010; Boutin et al., 2013). Further in-
formation on the representativeness of SMOS SSS and variations between satellite
and in situ salinity are provided in Chapter 3. Thus, satellite-derived SSS observa-
tions will complement in situ measurements, contributing significantly to globally
increased sampling and resolution of SSS observations and thus, to a better un-
derstanding of the spatio-temporal SSS distribution and variability. Together with
improved in situ salinity sensors on drifting and profiling platforms, such as Argo
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floats and gliders, this should provide an unprecedented three-dimensional view of
ocean salinity patterns, and a more comprehensive monitoring of SSS variations in
dynamical regions, such as close to the major river systems. In turn, this should
improve our understanding of the upper ocean processes, and the estimation of
the upper ocean salinity budget and global marine freshwater balance, and thus
of the marine hydrological system and ocean dynamics (e.g. Gordon and Giulivi ,
2008). This information will benefit other oceanographic fields, such as improved
ENSO forecasting and better ocean-atmosphere and climate models.
1.2 Aims and objectives- Approach of this project
The rationale behind this work is to take advantage of the availability of spatially
dense SSS observations from SMOS in order to obtain more detailed oceanographic
information on the SSS distribution and variability. Due to the short record of
satellite SSS observations, particularly as this PhD project commenced only a few
months after the SMOS launch, the focus of this research is on relatively short
time-scales, i.e. seasonal to interannual. The region of interest is the Tropical/-
Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S, which, as highlighted above, plays an important
role on the MOC and the density-driven THC due to the transport of freshwa-
ter and salt to higher latitude dense-water formation regions. Encompassing the
E-dominated Subtropics and P-dominated Tropics, the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S
also offers the opportunity to investigate the role of surface freshwater fluxes, i.e.
E-P and river outflow (R), on SSS in these dynamically different regimes.
Using the first complete year of SMOS observations (2010), the present thesis
initially examines the seasonal cycle of SSS in the Tropical Atlantic, in conjunction
with the ITCZ movement and the influence of the two major river systems of the
Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger on the western and eastern side of the basin,
respectively. Subsequently, this work is extended over the first 3 years of SMOS
observations (2010-2012) to obtain a first insight into the interannual variability of
the SSS seasonal cycle, and the relative impact of E, P, E-P and R variability over
the Tropical Atlantic basin as a whole and in the two river-dominated regions.
Next, the research focuses on the description of the spatial and temporal charac-
teristic scales of SSS variability from SMOS over the whole Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, considering both the E- and P-dominated regimes. The
aim is to identify potential regions where homogeneous SSS variations occur over
large distances on seasonal to interannual time scales, and/or where SSS changes
show the longest persistence in time. This helps further the definition of the SSS
variability over the different regimes, while increasing our understanding of the
most dominant processes influencing the SSS changes in each region. Finally, in
an attempt to examine the salinity budget, this work explores the retrieval of the
E-P field from satellite SSS variations. The goal is to determine the extent to
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which the SMOS salinity field reflects: the main characteristics of the E-P distri-
bution in the Evaporative Subtropics, and the presence of strong, ITCZ-driven P
patterns in the Tropics, on monthly to seasonal time scales.
1.3 Structure of this thesis
The structure of this thesis has as follows: Chapter 2 presents a review of previous
studies about the most significant mechanisms controlling the SSS and UOS and
its global distribution and variability on different time scales, with a particular
focus on the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S. The description of the
different datasets used in the present thesis and issues regarding their uncertainties
are presented in Chapter 3, while the research results are included in Chapters 4-7.
The study of the seasonal variability of SSS in the Tropical Atlantic is presented
in Chapter 4, followed by the examination of the interannual variability of SSS
seasonal cycle over the same region in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the analysis of
the space and time scales of SSS variations over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic.
The exploratory examination of the SSS budget and the reconstruction of the E-P
field from SMOS SSS changes takes place in Chapter 7. Finally, the main results
are summarized and discussed in Chapter 8, which presents the achievements of
this PhD thesis, and makes suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Controlling mechanisms of salinity
2.1.1 Salinity and freshwater fluxes
Salinity is a dimensionless oceanographic parameter which serves as a measure for
the concentration of the total salt content in seawater (Schmitt , 1995; Yashayaev
and Clarke, 2008), including chlorine (55%), sodium (31%), and sulphate (8%),
with ratios that are nearly constant from place to place (e.g. US CLIVAR Group,
2007). Traditionally, salinity was expressed in parts per thousand, while in recent
decades it was defined using the Practical Salinity Scale of 1978 (PSS-78) based on
conductivity measurements for seawater from the N. Atlantic (Lewis and Perkin,
1978). This non-dimensional measure of salinity is often denoted without units or
by the practical salinity unit (psu) or scale (pss), (Dauphinee, 1980).
The salinity properties of surface waters are set by air-sea, ice-sea and land-sea
exchanges of water. Salinity is remarkably uniform on a global scale. The mean
salinity of ocean’s waters is 34.7 pss, with a small distribution about the mean, i.e.
50% of seawater is within the range of ∼34.6-34.8 pss (Stewart , 2007), and 99%
between ∼33.1-37.2 pss (Worthington, 1981). Nevertheless, although the salt con-
tent of the world ocean is approximately conserved, its local or regional signatures
are influenced by the ocean circulation induced freshwater and salt fluxes (e.g.
Yashayaev and Clarke, 2008), in response to the highly spatially variable sea-air
freshwater exchange (Gordon and Giulivi , 2008). Thus, the distribution of sea
surface salinity (SSS, i.e. defined here in the top ∼5 m) and near-surface or upper
ocean salinity (UOS, i.e. defined here between ∼5-10 m depth, typically measured
by Argo profiles) in the global ocean tends to be zonal (Stewart , 2007), reflecting
the climate belts associated with the general atmospheric circulation. This is seen,
for instance, in Figure 2.1, which depicts the climatological annual mean field of
the objectively analyzed SSS from the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09, Antonov
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Figure 2.1: Climatological annual mean field of objectively analyzed SSS from
the WOA09 (1955-2006).
Figure 2.2: The (unsmoothed) climatological annual mean field of E-P from
NCEP-1 (1955-2006).
et al., 2010). Comparison of the spatial patterns between mean SSS and net sea-
air freshwater fluxes (Figure 2.2) reveals remarkable similarities, with the former
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being first-order reminiscent of the mean distribution of the Evaporation minus
Precipitation (E-P) budget (e.g. Boyer and Levitus , 2002; Schmitt , 2008). This
is evident when comparing the WOA09 SSS in Figure 2.1 with the climatologi-
cal annual E-P mean field from NCEP-1 seen in Figure 2.2 over the same period
(1955-2006).
E and P have opposite effects on sea surface water, with P making it fresher
and reducing the surface salinity and density, while E leads to salt enrichment of
the ocean surface and increase in density (e.g. Cronin and McPhaden, 1999). P
also differs from E in terms of intensity, duration, and spatial extent. As long
as the air is unsaturated, E takes place at all times and over all regions, while
P occurs sporadically, over confined areas and its duration varies (Yu, 2010).
Typically, dominance of E, and thus, loss of freshwater, occurs over the east-
ern parts of the Subtropical Gyres, with similar patterns and extreme freshwa-
ter loss between ∼10◦-20◦ N-S in both the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans
(Figure 2.2). Interestingly, there is a characteristic asymmetry in freshwater loss
between the two Hemispheres, with the Southern Hemisphere having a larger E-
dominated area compared to the Northern Hemisphere (Vinogradova and Ponte,
2013). Thus, higher salinities are generally found at mid-latitudes where E is high
(Figure 2.1). Significant SSS maxima, associated with each Subtropical high, reside
in the latitude band 15◦-30◦ in each Hemisphere, resembling the great Subtropi-
cal land deserts at the poleward edges of the atmosphere’s Hadley cells (Gordon
and Giulivi , 2008), and being preserved by E under the trade winds and Ekman
convergence (Lagerloef et al., 2010).
In contrast, lower salinities are found near the equator (Figure 2.1) along the Trop-
ical latitudinal band of the highly precipitating InterTropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ), where there is net P (Figure 2.2). In these regions, the temporal variabil-
ity of P determines much of the net surface freshwater flux temporal variability
(Yoo and Carton, 1990). In addition, oceanic gain of freshwater and thus low
SSS is found in high latitudes polewards of 40◦ N-S, where in addition to excess
P, melted sea ice freshens the surface waters (e.g. Stewart , 2007). Finally, ter-
restrial runoff (R) represents another key hydrological component of freshwater
exchanges between the ocean and land. Together with E-P, the resulting ocean
surface freshwater flux E-P-R, consist of ∼80% of the Earth’s total surface water
flux (e.g. Durack et al., 2012). Thus, strong SSS decreases are noted in coastal
regions where continental freshwater runoff dilutes the surface ocean (e.g. Lager-
loef et al., 2010), particularly close to discharge plumes of major rivers such as the
Amazon, Congo, and Ganges/Brahmaputra (Figure 2.1).
The marine hydrological cycle also varies in longitude, revealing significant differ-
ences in different oceanic basins, particularly the higher salinities of the Atlantic
relative to the Pacific (see, for instance, Figure 2.1), where net input of freshwater
results in low salinity (Schmitt , 2008). This occurs because the air overlying the
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water becomes saturated in humidity, and E, as a function of the latter (Fairall
et al., 2003), decreases as the air is driven westward by the trade winds. The ar-
rangement of continents and the narrowness of the Atlantic also play a role, given
that a greater fraction of its surface area is under the influence of dry continental
air. Thus, moisture is easily transferred to the Pacific across the Central American
Isthmus, but there is little transport from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic and
no significant moisture transport from the Sahara Desert (Schmitt , 2008). This
salinity contrast is the prime reason that the Atlantic supports a Meridional Over-
turning Circulation (MOC) and the Pacific does not, since the lower salinity of the
N. Pacific inhibits deep convection in that basin (e.g. Emile-Geay , 2003).
2.1.2 Other controlling mechanisms of near surface salinity
In addition to air-sea freshwater exchange and changes in the balance of E and
P at the ocean surface, various other mechanisms are expected to be also vital in
controlling the near surface salinity. Therefore, SSS signatures from areas with
extreme changes in E-P, affected by variations in river discharge, or subject to sea
ice formation/melting variations are also moved by ocean currents, resulting in the
advective redistribution of water masses with different salinities (e.g. Mignot and
Frankignoul , 2003; Yu, 2011). Horizontal advection by Ekman currents and mixing
play an important role in determining the distribution of SSS, while together with
E-P forcing, usually explain reasonably well the magnitude of SSS variability away
from the equator (e.g. Schmitt , 2008; Yu, 2011).
The Subtropical Gyres are characterized by anticyclonic circulation with swift
Western Boundary Currents (WBC) and slower, equatorially-bounded return flows
in the interior. Thus, the area of maximum E-P, the main process for the formation
of the salinity maximum, is displaced equatorwards relative to the SSS maximum
region, indicating the role of horizontal transport. Accordingly, the SSS maximum
lies towards the eastern-central Subtropical Gyres, controlled by a combination of
excess E over P, poleward Ekman (i.e., ageostrophic) advection, subduction and
horizontal eddy flux (e.g. Johnson et al., 2002; Schmitt , 2008; SPURS Workshop
Report , 2010). On the other hand, advection by the ocean currents also plays
an important role for the transport of freshwater plume over large distances away
from the mouth of major rivers, such as the Amazon River (e.g. Coles et al., 2013).
Therefore, changes in the advection of water with different salinity characteristics
are likely to have a significant impact on the SSS variability, as for instance, at
interannual time scales in the Tropics and the Gulf Stream region (Mignot and
Frankignoul , 2003), where the contribution of advection is large (Mignot , 2004).
Moreover, changes in both the circulation of currents and the salinity of water
carried by them, contribute to freshwater transport anomalies, such as those seen
in the N. Subtropics (30◦N) and in the high-latitude Atlantic (59◦N), (Pardaens
et al., 2008).
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The upper ocean salinity can be also influenced by vertical mixing entrainment
among other processes (SPURS Workshop Report , 2010). The stratification of the
near surface mixed layer is homogenized by turbulent and convective processes.
Within the mixed layer, the salinity budget corresponds to the concentrating im-
pacts of E or the diluting effects of freshwater, balanced by the influence of hori-
zontal freshwater divergence, entrainment flux across the base of the mixed layer,
and diffusive processes (US CLIVAR Group, 2007). In general, towards the Sub-
tropical salinity maximum, more saline water is subducted, whereas poleward and
away from it, more fresh water is subducted (Durack and Wijffels , 2010). Pole-
wards of the salinity maximum regions, both salinity and temperature decrease,
whereas equatorward, salinity decreases while temperature increases, leading to
smaller large-scale meridional density gradients than those expected from temper-
ature alone (e.g. Johnson, 2006). These temperature-salinity compensated waters,
classified as mode waters due to their relatively vertically uniform temperature,
salinity, and especially density (Hanawa and Talley , 2001), are subducted in the
Eastern Subtropics of most ocean basins poleward of the Subtropical salinity max-
ima, injecting variable water-mass properties into the Subtropical thermocline.
Finally, neighbouring regions can further influence the salinity content in a region,
as for instance the outflow of Mediterranean Sea, which contributes significantly
to climatological changes of temperature and salinity at intermediate depths of the
mid-latitude N. Atlantic (Potter and Lozier , 2004). Hence, changes in mixing pro-
cesses along the water mass pathways, subduction and circulation by the ocean’s
mean flow, and the associated advective effects, influence changes both in surface
and subsurface salinity (e.g. Helm et al., 2010; Durack and Wijffels , 2010). As
regards the controlling mechanisms of SSS and near-surface salinity in the Tropi-
cal and Subtropical Atlantic basin, more background information are presented in
Section 2.3, which focuses further on the region of interest in this thesis.
2.1.3 Global near-surface salinity variability in different scales
Changes in SSS reflect a complex balance between atmospheric and oceanic pro-
cesses over a large range of time scales from months to years. Over extensive
oceanic areas, including Tropical, coastal, and WBC regions, both freshwater fluxes
and oceanic dynamics, i.e. mixing, advection, and entrainment, contribute equally
to near-surface salinity variability (e.g. Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). In gen-
eral, if advection and mixing processes occur over long enough time scales (e.g.,
low-wind, slow-current conditions), salinity fluctuations relate more directly to
the freshwater changes. Based on in situ salinity observations, including Argo and
World Ocean Database (WOD) data, and National Center for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) E-P estimates, it is shown that, at seasonal time-scales, the cycles
of near-surface salinity and freshwater fluxes over the globe compare reasonably
well, albeit differences in amplitude and phase-relationship shifts (Bingham et al.,
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2011). This, in turn, highlights the importance of horizontal salt advection in
the seasonal salinity balance as well (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden,
2008). Thus, observational analysis of the mixed layer salinity (MLS) budget in-
dicates that freshwater fluxes together with oceanic dynamics explain about 40%
of the seasonal MLS variability over the global ocean, given uncertainties in the
data and unresolved low-order salinity dynamics (Yu, 2011).
In general, vast parts of the world ocean are characterized by weak surface salinity
variability of typically up to ∼0.1-0.3 pss at all time scales. This is also apparent
in Figure 2.3, which shows the annual range of climatological SSS mean field from
WOA09 between 0-4 pss (95% quantiles). Smallest variations are found at the SSS
maxima and the centers of the Subtropical Gyres, which feature high, but almost
constant E rates, while oceanic fluxes display small variability due to light winds
and weak currents. Over an annual cycle, most of world ocean is shown to have a
relatively small horizontal SSS variability of less than 0.3 pss, particularly in the
Subtropics and high latitudes, and secondarily in the WBC regions (e.g. Kuroshio
extension, Gulf Stream), (e.g. Boutin and Martin, 2006; Yu, 2011; Vinogradova
and Ponte, 2013).
Figure 2.3: Annual range of climatological monthly mean of objectively analyzed
SSS from WOA09 (1955-2006).
In contrast, large seasonal variability of the SSS and near-surface salinity is found
in the Tropical Oceans, where the amplitude of freshwater variations is compara-
ble with oceanic dynamics, and both mechanisms contribute to sub-annual salin-
ity variations. Thus, both at annual and interannual time-scales, Tropical SSS
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variations are induced by changes in P under the migrating ITCZ and South Pa-
cific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), and are further governed by advection processes,
partly related to variability in equatorial currents (e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994;
Donguy and Meyers , 1996; Yu, 2011), or mixing processes, such as in regions of
the Tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). Finally,
riverine discharge also plays an important role on the annual SSS cycle, partic-
ularly the annual range of outflow volume and the month of minimum outflow,
while the seasonal variability of the ocean circulation redistributes the riverine
freshwater (Boyer and Levitus , 2002). Thus, noticeable seasonal variations of SSS
also occur in proximity to large river outflow regions, such as close to the Amazon,
Congo, Mississippi, La Plata, and Ganges/Brahmaputra River mouths, as also
seen in Figure 2.3.
On shorter time-scales, SSS and near-surface salinity also vary at sub-monthly
periods. The horizontal SSS variability at 10-days and 200-km scales is generally
above 0.1 pss and larger than 0.2 pss in frontal areas characterised by strong
mesoscale activity, e.g. the Gulf Stream region, and Tropical regions affected by
strong river discharges and intense P events (e.g. Delcroix et al., 2005; Boutin and
Martin, 2006; Vinogradova and Ponte, 2012). Vertical salinity gradients between
the 0-5 m and 5-10 m layer depth are, in general, an order of magnitude smaller
than the horizontal variability (Boutin and Martin, 2006). However, in the Tropics,
large vertical gradients can develop in the upper layer of the ocean after heavy P,
with this downward freshwater flux at the sea surface establishing a freshwater
skin layer, across which salinity differences can exceed sometimes several pss (e.g.
Wijesekera and Gregg , 1996). Rain-induced freshening has been observed between
15-50 cm depth in the Tropical Oceans (Reverdin et al., 2012), depending among
other parameters on wind speed conditions. Under weak wind-induced mixing
conditions, the strong vertical salinity gradient can persist for a few hours (e.g.
Reverdin et al., 2012; Boutin et al., 2013), and dampen free convection in the
upper boundary layer of the ocean (e.g. Reul et al., 2013).
In contrast, under E conditions, latent heat and water vapour are released to the
atmosphere, resulting to surface cooling and salt enrichment of the skin layer, re-
spectively (e.g. Yu, 2010; Zhang and Zhang , 2012), particularly between 25◦-35◦
N-S of the equator, where E forcing is predominant. The skin layer is cooler by
0.2◦-0.5◦C and saltier by 0.05-0.15 pss (Yu, 2010) or 0.1-0.13 pss on average at
low latitudes than the warmer and less salty interior, and forms a surface density
gradient which is unstable and tends to overturn. Although both cool and ha-
line skin layers, with mean thickness of ∼1mm and <0.1 mm respectively (Zhang
and Zhang , 2012), contribute to the surface skin density and density gradient,
the surface density flux in the Tropical oceans is controlled primarily by changes
of temperature. Hence, cooling rather than salinity increase is more critical in
controlling the surface buoyancy and convective instability (Yu, 2010; Zhang and
Zhang , 2012). However, salinity stratification is considered to act as a limiting
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factor for strong cooling to develop. After the overturning of the skin layer, the
estimated restoration time to re-establish the full increase of skin salinity is of the
order of 15 min, i.e. approximately 90 (Yu, 2010) or at least 31 times slower than
that for skin temperature (Zhang and Zhang , 2012).
On an interannual basis, substantial year-to-year variations of the surface fresh-
water fluxes also reflect the impact of atmospheric modes in modifying the SSS
variability, such the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the Tropics (e.g. US
CLIVAR Group, 2007; Gouriou and Delcroix , 2002; Singh et al., 2011). Given
that SSS anomalies do not directly introduce air-sea feedbacks like SST, such
year-to-year SSS changes last, having an impact on SSS climate (e.g. Foltz and
McPhaden, 2008). Furthermore, the N. Pacific Oscillation (NPO, or PDO) has
a modulating effect on ENSO teleconnections, since during the high phase of the
NPO, the typical El Nin˜o patterns are strong and consistent. This has implications
on the atmospheric teleconnection of the Pacific climate into the Subtropical N.
Atlantic, given that the same shift is found to occur in their El Nin˜o-P relationship
(e.g. Gordon and Giulivi , 2008). On the other hand, upper ocean salinity in the
N.E. Atlantic is also affected by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), having its
major impact near 40◦-50◦N during winter. A positive NAO phase is associated
with a northward displacement of the Gulf Stream, and thus, an increase of SSS
north of the Gulf Stream, but also with an anomalously negative contribution of
Ekman advection due to higher winds (e.g. Reverdin et al., 2007).
Finally, on longer time-scales, regional trends of SSS have been reported in all
oceanic basins since 1950s, enhancing its geographical contrasts. Thus, saline SSS
waters in the E-dominated mid-latitudes have become more saline, such as the SSS
Subtropical maxima, while relatively fresh SSS waters in the P-dominated Tropical
and polar regions have become fresher (e.g. Boyer et al., 2007; Durack and Wijf-
fels , 2010; Durack et al., 2012). Furthermore, inter-basin salinity differences have
enhanced, with the Pacific becoming even fresher, while the relatively salty At-
lantic becoming saltier (e.g. Durack and Wijffels , 2010). Similarly, the subsurface
salinity also exhibits multi-decadal trends, compatible with the observed changes
in SSS (e.g. Boyer et al., 2007; Durack and Wijffels , 2010; Helm et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2010). These subsurface changes are considered to originate from the
surface, mainly due to subduction of SSS anomalies formed by E-P changes (e.g.
Helm et al., 2010; Durack and Wijffels , 2010; IPCC, 2013).
2.2 Measuring and monitoring salinity
Over the last decade, the importance of surface and subsurface salinity in under-
standing and predicting the climate variability has been increasingly documented,
including the last reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, 2007; IPCC, 2013), and the US Climate Variability and Predictability
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World Climate Research Program (CLIVAR) Salinity Working Group (US CLI-
VAR Group, 2007). This has provided the motivation to more comprehensively
and accurately measure and monitor the ocean salinity. Improved observation
systems will give better insight into the processes that control and are controlled
by salinity, thus, contributing to better understanding of the oceanic water cycle
(SPURS Workshop Report , 2010).
Nowadays, SSS measurements are used for a wide range of oceanographic fields of
research and applications. These include the ocean’s response to meteorological
forcing, the description and understanding of climate and multi-decadal variability
in the Atlantic (e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994), Pacific (e.g. Delcroix and He´nin,
1991) and Indian Oceans (e.g. Donguy and Meyers , 1996). In addition, they inform
our understanding of events such as the Great Salinity Anomalies in the N. Atlantic
(e.g. Ha¨kkinen, 2002), which provide a salinity signature of ocean variability at
periods greater than 1 year. Moreover, salinity variations play an important role
to the current circulation in regions of the Indian Ocean (e.g. Menezes et al.,
2013), or in other oceanic areas such as the California Current System (Batteen
et al., 1995), where both salinity and temperature are necessary to adequately
characterize the large scale circulations.
Better observations of salinity help understand its role in sea level and geostrophic
currents, and can be of use, for instance, in combination with dynamic height mea-
sured from altimetry in areas where the halosteric and thermosteric components
of sea level are of comparable size and opposite sign (e.g. Maes , 1998; Antonov ,
2002). Salinity observations help identify the formation of barrier layers (BLs), as
in the western Tropical Pacific (Lukas and Lindstrom, 1991; Vialard and Delecluse,
1998), and it is linked to the El Nin˜o generation (He´nin et al., 1998), contributing
to ENSO prediction in statistical models (Ballabrera-Poy et al., 2002). Improved
model representation of BLs has been shown to result in improved estimates of
the P field in ocean coupled models (e.g. Balaguru et al., 2012).
Given the good correspondence between SSS and E-P, salinity data can help to
better constrain both the uncertain estimates of E and P (e.g. Lagerloef et al.,
2010), as well as freshwater runoff (Romanova et al., 2011). SSS is used as a
boundary condition for general circulation models forced by freshwater fluxes at
the surface, so that SSS data will contribute to the assessment of numerical model
performance (e.g. Vialard , 2002) and will enable the improvement of model pa-
rameterizations of key processes. These include, among others, ocean mixing and
water mass formation that also influence the sequestration of carbon and heat
(Lagerloef and Font , 2010; Durack and Wijffels , 2010), and modelled mixed layer
representation via data assimilation (e.g. Durand and Gourdeau, 2002). More-
over, salinity observations contribute to hypothesis testing of physical processes
(e.g. Delcroix and McPhaden, 2002), and reconstruction of CO2 flux at the ocean-
atmosphere interface (Loukos et al., 2000). Last, but not least, routinely collected
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and real-time transmitted in situ SSS data are crucial for the validation of the two
satellite missions dedicated to SSS observations, the European SMOS (e.g. Font
et al., 2010b) and the NASA/Argentina Aquarius/SAC-D (e.g. Lagerloef et al.,
2008; Lagerloef and Font , 2010). These will be, in turn, a valuable source of SSS
information in the aforementioned applications, among others.
2.2.1 In situ observations and observing systems- focus on Atlantic
Ocean
Until recently and before the advent of satellite-derived SSS observations, most of
the information about the spatio-temporal characteristics and variations of salinity
came from series of in situ observing programs such as the Voluntary Observing
Ship (VOS) thermo-salinograph (TSG) program (e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994),
climatological fields available in the World Ocean Atlas such as WOA09 (e.g.
Antonov et al., 2010), as well as the recently deployed Argo profiling floats (e.g.
Roemmich et al., 2009; Boutin and Martin, 2006). Consequently, given the distri-
bution, density and availability of the measurements, examination of the salinity
budget based on observations has been typically focused on the Tropics (e.g. Foltz
et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008), and to a lesser degree on high latitudes
(e.g. Bingham et al., 2010; Ren and Riser , 2009; Ren et al., 2011) and near-globe
(e.g. Yu, 2011; Bingham et al., 2011).
As regards the Atlantic Ocean, salinity monitoring is an essential part of various
research programs, including the Tropical Atlantic Climate Experiment (TACE,
2006-2011), (e.g. Brandt et al., 2013), and the Prediction and Research Moored
Array in the Atlantic (PIRATA). The PIRATA array, located at various positions
between 21◦N-19◦S, provides salinity data at four depths between 1-120 m con-
tinuously since 1997 (Bourle`s et al., 2008). Such measurements have contributed
significantly to the examination of various salinity-related processes and the MLS
balance in the Tropical Atlantic basin (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden,
2008). In addition, combined with satellite SSS (e.g. Grodsky et al., 2014b) and/or
model outputs (e.g. Coles et al., 2013), they are used for improving the description
and understanding of salinity variability close to river plumes, such as the Amazon
plume in the Western Atlantic and along its freshwater pathways.
More recently, the Salinity Processes in the Upper Ocean Regional Study (SPURS-
1) Field Experiment (SPURS Workshop Report , 2010) focuses on the E-dominated
Subtropical Atlantic SSS and subsurface salinity maximum region, aiming to de-
termine the physical processes responsible for its location, magnitude and main-
tenance. For this purpose, the region between ∼15◦-30◦N, 30◦-50◦W, is routinely
monitored since 2012 by a combined observing system of in situ measurements
from profiling floats, moorings, gliders, research cruises and VOS, complemented
by satellite SSS observations. Thus, along with ocean models, SPURS-1 hopes to
provide a 3-D representation of the salinity field and its variability in the region.
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2.2.2 Models
Modelling serves as another source of information on the spatio-temporal char-
acteristics and variability of salinity, and its response to climate change. The
main focus of many numerical studies has been the large-scale salinity changes in
the Atlantic basin over the last decades (e.g. Pardaens et al., 2008; Stott et al.,
2008), in relation to the Thermohaline Circulation (THC) and Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (MOC) variability, potential slowdown and recovery (e.g.
Vellinga et al., 2002; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Wu et al., 2004; Grist et al., 2009).
On the other hand, outputs from ocean circulation models provide an alternative
approach to examine the salinity balance and the relative contribution of each
governing process (e.g. Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013), given that model-based es-
timates satisfy the budget closure exactly, both in a specific region (Qu et al., 2011)
and globally, on different time scales (e.g. Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). Nev-
ertheless, models contain long term drifts that could degrade any climate change
signal, and their relative inability to reproduce the observed SSS changes is largely
due to the poor accuracy of air-sea fluxes, particularly of P. Therefore, improved
definition of SSS variability would be a valuable constraint on these fluxes (e.g.
Vialard , 2002).
2.2.3 Remotely-sensed salinity observations from SMOS and Aquarius
missions
With different spatio-temporal resolution and sampling, the SSS products from the
SMOS (ESA) and Aquarius/SAC-D (NASA) offer complementary information to
supplement our knowledge of SSS from in situ measurements and models. Details
about remote sensing of SSS and the SMOS mission can be found in Chapter 3.
Despite the short record, satellite SSS observations have already proved their value
towards a better description of various key processes of the marine hydrological
cycle. Nowadays, satellite SSS enables a more detailed analysis of the influence of
river plumes (e.g. Grodsky et al., 2014a; Grodsky et al., 2014b), and the seasonal
variability of SSS in these dynamic regions of large freshwater input. Furthermore,
in synergy with other satellite and in situ data, satellite SSS allows a more compre-
hensive investigation of the causes and impact of plumes’ variability, evolution and
advection pathways along surface currents (Grodsky et al., 2014a; Grodsky et al.,
2014b; Reul et al., 2013). For example, the spatio-temporal consistency between
SSS and optical properties from satellite ocean colour sensors, e.g. CDOM, of the
river plume can be now systematically examined (Salisbury et al., 2011).
Moreover, SSS from SMOS is used for the study of E-dominated SSS maximum
regions, as shown for the S. Pacific (Hasson et al., 2013). Key oceanic P signatures
on SSS variability are investigated in rainy regions such as the Pacific ITCZ, where
SSS (∼1 cm) is found systematically freshened with respect to the deeper 5-10 m
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depth of Argo salinity likely as a result of vertical salinity stratification, while rain
timing also influences these differences (Boutin et al., 2013). Yielding new infor-
mation on the ocean-atmosphere freshwater fluxes in key Tropical oceanic regions,
satellite-derived SSS, combined with other satellite and in situ observations, can
be further used as a tracer of the E-P budget in the oceanic mixed layer. Together
with ocean models, it offers the potential for quantification of the relative contri-
bution of the different mechanisms to the mixed layer salt budget (e.g. Reul et al.,
2013).
SMOS and Aquarius data can further help to qualitatively explore the seasonal
dynamics, evolution and interaction of fresh pools with wind-driven atmospheric
processes. For example, the erosion of the Eastern Pacific Fresh Pool by the
wind-driven Panama upwelling processes is seen by SMOS (Alory et al., 2012).
Interestingly, satellite SSS observations are also able to detect other mesoscale
features and the amplitude of their seasonal cycle, such as the SSS front at the
Western Pacific warm pool (Qu et al., 2014), and Tropical Instability Waves in the
Eastern Equatorial Pacific (Lee et al., 2012) from Aquarius data. Combined with
Argo profiles, SSS observations from SMOS and Aquarius/SAC-D sensors, offer
new insights into the barrier layer variability (Qu et al., 2014), and the response
of the upper ocean to the passage of tropical cyclones over the Amazon/Orinoco
river plume (Grodsky et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2012a). Thus, the synergy of satellite
SSS with other satellite and in situ observations represents a new, powerful tool to
examine the role of salinity stratification in mixed layer dynamics, while providing
valuable information for hurricane forecasting (Grodsky et al., 2012; Reul et al.,
2013).
Finally, the SSS variability on intra-seasonal, due to e.g. the Maden-Julian Oscil-
lation mode (Grunseich et al., 2013), to interannual time scales, due to e.g. La
Nin˜a event in the Tropical Pacific (Reul et al., 2013; Hasson et al., 2014), or the
Indian Ocean Dipole in the Indian Ocean (Durand et al., 2013), can be clearly
detected on satellite SSS signals.
2.3 Sea surface and near ocean salinity in the Tropical/
Subtropical Atlantic basin
2.3.1 Controlling mechanisms on the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic salin-
ity variability
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic with the main mechanisms that are expected to
control the SSS variations in the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, where this thesis focuses
on. In contrast to the Subtropics, the hydrological cycle in the Tropical Atlantic
is characterized by both high E and intense convective monthly P rates exceeding
1.3 cm/day, which lead to strong SSS gradients. Seasonal variations of E-P reflect
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the seasonal changes in the position and intensity of the high P band associated
with the ITCZ, that migrates latitudinally over the Tropical Atlantic throughout
the year (US CLIVAR Group, 2007). In boreal winter and spring, the ITCZ
lies farthest south (Figure 2.4, a). During these seasons, north-easterly trade
winds are strongest and drive a E maximum in the latitude band 10◦-20◦N, while
E-P is negative in the band 0◦-5◦N. During summer (Figure 2.4, b), the ITCZ
moves northward and intensifies, leading to weaker E north of it and strong P
shifts eastward towards the African coast (Foltz and McPhaden, 2008). Thus, the
strongest P regimes occur in the ITCZ near the equator, and together with strong
zonal advection, result in stronger short-term salinity variability (US CLIVAR
Group, 2007).
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Figure 2.4: Schematic with the main expected controlling mechanisms on SSS
variations in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S: i) the ITCZ (green)
in winter (left) and summer (right), ii) the major river systems of the Ama-
zon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger (blue), iii) the Equatorial currents including the
NECC and SEC (yellow), iv) the N. and S. Subtropical Gyres (red), and v) the
Boundary Currents (BCs), i.e. the southern part of the Gulf Stream and the
Canary Current in the N.H. and the Brazil and Benguela Currents in the S.H.
(grey thick arrows).
Many studies over the last few decades have highlighted the role of river outflow
in the seasonal salinity balance in the Tropical Atlantic (e.g. Dessier and Donguy ,
1994; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Romanova et al., 2011; Grodsky et al., 2014a).
Thus, low SSS occurs close to the major river systems located on either side of
the Tropical Atlantic basin, which link continental convective zones to the marine
hydrological cycle (US CLIVAR Group, 2007). The western Tropical Atlantic is
mainly influenced by freshwater outflow from the Amazon and Orinoco rivers (e.g.
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Figure 2.5: Surface currents of the Atlantic Ocean taken from Tomczak and
Godfrey , 2003. The black lines indicate the region of interest 30◦N-30◦S.
Dessier and Donguy , 1994). In the eastern basin, SSS in the Gulf of Guinea is
mainly controlled by the Congo and Niger discharge (Figure 2.4), in addition to
a number of smaller rivers in the region (e.g. Materia et al., 2012). Freshwater
discharge close to the rivers mouths results in strong salinity gradients near the
coastal regions (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Denamiel et al., 2013). The
subsequent spreading of freshwater by the upper ocean circulation leads to major
low-salinity pools, such as those formed by the Amazon/Orinoco plume, which
spread offshore from the S. America north-eastern coasts and influence a large part
of the Western Tropical N. Atlantic (e.g. Lentz , 1995; Muller-Karger et al., 1988;
Dessier and Donguy , 1994; Boyer and Levitus , 2002). Thus, the MLS balance
in the Tropical Atlantic is the result of a complex interplay of surface fluxes,
horizontal advection, and vertical entrainment (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008).
More information on the SSS and upper ocean salinity distribution and variability
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in the two dynamic river-influenced regions in the Western and Eastern Tropical
Atlantic are given in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, respectively.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the surface currents in the Atlantic Ocean, designating the
region of interest 30◦N-30◦S, while Figure 2.6 focuses on the surface circulation
along the Equatorial Atlantic basin, depicting particularly the seasonal variability
of the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC). Seasonal Ekman transport
constitutes the main component of Tropical advection, while the mean Ekman
advection (predominantly north-westward and south-westward in the N. and S.
Tropical Atlantic) plays a secondary role. Dominating the zonal velocity, strong
geostrophic currents are found especially north of the equator along the basin and
towards the Gulf of Guinea i.e. the westward North and South Equatorial Currents
(NEC and SEC), and the eastward NECC (Figures 2.5 and 2.6), as well as close
to the Boundary Current (BC) regions (Figure 2.4). In contrast, the mean and
seasonal variance of meridional velocity is dominated by the Ekman component
(Yu, 2011), which also results in equatorial and coastal upwelling, such as in the
Gulf of Guinea and along the Canary and Benguela Currents, particularly in boreal
summer (Carton and Zhou, 1997).
Figure 2.6: The major surface currents of the Tropical Atlantic between July
and September when the NECC flows eastward into the Guinea Current in
the Gulf of Guinea. From January to May, NECC disappears and the surface
flow becomes westward everywhere in the western Tropical basin. Taken from
Philander , 2001.
Similarly, freshwater fluxes, with E far exceeding P, and horizontal salt advection
by the mean ocean circulation play a significant role in determining the mean
SSS distribution in the Subtropical Atlantic basin (e.g. Johnson et al., 2002;
Mignot and Frankignoul , 2003). Small variations of SSS of <0.1 pss at all time
scales are found at the centers of the Subtropical Gyres (e.g. Vinogradova and
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Ponte, 2013) at ∼20◦-25◦N-S, with the Subtropical salinity maxima lying towards
their eastern parts. In general, the main oceanic controlling mechanisms on the
Subtropical SSS variability include advection by seasonally varying Ekman and
geostrophic components, mixing and entrainment, while large E is also found at
the BCs (Yu, 2011), where coastal upwelling also takes place (see Figures 2.4 and
2.5, for instance). As regards the N. Subtropics, the maximum E-P, underlying
the easterly trade winds at the southern edge of the Subtropical high, is stretched
from the Eastern Subtropical basin west of the African continent to the Western
Tropical N. Atlantic and then to the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and the
U.S. South-Eastern coast. Consistent with the maximum of E-P and poleward
Ekman transport, the SSS maximum region is located northwards relative to the
E-P maximum, at ∼15◦-30◦N in the Eastern N. Subtropical Atlantic (e.g. US
CLIVAR Group, 2007; Schmitt , 2008).
Ekman transport, driven by the trades and westerlies, compensates this E-P and
restores the salt balance by injecting lower-salinity surface waters from adjacent
latitude belts into the Subtropical hub (Gordon and Giulivi , 2008; SPURS Work-
shop Report , 2010). Within the central hub of this Subtropical regime, there is a
net convergence and downwelling of surface-layer water due to Ekman transport,
which in accordance with the localized influence of E under the trade winds, dom-
inate the upper ocean stratification and circulation (Gordon and Giulivi , 2008).
The salinity maximum region is characterized by weak geostrophic circulation and
eddy fields, and thus, mean advection there is considered of minor importance in
the near-surface layer, while together with the relatively small P rates, indicate
less SSS variance (SPURS Workshop Report , 2010).
Finally, in the Subtropical N. Atlantic, the strong SSS maximum is subducted
into the thermocline in the region 15◦-30◦N, 30◦-50◦W. This high salinity shallow
thermocline water, driven by this Ekman mass transport, invades the Tropical
Atlantic as a salinity maximum layer near 150 m, and forms the lower limb of
the Subtropical/Tropical shallow Meridional Overturning Circulation (ShallMOC).
Thus, the equatorward transport of warm, salty Subtropical water (often exceeding
35 pss) as part of the ShallMOC represents one aspect of the poleward transport
of heat and freshwater within the latitudinal band equatorward of ∼ 30◦ in both
hemispheres, where the oceans carry the largest portion of the planetary heat
transport (SPURS Workshop Report , 2010). As a result, it plays a critical role in
setting the stratification in the Tropical Atlantic, where vertical salinity differences
can reach or exceed 1 pss (e.g. Henocq et al., 2010), influencing the Tropical
variability.
2.3.2 Salinity variability in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin
The SSS variability in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic has fairly long, i.e. sea-
sonal, times scales outside the equatorial region, with a wide range of magnitude
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and with regional, instead of basin-wide, spatial patterns of typically 500-1000 km
(e.g. Reverdin et al., 2007). In the Subtropics, the excess of E over P, with an
annual mean of around 0.2 m/yr (Kalnay et al., 1996) and up to 1 m/yr at its
maximum, displays evident seasonality. From August to November, E decreases
and P increases, resulting in similar rates. In the N. Subtropical Atlantic, the
areas at 16◦N, 41◦W and 16◦N, 42◦W are considered representative of the seasonal
cycle of P and E, respectively, throughout the region between 15◦-25◦N, 30◦-50◦W
(SPURS Workshop Report , 2010). On the other hand, other study suggests a net
E of more than 1.4 m/yr at 15◦ in the Atlantic at 30◦W, and over 1 m/yr of net
P at 10 degrees equatorward (Schmitt , 1995).
SSS fluctuations in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic reveal seasonal and interan-
nual variations. On seasonal time-scales, SSS anomalies lag 1-2 months over most
of the basin, in response to anomalies in the freshwater flux at the air-sea interface
and to horizontal advection (Reverdin et al., 2007). There is persistence over more
than one season, and in more localised areas over more than a year, particularly
in the central Subtropical Gyre and N.E. Atlantic, with boreal winter/early-spring
being more active than the late-boreal spring/summer in forcing the seasonal SSS
variability. This is consistent with the seasonality of mixed layer depth and its au-
tumnal deepening which causes SSS anomaly changes as well (e.g. Reverdin et al.,
2007). Thus, during winter, E increases salinity near the surface, while small-scale
vertical mixing tends to decrease salinity over the lower half of the mixed layer and
increase it below it. On the other hand, the small net advection within the upper
150 m, balanced primarily by the aforementioned processes and the salt storage,
still represents an important factor, acting to decrease salinity both within and
below the mixed layer. Finally, close to the N. Atlantic SSS maximum, mesoscale
features further influence the salinity distribution, as well as the mean ocean flow
(SPURS Workshop Report , 2010).
In the Tropical Atlantic, a pronounced seasonal cycle of SSS is found through-
out the basin, primarily governed by seasonal variations of P (and secondarily of
changes in E-P) due to the ITCZ migration, and advection (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004;
Foltz and McPhaden, 2008), which also transfers high salinity waters from the
extra-Tropics. Great SSS variations are also noted close to the river outflows, such
as in the western basin, where, in addition to the ITCZ impact, the large Ama-
zon/Orinoco freshwater discharge results in strong SSS variability (e.g. Dessier
and Donguy , 1994; Boyer and Levitus , 2002; Delcroix et al., 2005). Sections 2.3.3
and 2.3.4 will focus more on the SSS variability in the Amazon/Orinoco and Con-
go/Niger regions, respectively. Over the rest of the basin, large seasonal deviations
also occur in the region along the NECC, and just south of the Gulf Stream, as
well as in the Eastern Gulf of Guinea, where variability has often shorter temporal
scales likely due to advection (Reverdin et al., 2007).
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Finally, substantial year-to-year SSS variations are predominantly influenced by
atmospheric modes, such as the NAO and the ENSO, which through both anoma-
lous freshwater forcing and Ekman advection, modulate the SSS variability in large
parts of the Tropical/Subtropical N. Atlantic (Mignot and Frankignoul , 2003).
Thus, interannual changes in the Tropical Atlantic freshwater flux and SSS are
as large as the seasonal cycle, while due to the faster advection time scales, are
more likely to penetrate below the mixed layer and alter the subsurface salinity
field as well (Wijffels , 2001). On these temporal scales, anomalous Ekman advec-
tion seems to play a more significant role in generating SSS anomalies than the
freshwater fluxes (Mignot and Frankignoul , 2003). P has a comparably influential
role to anomalous advection towards the N.W. Tropics, where anomalous runoff
from the Amazon/Orinoco rivers contributes greatly to interannual SSS anomalies
(Mignot , 2004). This region experiences large SSS changes primarily in response
to ENSO-related P (Giannini et al., 2000), a particularly important mode in the
Tropical Atlantic variability (Mignot , 2004). ENSO explains ∼20% of the inter-
annual SSS variance in the Western N. Atlantic (Reverdin et al., 2007), with SSS
decreasing, in general, during El Nin˜o due to increased P, while La Nin˜a denoting
periods of enhanced SSS (Gordon and Giulivi , 2008).
2.3.3 Western Tropical Atlantic: the Amazon/Orinoco region and its
variability
In the Western Tropical Atlantic, both SSS and salinity within the mixed layer
are controlled by several competing processes which vary seasonally (Foltz et al.,
2004). Among these, the two major sources of freshwater are the high P rates
under the ITCZ, and the discharge of major rivers along the NE coasts of South
America (e.g. de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2007), namely the Amazon and Orinoco
Rivers. The Amazon is the world’s largest river in terms of terrestrial freshwater
discharge, discharging on average more than 6600 km3/yr of freshwater into the
Equatorial Atlantic. This is about 15-17% of the global annual river discharge, and
as much as the combined runoff of the next 8 largest rivers in the world (Dai and
Trenberth, 2002; Coles et al., 2013), serving as an important connection between
the continental and oceanic hydrological cycle. With its main stem stretching 6500
km across S. America, and the contribution of numerous other smaller rivers to
its total discharge (Salisbury et al., 2011; Coles et al., 2013), the Amazon River
constitutes ∼30% of the total riverine input into the whole Atlantic basin (Wisser
et al., 2010), having a large impact on the Tropical Atlantic freshwater budget
and its variability (Coles et al., 2013). In addition, NW of the Amazon, at ∼9◦N,
the Orinoco River, the third largest river globally in terms of volumetric discharge
(after the Amazon and the Congo), discharges water from more than 30 major
and 2000 minor tributaries into the Western Tropical Atlantic basin. With a
mean discharge of ∼1140 km3/yr (e.g. Muller-Karger et al., 1988), the Orinoco
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River represents another important source of the regional freshwater budget (e.g.
Romanova et al., 2011).
Figure 2.7: The climatological mean seasonal cycle (solid lines) and ±a standard
deviation (dashed lines) of the Amazon (1969-1978) and Orinoco (1979-1983)
river discharge, respectively. Taken from Hu et al., 2004.
Over the Amazon/Orinoco region, net P follows an annual cycle driven by the
migration of the ITCZ, with the northward position of the latter in boreal summer
being accompanied by the maximum intensification of P patterns (Kushnir et al.,
2006l Donohoe et al., 2014). In accordance, the climatological seasonal cycle of the
Amazon River (Figure 2.7) shows, in general, low discharge in November-January,
with an ascending period in February-April, high discharge in May-July, and a
descending period in August-October (e.g. Salisbury et al., 2011). Nevertheless,
the largest extent of its plume (with salinities less than 34 pss) occurs earlier than
the maximum discharge, i.e. between March-May (Boyer and Levitus , 2002). Sim-
ilarly, the Orinoco runoff (Figure 2.7) also varies seasonally, with a low discharge
during the dry season (January-May) and a minimum in March, and a high dis-
charge during the rainy season (July-October), with a maximum in August (e.g.
Hu et al., 2004) or September (Reul et al., 2013).
The dynamics of riverine flow affect significantly the salinity variability. These
fresh waters are advected both zonally by the seasonal currents, and meridionally
through Ekman transport by the seasonal trade winds (Muller-Karger et al., 1988;
Dessier and Donguy , 1994; Foltz et al., 2004). Thus, the fresh Amazon/Orinoco
plume covers a highly variable area with a mean seasonal extent of 106 km2 (Grod-
sky et al., 2014a), which together with the plume’s structure, are the result of
several competing processes. These mainly include changes in the Amazon River
discharge; advection by seasonal currents, particularly the North Brazil Current
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(NBC) that seems to primarily control the Amazon plume; turbulent mixing by
the strong seasonal winds (e.g. Hu et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2008); and strong
currents associated with the tide, which contribute further in mixing the plume
on the shallow shelf (e.g. Nikiema et al., 2007).
Ocean currents, including eddies, play an important role in shaping the spatial
plume extent and transferring the freshwater in large distances away from the river
mouth (Grodsky et al., 2014a), which then, mixes continually with surrounding
salty ocean surface water (Muller-Karger et al., 1988). For instance, the NBC
rings are important factors in modifying the pathways of the Amazon plume from
the river mouth at the equator, northwards up to 20◦-22◦N (Reul et al., 2013).
Thus, along the Brazilian shelf and up to 200 km offshore, the plume is typically
3-10 m thick and between 80-200 km wide (Lentz and Limeburner , 1995), while
reaches a penetration depth of 40-45 m as far as 2600 km offshore (Hellweger and
Gordon, 2002; Hu et al., 2004). Consequently, the effects of freshwater from the
Amazon/Orinoco plume can be visible in large distances away from the plume,
with amplitude of ∼1 pss at 12◦N and more than 0.2 pss as far as 24◦N (Pardaens
et al., 2008).
Figure 2.8: The main surface currents in the Amazon/Orinoco region: North
Brazilian Current (NBC), Northern Equatorial Current (NEC), North Equato-
rial Counter Current (NECC), Guyana Current, and Caribbean Current. The
small flow vectors show the mean surface current direction and relative velocity
during September, based on climatological Argo float trajectory data. Taken
from Salisbury et al., 2011.
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The most important key features of the seasonal currents are summarized in
Figure 2.8, while Figure 2.9 shows the main transport pathways of the Ama-
zon/Orinoco plume. During boreal winter when the ITCZ is at its southernmost
position, freshwater is trapped against the coast and stored at the river mouth by
onshore winds (Grodsky et al., 2014a). In boreal spring (low flow and ascending
periods), relaxing onshore winds and increasing freshwater discharge due to the
northward ITCZ migration result in the north-westward transport of the plume
along the eastern boundary of S. America (Muller-Karger et al., 1988; Salisbury
et al., 2011; Grodsky et al., 2014a) by the NBC and Guyana Current, which primar-
ily controls the Orinoco waters close to the shelf (Denamiel et al., 2013; Grodsky
et al., 2014a). In addition, water is transported eastwards into the developing
NECC at ∼5◦-10◦N (e.g. Romanova et al., 2011), which exports water masses to
the central Atlantic (Figures 2.8 and 2.9, red and green).
Figure 2.9: Schematic of float transport pathways of the Amazon/Orinoco
plume, taken from Coles et al., 2013. The percentage indicates observed and
HYCOM-modelled drifters that follow each pathway.
By boreal summer, the ITCZ reaches its northernmost position and the shifting
trade winds enable the NBC retroflection, that feeds the intensifying NECC (Fig-
ure 2.8). Thus, during this season, the low SSS water is transported mainly by
three export pathways, which vary seasonally (Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Coles
et al., 2013): i) some continue north-westwards towards the Caribbean current
(e.g. Hellweger and Gordon, 2002), ii) northwards by Ekman currents and eddies
reaching east of the Lesser Antilles (Mignot et al., 2012), and iii) eastwards by the
NECC (Figure 2.9). Between August-October, almost 70% of the Amazon plume
water is diverted into the NECC, producing a fresh signature in its western part
in summer-early fall (high flow and descending periods), (Romanova et al., 2011;
Salisbury et al., 2011; Coles et al., 2013).
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In contrast, in late autumn-winter, when there is a minimum discharge, but both
the NBC retroflection and the eastward NECC are still present (Coles et al., 2013;
Grodsky et al., 2014b), salty SSS from the Equatorial and S. Atlantic is transported
into the western part of the NECC, causing its salty signature, which weakens
during this season (Grodsky et al., 2014b). These saline waters imported from
the south through advection by the NBC play an essential role in the change of
freshwater content in the region (Romanova et al., 2011), while very sharp salinity
gradients can also be found in the northern part of the NECC (Coles et al., 2013).
Thus, the MLS balance in the region is primarily controlled by horizontal advection
and surface freshwater fluxes (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008;
Grodsky et al., 2014a), while conversely, the Amazon/Orinoco plume has also a
dynamical impact on the circulation and eddy variability (e.g. Romanova et al.,
2011; Coles et al., 2013).
Comparison of the relative roles of ITCZ P and river discharge indicates the im-
portance of both controlling mechanisms in maintaining the fresh Tropical Atlantic
SSS. The riverine influence is strongest in the Western Tropical Atlantic (West of
40◦W), although salinity anomalies propagate eastwards across the basin as far
as the westernmost Gulf of Guinea, while P is more broadly distributed over the
basin. The river influence lags P associated with the ITCZ migration and the
development of NBC by 2 months, while during late summer-autumn, the two
mechanisms are of comparable magnitude (Coles et al., 2013). Changes in advec-
tion and/or non-local P, contribute to year-to-year variations in the plume and its
properties (Grodsky et al., 2014a). Consequently, the plume is a complex mixture
of waters with varying age characteristics, salinity, and response to seasonal forc-
ing, where interaction of different current structures and multiple plume pathways
occur concurrently, characterized by very different time-scales (Coles et al., 2013).
In general, the broadest range of salinity of 30-34 pss occurs in the main plume
in autumn (Coles et al., 2013), while seasonal SSS maxima are observed between
January-March and SSS minima in May-July, lagging by 1-2 months the maximum
Amazon discharge (e.g. Salisbury et al., 2011; Romanova et al., 2011). Larger
lags are also found, as for instance, at the PIRATA location 8◦N, 38◦W, which,
however, may be also attributed to the time required for the river discharge to
reach the observation regions (e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994). This lag between
highest discharge and lowest salinity (and vice versa) shows year-to-year variations
by ±2 months, indicating the role of other physical processes as well (Salisbury
et al., 2011). These include the wind impact on vertical mixing and thus, on SSS
and the depth of mixed layer, as well as potentially residual conditions from the
previous year (Grodsky et al., 2014a). Thus, during most of the year, the plume
consists of two modes, i.e. a fresh young plume and an older saltier plume from
the previous year. Finally, Aquarius and in situ observations suggest the seasonal
development of a local SSS maximum in the NW Tropical Atlantic (∼8◦N) in
winter-early spring, bounded by two fresh SSS bands north (10◦-15◦N) and south
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(4◦N) of it. This SSS maximum is of up to 0.5 pss saltier than the surrounding
water, and given its relative position to the high ITCZ P, results from the different
phases in the seasonal variations of continental discharge, mainly of the Amazon,
and ocean currents (Grodsky et al., 2014b).
P over the continent, and thus the Amazon discharge, undergo interannual and
decadal changes. Year-to-year changes in Amazon discharge play an important
role in driving year-to-year changes of the plume, and accordingly of SSS in the
Western Tropical Atlantic basin (Hu et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2008; Salisbury
et al., 2011). For instance, during the period 2005-2013, the strongest fresh event
occurred in 2009, in response to an anomalous southward shift of the ITCZ (Foltz
et al., 2012) and extreme flooding in the Amazon discharge throughout that year
(Chen et al., 2010; Marengo et al., 2011), resulting in residual fresh conditions in
2010 (Coles et al., 2013). Contrary to the 2011 fresh event due to increased P,
continental discharge was stronger in 2012 (Grodsky et al., 2014a), indicating the
impact of water storage on significant phase lags between P and river discharge
(Chen et al., 2010). On the other hand, SSS in the plume was saltier by ∼1 pss in
late summer-early fall of 2012 relative to 2011, likely due to a reduction in P over
the ocean south-east of the plume, and the currents’ variability (Grodsky et al.,
2014a).
The Amazon plume, and to a lesser degree, neighbouring rivers, including the
Orinoco has attracted most of the scientific interest (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden,
2008; Salisbury et al., 2011; Romanova et al., 2011; Grodsky et al., 2014a; Grodsky
et al., 2014b), primarily due to its importance on the formation of barrier layers
(BL), with salinities that are several pss fresher than the water beneath them (e.g.
Lentz , 1995). The presence of large freshwater lenses on the ocean surface due to
strong river discharge and intense local P, and its horizontal divergence/conver-
gence in the ocean primarily driven by seasonal variations in the regional surface
circulation, influences the near-surface stratification in the N.W. Equatorial At-
lantic, resulting in the BL formation within the mixed layer, with thickness of more
than 10 m (e.g. Romanova et al., 2011; Grodsky et al., 2014a). As the freshwa-
ter surface layer of the Amazon/Orinoco plume is warmer than the water below,
the seasonal BL impacts local sea surface temperature (SST) and inhibits surface
cooling (Ffield , 2007) by reducing the depth of vertical mixing and entrainment of
the cool thermocline water into the mixed layer (e.g., Vialard and Delecluse, 1998;
Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Coles et al., 2013).
In turn, this warmer SST can affect P rates in the region, including over the N.E.
Brazil and the sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Giannini et al., 2003), thus influencing the
frequency and intensity of summertime storm systems over the Atlantic (Ffield ,
2007; Vizy and Cook , 2010), and increasing the hurricanes’ maintenance and in-
tensification in the region by up to 50% (e.g. Vizy and Cook , 2010; Grodsky et al.,
2012). Thus, the warm and low-salinity waters of Amazon/Orinoco plume and
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the BLs in the region play an important role in the ocean-atmosphere heat ex-
change in the N.W. Tropical Atlantic (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Romanova
et al., 2011; Coles et al., 2013), while modifying also the near-surface circulation
(e.g. Vialard and Delecluse, 1998). Finally, the rivers, by injecting terrestrial
sediments, nutrients, coloured and transparent dissolved organic matter (CDOM,
DOM) that are traced thousands of km from the Amazon River mouth (Hu et al.,
2004; Salisbury et al., 2011), influence the biological community, while leading to
significant uptake of the atmospheric CO2 in the river plume (e.g. Cooley et al.,
2007).
2.3.4 Eastern Tropical Atlantic: the Congo/Niger plume in the Gulf
of Guinea region and its variability
The Eastern Tropical Atlantic basin 8◦W-12◦E, 6◦N-20◦S, encompassing the Gulf
of Guinea, is another key region for the freshwater budget in the Tropical Atlantic,
although it has attracted less scientific attention. Dessier and Donguy , 1994 em-
phasized the role of P associated with the ITCZ in the Eastern Tropical Atlantic,
however variability of SSS in the Gulf of Guinea is strongly driven by the fresh-
water discharge from the rivers. Here, the Congo River, the second largest river
in the world and the most significant river of the S.H., discharges into the ocean
together with the Niger and numerous other smaller rivers. The annual discharge
of the Congo (Figure 2.10) reaches ∼1270 km3/yr (e.g. Materia et al., 2012), and
thus is of comparable magnitude to the annual Orinoco outflow, and about 5 times
smaller than that of the Amazon River. The Niger River, listed also within the 24
largest rivers globally, has an annual discharge of ∼181 km3/yr, i.e. about 7 times
smaller than that of the Congo River (Dai et al., 2009).
In addition to the large riverine influence, the region is characterized by heavy P
(e.g. Yoo and Carton, 1990) driven by the periodic ITCZ movement, moving north-
ward and intensifying in boreal summer. The strongest P shifts eastward toward
the African coast, and E weakens north of the ITCZ (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden,
2008), contributing significantly to the freshening of the upper layer across the
basin, between the equator and 20◦N (Coles et al., 2013). Consequently, the re-
sulting large freshwater input plays an effective role in modulating the interannual
variability in this part of the Atlantic basin, particularly of SST (e.g. Giannini
et al., 2005). In turn, along with advection by the regional circulation, and strong
seasonal coastal and equatorial upwelling in boreal summer (e.g. Materia et al.,
2012; Reul et al., 2013; Da-Allada et al., 2013), P and R also have a significant
influence on SSS over the Eastern Tropical Atlantic and the Gulf of Guinea, which
exhibits large annual variations of over 0.3 pss amplitude (e.g. Boyer and Levitus ,
2002).
Driven by intense P by the double passage of the ITCZ within the year (e.g. Foltz
and McPhaden, 2008), the Congo River shows two peak discharges during the year
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Figure 2.10: The climatological monthly mean discharge (solid line) of the Congo
River at Brazzaville station over the dry period (1980-2005) based on the Re-
gional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS). In addition, the simulation (2005)
and spin-up (2004) periods of the model are shown (dashed lines). Taken from
Denamiel et al., 2013.
in December and April/June (Figure 2.10), with the overall maximum in Decem-
ber lagging the P maximum by two months (e.g. Denamiel et al., 2013). The
secondary peak in April-June is associated with increased P over the Congo catch-
ment area during February-April following the northward ITCZ movement. The
Congo discharge minima occur in February-March and July-August (Figure 2.10),
after the driest period over the central Equatorial Africa in late boreal winter and
early summer, respectively. Hence, positive SSS anomalies in the Eastern Equa-
torial Atlantic occur in late spring and over the entire summer, especially close to
the Congo mouth and the Gulf of Guinea, where the riverine discharge is much
reduced (e.g. Materia et al., 2012). The SSS maxima in the region occur in Au-
gust, while the SSS minima occur around April, lagging approximately 4 months
behind the maximum Congo discharge at Brazaville station, potentially due to the
time required for the freshwater to reach the river mouth and then be advected by
the surface currents (Reul et al., 2013).
The Eastern Tropical Atlantic and the Gulf of Guinea are considered a complex
region in terms of ocean circulation (Figure 2.11). The surface currents of the
Eastern Equatorial Atlantic consist of the NECC flowing eastwards, the westward
South Equatorial Current (SEC), and the eastward South Equatorial Counter Cur-
rent (SECC). South of the equator, the southward Angola Current, representing a
branch of the SECC, is a fast, narrow and stable current extending both on the shelf
regions and the continental slope (e.g. Vangriesheim et al., 2009). Flowing along
the Angola coast, the Angola Current joins the northward Benguela Coastal Cur-
rent (BCC) at the Angola-Benguela front around 14◦S-16◦S (Figure 2.11), north
of which the BCC flows as a narrow subsurface tongue up to 5◦S (Vangriesheim
et al., 2009). The extension of the SECC may flow northward or southward (An-
gola Current) depending on the seasonal and interannual variability (Denamiel
et al., 2013). The Angola dome (Figure 2.11), a cyclonic eddy of the thermocline
centered near 10◦S, 9◦E (Lass et al., 2000), is another important feature of the
region. Disappearing during the austral winter, the salinity decreases by 0.3-0.5
pss within it due to vertical mixing of low-salinity Congo water from the surface
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Figure 2.11: The surface (solid lines) and subsurface (dashed lines) current
system in the Eastern Tropical Atlantic: the North Equatorial Current (NEC);
the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC); the South Equatorial Current
(SEC); the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC); the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone
(ABFZ). Taken from Strub et al., 2013.
(Denamiel et al., 2013).
The Gulf of Guinea is characterized by intense coastal upwelling (Foster et al.,
2009), with significant impact on the climate and fisheries of the area, which how-
ever, can be suppressed by the continental freshwater discharge. Thus, although
the region is not generally characterized by a barrier layer in boreal summer,
anomalously large freshwater river outflow (associated with the second peak dis-
charge of the Congo river) can occasionally develop it (Breugem et al., 2008).
Thus, in the event of large riverine freshwater discharge, vertical mixing is inhib-
ited, resulting in strong SSS anomalies (Materia et al., 2012). In contrast, low
discharge does not alter noticeably the vertical density stratification, but may still
lead to instability of the upwelling region (Carton, 1991).
The main characteristics of the Congo plume have been generally described through
observational studies since the 1980s (e.g. Reverdin et al., 2007), with data spar-
sity only improving after 2003 with the inclusion of Argo floats, as well as through
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the use of model outputs (Denamiel et al., 2013). Various interdependent envi-
ronmental factors appear to be responsible for the variability of the main Congo
plume and its wider region. Seasonal variations of the river outflow, wind forcing
and the complex ocean circulation (e.g. Signorini et al., 1999) result in different
dispersions of the plume. The upper-ocean salinity in the main plume area ranges
between 1-11 pss, increasing up to around 25 pss over the wider region (Denamiel
et al., 2013).
The Congo River plume has a typical northward (Denamiel et al., 2013) or west-
north-westward direction near the coast (Vangriesheim et al., 2009), exhibiting
strong variations in shape and thickness over the year. Characterized by low-
salinity waters of less than 24 pss along the Gabon coast, and thus north of the
Congo river mouth, the thickness of the plume varies from 0.3 m in austral winter
to 0.7 m in austral summer, when the plume reaches 450 km northward. An excep-
tion occurs during February-March, when the plume extends mainly westwards,
reaching up to 800-1000 km offshore in austral summer. With ∼1 m thickness
and SSS values below 33 pss, it covers twice the area (∼6 x 109 km2) compared
to the rest of the year, due to the seasonal ocean currents (e.g. Denamiel et al.,
2013). Finally, the Congo plume can also extend southwards or south-westwards
depending on the prevailing wind stress in the Angola Basin (e.g. Denamiel et al.,
2013).
On interannual time scales, the Congo plume, and thus SSS in the region, show
great variability. In the Gulf of Guinea, the main mode of interannual variability
is associated with an internal Equatorial Atlantic oscillation, the ”Atlantic Nin˜o”
(e.g. Zebiak , 1993). The latter, involving coupled processes similar to ENSO but
with different time scales, is influenced by the cold SST tongue in the Eastern
Equatorial basin during late spring-early summer (Latif and Gro¨tzner , 2000). Fi-
nally, on longer, i.e. decadal, time scales, the Congo monthly discharge exhibits a
”dry” phase, with a downward trend by 10% in discharge, over the period 1980-
2005 (Laraque et al., 2001; Denamiel et al., 2013).
However, significant gaps still remain in our knowledge on the variability of the
SSS seasonal cycle in the Gulf of Guinea on different time-scales, and in relation
to the relative impact of variations in freshwater fluxes and river runoff, including
the combined impact of the Congo and Niger Rivers. The availability of remotely-
sensed SSS measurements should contribute to a more comprehensive study of the
SSS variations in this part of the Atlantic basin.

Chapter 3
Sources of Data
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the datasets used in the rest of this thesis are presented. They
include: salinity (Section 3.2), freshwater fluxes (Section 3.3), river discharge (Sec-
tion 3.4) and mixed layer depth climatological data (Section 3.5). Salinity is pre-
sented in Section 3.2 and focuses mainly on sea surface salinity (SSS) from the
SMOS mission. Note that SSS from the Aquarius/SAC-D mission is not con-
sidered due to the shorter record of available SSS data (launched in June 2011),
and its lower sampling frequency and spatial resolution (Lagerloef et al., 2008).
Known issues for the SMOS SSS products are discussed. The thesis also considers
in situ SSS and upper ocean salinity (UOS) data from the World Ocean Atlas 2009
(WOA09) and Argo profiles. SSS is defined here in the top ∼5 m and corresponds
to the SMOS and WOA09 observations, while UOS is between ∼5-10 m depth,
typically measured by Argo floats.
Freshwater fluxes are presented in Section 3.3 and consist of Evaporation minus
Precipitation, derived from the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) and
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), respectively. Freshwater fluxes
are used in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. River outflow datasets are presented in Section 3.4
and correspond to discharge data for the Amazon, Orinoco, Congo and Niger rivers,
used in Chapters 4 and 5. Mixed layer depth (MLD) climatology is presented
in Section 3.5 and is used in Chapter 7. Given that every dataset has its own
weaknesses and uncertainties that should be taken into account when attempting
to interpret the findings, a brief description of the individual characteristics of each
data source is also presented.
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3.2 Salinity
3.2.1 The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite mission
Also known as the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Water Mission (Kerr et al.,
2010; Mecklenburg et al., 2012; Font et al., 2013), the Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) mission is the first satellite making sea surface salinity (SSS) mea-
surements from space, launched in November 2009. SMOS aims to demonstrate
the feasibility of space-borne polarimetric interferometric radiometry (e.g. Font
et al., 2010b) at microwave L-band for Earth Observation and to provide global
and continuous coverage of soil moisture and SSS with adequate resolution and
accuracy. The globe is fully imaged twice (ascending/descending orbits) every 3
days (Kerr et al., 2010). SMOS has a polar, sun-synchronous (mean altitude of
758 km) orbit at 6 a.m./6 p.m. local solar time (equator crossing time), but a very
long exact repeat, i.e. the surface is imaged with exactly the same view angle only
every 149 days (Kerr et al., 2010; Mecklenburg et al., 2012). The spatial resolution
of SMOS over land is 30 to 50 km depending on the view angle.
3.2.1.1 SMOS salinity measurement principles
The remote sensing of ocean salinity is based on the measurement of ocean bright-
ness temperature at the lower L-band microwave frequency. At L-band, the signals
over the ocean correspond typically to a surface skin layer of ∼1 cm thickness (Kerr
et al., 2010). Brightness temperature (Tb) is a function of effective emitting tem-
perature of the surface multiplied by the emissivity. Sea surface emissivity is linked
to the dielectric constant of sea water, which in turn is a function of ocean salinity
and temperature (Klein and Swift , 1977). Tb also depends on surface roughness,
incidence angle and polarization (Font et al., 2010b). In practice, many other
non-oceanic factors (e.g. extra-terrestrial sources, ionospheric effects, RFI) affect
the Tb observed by the satellite and need to be accounted (Kerr et al., 2010; Reul
et al., 2013).
The SMOS instrument (Figure 3.1), the Microwave Imaging Radiometer using
Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) operates at L-band frequency (Font et al., 2010b),
which is reserved for astronomical and geophysical observations. L-band is centred
at 1.413 GHz (wavelength of 21 cm) and represents the part of the electromagnetic
spectrum where the sensitivity of Tb to salinity changes is high enough to make SSS
remote sensing possible (Boutin and Martin, 2006; Font et al., 2010b; Lagerloef and
Font , 2010). MIRAS can make observations in dual-polarization (i.e. horizontal
and vertical polarization) and full polarization (Mart´ın-Neira et al., 2002), which
is the mode it presently operates in (Mecklenburg et al., 2012). In the SMOS
synthetic aperture imaging technique, a Tb image is reconstructed through Fourier
synthesis from cross correlations between simultaneous signals derived from pairs
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Figure 3.1: Artist’s view of SMOS with the three MIRAS arms deployed and
the 69 antenna elements. Taken from Kerr et al., 2010.
of the 69 radiometer elements situated along the Y-shaped antenna (Figure 3.1).
This results in an hexagonal Field of View (FOV), (e.g. Kerr et al., 2010), as shown
in Figure 3.2. This method introduces additional complexities for the SSS retrieval,
as for instance in strong Tb contrast transitions between land-ice/ocean/sky. In
addition, a further challenge is to ensure high temporal stability and calibration
accuracy of the 69 radiometer elements with varying individual behaviour (Reul
et al., 2012b).
The mission’s goal is to derive SSS with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 pss over the GODAE
defined scales of 100 km, 1 month or 200 km and 10 days (Lagerloef and Font ,
2010; Font et al., 2010b). This is a challenging objective for several reasons. First,
the absolute sensitivity of Tb to SSS variations is low, i.e. of the order of 0.8 K/pss
at 30◦C. Given a typical instrument noise of 2-5 K, it is clear that only the largest
SSS contrasts will register above the noise in unaveraged signals. This sensitivity
reduces significantly in cold waters, i.e. to 0.2 K/pss at 0◦C (e.g. Mecklenburg
et al., 2012), setting the SSS retrieval to be at its most demanding at higher
latitudes (North Atlantic, Polar and Subpolar regions), (Kerr et al., 2010).
Moreover, there are many geophysical sources that influence Tb, and accordingly,
the SSS retrieval at L-band. These include numerous effects that change the Tb
from the idealized surface emission to what is actually measured by the satellite,
such as Faraday rotation in the ionosphere, galactic contributions, sun glint and
moon glint, that may impact up to the monthly-averaged SSS products (Kerr
et al., 2010; Reul et al., 2012a and references therein). Nevertheless, the major
error source is the effect from surface roughness due to wind (speed and direction)
(Boutin et al., 2004), sea state, wave breaking and foam (Lagerloef and Font ,
2010; Font et al., 2010b). Finally, Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) from man-
made emissions contaminates data collected over many oceanic regions (Reul et al.,
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Figure 3.2: SMOS instantaneous alias-free field-of-view (irregular curved
hexagon), illustrating the multi-angular and spatially variable resolution of the
measurements. Incidence angle (dashed lines) ranges from 0 to 65, spatial resolu-
tion (dashed-dotted lines) from 32-100 km, and radiometric sensitivity (dashed-
dotted) from 2.60 K at boresight to 5 K. As the satellite advances, a single spot
is seen in successive snapshots under different angles and spatial and radiometric
resolutions depending on its position within the instrument field of view. Taken
from Font et al., 2013.
2013). Section 3.2.1.3 provides more information on the various error sources and
uncertainties in SMOS products.
The SMOS L2 SSS retrieval algorithm is based upon a classical inversion method
by minimization of the differences between the antenna multi-angular, multi-
polarization Tb measurements and the simulated Tb by a forward transfer model
(Kerr et al., 2010; Reul et al., 2012b), corresponding to instantaneous SSS re-
trievals under the satellite swath (Reul et al., 2013). The forward model takes into
account among other factors, atmospheric, ionospheric and geophysical effects as
well as surface roughness effects by one of three scattering models (Mecklenburg
et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2012b). Therefore, in the SMOS L2 products, 3 differ-
ent SSS values are provided, corresponding to 3 retrieval algorithms with different
assumptions for the surface roughness and with individual uncertainty estimates
(Johnson and Zhang , 1999; Dinnat et al., 2003; Gabarro´ et al., 2004). Simultane-
ous auxiliary information on the sea surface conditions (sea surface temperature,
roughness) is needed from external sources, as they are not directly measured by
SMOS. This can add to the inaccuracy of the retrieved salinity (Lagerloef and
Font , 2010; Font et al., 2010b), due to e.g. errors in the ECMWF wind speed
or the OSTIA L4 SST products used as external sources for SMOS (Reul and
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Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012; Yin et al., 2013). Potentially erroneous re-
trieval results are identified through a series of flags, including values where the
retrieved SSS exceeds the mean climatological value from the World Ocean Atlas
2009 (WOA09) used as input for the SSS inversion (e.g. Yin et al., 2013) plus/mi-
nus five times the climatology standard deviation (Reul et al., 2012b). Further
details on the SMOS SSS retrieval approach can be found in e.g. Kerr et al., 2010;
Font et al., 2010b; Font et al., 2013.
Given the complex relationship between SSS and Tb and the technical limitations
in achieving highly stable and calibrated measurements (Boutin and Martin, 2006;
Font et al., 2010b), the mean theoretical error of SMOS is 0.6 pss in Tropical
and Subtropical waters, making spatio-temporal averaging necessary (Boutin and
Martin, 2014). Thus, in order to achieve improved accuracy of SSS adequate for
oceanographic studies, the L2 single-pass measurements are averaged over multiple
orbits to produce gridded L3 products with reduced random error and improved
accuracy of the retrieved SSS (Boutin et al., 2004; Kerr et al., 2010). Typically,
L3 products are available over 10-30 days and 0.5◦ to 1◦ resolution.
3.2.1.2 Validation of SMOS against in situ measurements
In addition to the challenging SSS retrieval from interferometric radiometer mea-
surements of upwelling L-band radiation, validation of SMOS SSS observations
represents another challenging task. A factor making validation difficult is the
effect of SSS variability in short horizontal scales, i.e. shorter than the SMOS
footprint (∼40 km), that can contribute to differences when comparing the hori-
zontally averaged satellite and the localized in situ measurements. The sampling
error resulting from small-scale noise can be considerable in regions with strong
currents and river outflows (Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). In addition, the verti-
cal salinity stratification in the upper sea surface layer recently revealed by SMOS
in rainy regions when compared to the 5-10 m depth Argo (Boutin et al., 2013)
requires salinity measurements to be performed at several depths and as closest
as possible to the surface. For instance, the recent attempts with high resolution
Argo-STS profilers (Anderson and Riser , 2012) and autonomous drifters (Reverdin
et al., 2012) are of high priority for the validation of satellite SSS (Boutin and Mar-
tin, 2006).
Nevertheless, overall, SMOS measures the global distribution of SSS reasonably
well (Font et al., 2013). The first validation studies of SMOS SSS L3 data indicate
a generally good agreement with in situ observations and ocean model outputs
(Banks et al., 2012; Boutin et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2013), having an accuracy
(based on reprocessed data for 2010 on monthly or 10-days averages over 1◦ x 1◦
boxes) on the order of 0.5-0.6 pss globally and in cold waters, which degrades in
proximity to land (Reul et al., 2012b; Boutin et al., 2013). Biases are larger at
high latitudes, mainly due to uncertainties associated with the lower sensitivity
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in cold waters and the roughness correction models (strong wind), as well as RFI
contamination particularly at the Northern high latitudes and over the Arctic. The
Tropical/Subtropical region (warm waters, less RFI impact), chosen as a focus in
this thesis, is characterized by smaller errors and an improved SMOS accuracy of
the order of 0.3-0.4 pss for monthly (Reul et al., 2012b) and 10-day L3 products
(Boutin et al., 2012; Boutin et al., 2013), primarily thanks to the region’s warmer
waters.
3.2.1.3 Sources of uncertainties in SMOS data
As demonstrated above, lack of previous experience on the SMOS interferometric
concept and complex image reconstruction data processing introduce various im-
perfections and errors that impact the accuracy of the retrieved SSS (e.g. Reul
et al., 2013). This section summarizes the main error sources on SMOS L2 and L3
SSS products, including solar contamination, RFI, land contamination and geo-
physical corrections, i.e. sky noise, roughness-induced biases and spatio-temporal
drifts, e.g. due to instrumental drifts. For further information on the mission
performance and operations as well as first results of the SMOS mission, see for
instance, the IEEE Geoscience Remote Sensing Society (GRSS) special issue on
SMOS (May, 2012).
Sea surface roughness and wind speed A major source of uncertainty for the
remotely sensed SSS is the impact of sea surface roughness on the L-band emis-
sivity, which is the dominant factor affecting the signals, and therefore, needs to
be carefully corrected for. Errors can be also induced by the use of operational
three-hourly ECMWF wind fields as input to the SSS retrieval, which can differ
from the surface conditions observed by SMOS (Yin et al., 2013).
High latitudes The L-band sensitivity of emissivity to SSS reduces significantly
in cold waters, particularly below 6-7◦C where sea ice may be present. SMOS L2
SSS mean error is found to increase with decreasing SST by about 0.05 pss/◦C,
varying significantly from ascending to descending passes. This likely indicates
that other error sources (apart from low SST) may also contribute to a reduced
accuracy, including the transition between open ocean and land/ice in Antarctica,
ice contamination, high winds model biases, and RFI in Northern latitudes (Reul
et al., 2012b).
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) Although L-band is an internationally
protected radio frequency band, RFI from man-made emissions, such as mili-
tary radars and telecommunication networks, significantly affect the SMOS multi-
angular Tb measurements. RFI effect is noticeably large in Europe and Asia, as
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well as in regions of Africa, America, Greenland and numerous islands globally.
While the RFI signal originates mainly from land sources, the effect can extend
over long distances and have dramatic consequences on the accuracy of SMOS SSS
retrieval over the ocean (e.g. Mecklenburg et al., 2012). Key oceanic regions like
the Northern latitudes of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans are particularly
badly affected. Highly variable in space and time, the RFI impact strongly de-
pends on SMOS polarization and observation angles, and can contaminate large
parts of the extended Alias-free Field of View domain (AF-FOV) of the SMOS
reconstructed Tb images, showing as large spatial ripples in the images far from
the sources. For instance, until summer 2011, no accurate salinity measurements
were possible with SMOS above 45◦ latitude (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS
Team, 2012; Reul et al., 2012b). Instead of applying detection and mitigation
techniques prior to image reconstruction, a simple detection algorithm can be ap-
plied to the reconstructed Tb images by identifying anomalous values compared to
the neighbouring ones (in space, time and probing angles), exploiting the strong
amplitude of RFI signals in relation to the oceanic geophysical signal (Reul and
Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011; 2012).
Land-induced contamination Land contamination strongly biases SMOS SSS
(in general too salty) within a ∼1500 km wide belt along the world coasts and
sea ice edges (Reul et al., 2012b), due to strong brightness temperature gradients
associated with sea/land/ice transitions (Mecklenburg et al., 2012). This bias is
systematically present in the first ESA data versions due to a bug in the initial
L1B processor, when brighter land or ice masses are located in the extended FOV
domain of the antenna (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011; 2012). Its
spread and intensity strongly depend on pass direction, increasing in magnitude
towards the coasts, i.e. the median ∆SSS as a function of distance to the coast
reaches an amplitude of ∼0.7 pss at about 150 km away from it (Reul et al., 2012b).
Galactic noise Modelling of the galactic signal and its reflection on the sea sur-
face is considered another important geophysical source of error for SMOS L2 SSS
data (Reul et al., 2012b). Sky noise originates from downwelling celestial radiations
at L-band that are scattered back by the sea surface toward the upper atmosphere.
For sun-synchronous polar-orbiting SMOS measurements of upwelling L-band ra-
diation over the ocean, this source of Tb contamination impacts on the quality
of SSS retrieval. The effect highly depends on pass direction, time of the year
and surface roughness (wind speed) (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team,
2011; 2012). Strongest impact is expected for descending passes in mid-August to
mid-October and for ascending passes in March-April, when the reflected galac-
tic equator where L-band galactic emission is maximum crosses the SMOS FOV
(Reul et al., 2012b). To minimize the impact of that spurious signal, the sky-noise
correction needs to account for surface roughness induced scattering. Therefore,
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modelling of the celestial noise scattering has been under continuous development
within the ESA L2 processor framework (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team,
2011; 2012).
Spatio-temporal drifts Finally, spatio-temporal drifts due to instrumental drifts,
erroneous accounting of the seasonal cycle in the forward Tb model contributions
and varying solar radiation effects, are evident in both L2 and L3 SSS. Among
them, the latitudinal biases in descending orbits are considered most crucial for
the generation of L3 products. Being maximum at the end of the year, they trans-
late into significantly too fresh and too salty SSS in the Northern and Southern
oceans, respectively, restricting the opportunity for L3 SSS error reduction by the
combination of ascending and descending passes (Reul et al., 2012b). In addition,
the so-called ”1-slope” calibration in SMOS L1 to account for thermal drifts still
produces a residual seasonal cycle in Tb toward the end of each year, which ap-
pears as a seasonal cycle in the mean bias of retrieved SSS of ∼2 pss peak-to-peak
amplitude (without periodic Ocean Target transformation correction). Finally, an
erroneous correction of the direct sun aliases on the Extended FOV in the ESA L1A
to L1B processor is likely responsible to a great extent for the large spatio-temporal
drifts in the ESA reprocessed L1B data (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team,
2011; 2012).
Despite considerable improvements in the SMOS instrument calibration and image
reconstruction, systematic bias patterns of several Kelvins in the FOV are still ob-
served between averaged measured and simulated Tb. These biases are currently
estimated and mitigated using the Ocean Target Transformation (OTT) technique,
i.e. a practical approach which aims to reduce the impact of any residual bias,
regardless of its origin, in the reconstructed Tb images over the ocean (Yin et al.,
2013; Font et al., 2013). The OTT includes the computation of 2-D median dif-
ferences between the forward model simulations estimated using the WOA 2005
monthly climatology and the measured L1 Tb over a relatively homogeneous ocean
area in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, which needs to be removed before the L2 SSS
retrieval (Reul et al., 2012b; Yin et al., 2012).
3.2.1.4 Available L3 SMOS SSS products
Global SMOS L3 SSS products are produced from the ESA SMOS Expert Support
Laboratory Centers, i.e. the SMOS Barcelona Expert Centre (SMOS-BEC), the
LOCEAN/IPSL Laboratory and the CNES/IFREMER Centre Aval de Traite-
ment des Donne´es SMOS (CATDS) Ocean Salinity Expertise Center (CECOS)
(Font et al., 2013; Reul et al., 2012b; Boutin et al., 2012). Information on the
SMOS mission and data availability can be found in the ESA monitoring facil-
ity: https://earth.esa.int/web/esa-operational-eo-missions/smos. The work in this
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thesis is based on the Ifremer CATDS-CECOS L3 products, which are described
in the following section.
3.2.1.5 CATDS-CECOS SMOS SSS products used in this thesis
Research SMOS SSS L3 monthly mean products for the period January 2010 - De-
cember 2012 are acquired from the Ifremer CATDS-CECOS website (http://www.catds.fr)
at 1.0◦ x 1.0◦ spatial resolution. Data for the years 2011 and 2012 come from the
latest version at this time (V02), (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012).
For 2010, data are taken from version V01 (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS
Team, 2011) in order to obtain three complete years (2010-2012) of SMOS SSS, as
V02 covers only the period May-December for the year 2010. In version V02, data
for the period January-April 2010 of the SMOS commissioning phase were not
reprocessed, due to reduced quality of the SMOS data in the initial post-launch
phase, and users are advised to use version V01 products to cover this period of
time (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012).
The input data used to generate version V01 of the CATDS-CECOS research L3
products are the ESA reprocessed L1A data for the year 2010, from both the dual
and full polarization modes, as during the commissioning phase (January to end
of June 2010), the instrument was operating alternatively in both polarization
modes (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011). In contrast, version V02
is built from the ESA’s first reprocessing of L1B data from May 2010 to December
2011, while the operational L1B data are used for the period January-December
2012. Further information on the main characteristics of the CATDS-CEC SSS
L3 products from version V02 is provided in Table 3.1. The V01 L3 product
has a SSS standard deviation of ∼0.25-0.35 pss for the Tropical Atlantic in 1.0◦
x 1.0◦ grid cell from January-December 2010, increasing in November-December
2010 to ∼0.25-0.45 pss for unknown reason (Reul and Tenerelli , 2011). Validation
document for V02 from the CATDS-CECOS is not yet available while this thesis
is written up.
Recently, the Ifremer CATDS-CECOS V02 product has been compared with other
SMOS L3 SSS products from LOCEAN, Aquarius as well as with In Situ Analysis
System (ISAS) SSS over the North Subtropical Atlantic. The CATDS-CECOS
V02 product, although may modify artificially the spatial SSS distribution given
its adjustment to the climatology (See paragraph ”Spatio-temporal drifts” at the
end of this section), still reproduces the SSS seasonal variability indicated by the
ISAS products (Hernandez et al., 2014). However, its correlation coefficient with
TSG SSS data, i.e. r=0.85 at 0.25◦ x 0.25◦ or r=0.88 at 1◦ x 1◦ spatial resolution,
remains lower than that for the other products, as its relaxation to the climatology
likely modifies artificially the spatial distribution of the SSS field (Hernandez et al.,
2014). This may smooth some of the interannual SSS variability, and this will be
further discussed in Chapter 5. Nevertheless, the CATDS-CECOS products are
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Table 3.1: Summary of the main characteristics of Ifremer CATDS-CEC SSS
L3 products from version V02, used in this thesis. The table is adapted from
Reul et al., 2013.
	   Version	  V02	  
	  	  	  Brightness	  temperature	  
(Tb)	  
L1b	  reconstructed	  on	  Equal-­‐Area	  Scalable	  Earth	  
(EASE)	  grid	  
SSS	  retrieval	  
SSS	  retrieved	  from	  first	  Stokes	  parameter	  
Tbx	  +	  Tby	  
(Reul	  and	  Tenerelli,	  2011)	  
+:	  not	  affected	  by	  Faraday	  rotation	  
-­‐:	  no	  check	  of	  dwell	  line	  consistency	  
Wind	  model	  
Model	  2	  (Empirical	  adjustment	  of	  Tb	  
dependencies	  to	  wind	  speed	  by	  using	  bin	  
average)	  
Calibration	  
Single	  ocean	  target	  transformation	  (OTT)	  and	  
daily	  5°x	  5°	  adjustment	  wrt	  WOA01	  SSS	  
climatology	  
+:	  single	  OTT	  calibration	  
-­‐:	  need	  additional	  bias	  correction	  (in	  time	  and	  
space)	  that	  mask	  part	  of	  interannual	  variability	  
Flagging	  
Tb	  filtering	  method:	  interorbit	  consistency	  in	  
incidence	  angles	  classes	  and	  thresholding	  
RFI	  %	  
+:	  more	  refined	  than	  L2OS	  flags	  
Region	  of	  the	  instrument	  
field	  of	  view	  (FOV)	  
considered	  for	  SSS	  retrieval	  
Alias	  free	  field	  of	  view	  (AFFOV)	  only	  
+:	  avoid	  suspicious	  Tb	  in	  EAFFOV	  
-­‐:	  reduced	  number	  of	  Tbs	  
Galactic	  model	   Geometrical	  optics	  model	  (wind	  speed	  dependence)	  
Average	  
Simple	  average	  after	  thorough	  filtering	  of	  
inconsistent	  SSS	  
+	  interorbit	  consistency	  check	  
Format	   Netcdf	  –	  rectangular	  grid	  
Access	   support@catds.fr	  
Period	   June	  2010-­‐December	  2012	  
Resolution	   Daily,	  10-­‐days,	  Monthly,	  0.25°,	  0.5°,	  1°	  
	  
chosen in this thesis given their main advantage of a better RFI filtering approach,
and thus, of a potentially better detection of SSS close to the coast and the river
plumes, as it will be seen in the rest of this Section and in Section 3.2.1.6.
The main corrections applied in the CATDS-CECOS products (V01 and V02) for
some of the known uncertainties in SMOS are briefly described below. For further
information on the product algorithms used in each version, the reader is referred
to the Algorithm Theoretical Baseline Document for V01 and V02, available from
the CATDS-CECOS ftp server (eftp.ifremer.fr). Finally, the rest of this section
presents a comparison of SSS in 2010 from the two versions (paragraph I in 3.2.1.6),
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and an examination of RFI in the region of interest for the years 2011 and 2012
(V02), (paragraph II in 3.2.1.6).
• Solar contaminations: To account for solar radiation impact, SSS retrieval
in CATDS-CECOS products is limited to the AF-FOV instead of applying
a ”direct sun” correction (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011).
Moreover, in version V02, in order to best mitigate this effect, a mask is
applied to eliminate the reconstructed Tb in the proximity of the aliased sun-
disk, which is sometimes located at the border of the AF-FOV, particularly
at the end of all years (November-December) in descending passes (Reul and
Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012). However, spurious stripe-like fresh
anomalies in the composite L3 SSS data are still observed, which progressively
amplify at the end of the years (October to December) and may be related to
residual solar contamination in the ESA L1 data (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-
CECOS Team, 2011; 2012).
• Land-induced contamination: Correction for land contamination is ap-
plied in the CATDS-CECOS products so that its impact is much more limited
in spread and intensity than in other L3 products. However, too salty a sig-
nal is still found along some coasts (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team,
2011; 2012).
• RFI: Robust threshold detection criteria for RFI contamination have been
established at CATDS-CECOS based on a global analysis of the spatio-
temporal characteristics of RFI signals as a function of instrument probing
configuration (incidence angle, orbit direction) over the whole period of the
SMOS mission. Thus, using a multiple criteria mitigation approach, SSS is
retrieved after most of the contaminated Tb in the FOV is filtered out. Nev-
ertheless, residual RFI-induced signals still persist, resulting in lower quality
SSS retrieval, but now only limited regions such as the Northern latitudes,
the Mediterranean sea, and along the Asian coastlines (Reul and Ifremer
CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011; 2012).
Moreover, in version V02, a new approach is applied by identifying RFI
signals over the whole fundamental hexagon using simple, empirically deter-
mined Tb thresholds. However, this method filters out a large amount of
both bad and good quality SMOS data along the coastlines. Therefore, a
new variable (RFIstat) is provided in V02, corresponding to the probabil-
ity of remote RFI detection in the ensemble of multi-angular measurements
used for the SSS retrieval, enabling the user to perform his own filtering.
This RFI probability criterion is used to weight the SSS swath data used for
the CATDS-CECOS L3 composite products, while pixels with RFI probabil-
ity exceeding 80% in the input data over the considered space-time window
have been removed. In general, over the oceans, the mean RFI probability
is stable in time and reaches 3%, decreasing considerably in the N. Atlantic
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from ∼10-12% in early 2010 to 4-5% end of 2012 (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-
CECOS Team, 2012). See paragraph II of this section (3.2.1.6) for the mean
RFI probability over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S.
• Sky noise: Corrections for scattered sky noise in CATDS-CECOS V01 prod-
ucts are generated based on the Kirchhoff scattering model, which lacks wind
speed dependence, and thus can result in fresher SSS in L2 products (Reul and
Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011; Reul et al., 2012b). Erroneous correc-
tion can lead to non-geophysical variability in the L3 V01 products from Au-
gust to October (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2011). Scattered
sky noise in version V02 is corrected with a new semi-empirical correction
algorithm based on the Geometric Optics (GO) scattering solution, which re-
tains wind speed dependence and results in improved predictions compared
to the Kirchhoff model. Nevertheless, residual erroneous correction might
still cause some non-geophysical variability in V02 data, particularly under
low wind speed conditions (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012).
• Spatio-temporal drifts: The above mentioned (See Section 3.2.1.3) in-
strumental drifts, mainly related to unsolved calibration (thermal) and im-
age reconstruction issues, e.g. solar effects in L-band imaging and antenna
patterns uncertainties, introduce significant latitudinal and seasonal drifts in
the retrieved SSS, with amplitude depending on pass direction. In CATDS-
CECOS, a large scale bias correction method is applied in V02 products,
which, in contrast to ESA L2, uses only one Ocean Target transformation
(OTT) determined in the Pacific in 2012. In addition, L3 SSS is bias-adjusted
using a large-scale correction based on 5◦ x 5◦ spatial filter derived from the
World Ocean Atlas 2001 monthly SSS climatology, temporally interpolated at
the SMOS acquisition date (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012).
3.2.1.6 Assessment of CATDS-CECOS products
Comparison of CATDS-CECOS version V01 and version V02 in the region
of interest Preliminary assessment of the L3 V02 products performed from the
CATDS-CECOS indicates, overall, a comparable quality to those from V01 (Reul
and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, 2012), despite the relaxation of SSS data
from V02 to the climatology. In turn, comparison of the Ifremer CATDS-CECOS
V02 product with In Situ Analysis System (ISAS) SSS over the North Subtrop-
ical Atlantic indicates that, although adjustment to the climatology may modify
artificially the spatial SSS distribution, the V02 product still reproduces the SSS
seasonal variability indicated by the ISAS products (Hernandez et al., 2014). Here,
monthly differences of SMOS SSS from V01 minus V02 versions are examined for
their common period May-December 2010 (Figure 3.3). Version V02 often gives
more data in grid cells close to the coast compared to V01. Therefore, in the
present thesis, SMOS SSS fields for 2011 and 2012 (V02) are masked out to cover
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the same grid cells as 2010 (V01), in order to ensure spatial consistency of the SSS
fields between the two versions and throughout the period 2010-2012.
Figure 3.3: Monthly mean differences of SMOS SSS from version V01 minus
V02 in the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S for their common period May-December
2010.
The SSS differences between V01 and V02 for May-December 2010 are seen in
Figure 3.3 in a range±0.7 pss. Varying, in general, between -0.23 and 0.63 pss (99%
quantile) in the Tropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S, there is good consistency between
them, given all the uncertainties associated with data processing and the different
corrections applied in each version. The largest discrepancies are observed close
to the major river systems, where V01 displays almost always higher values than
V02 throughout their common period. For instance, there are few (1-2) grids
in the Amazon/Orinoco plume where the differences exceed 5 pss. Some large
discrepancies occur also near the coasts north and south of the Gulf of Guinea,
where V02 displays higher values, as for instance, in the meridional band 5◦-10◦W
(between 5◦N-5◦S) in July, November and December (Figure 3.3). One of the
possible causes of these differences is RFI flagging.
II. Examination of RFI probability in the region of interest V02 products
provide an estimate of RFI probability (RFIstat) in the ensemble of multi-angular
measurements used for the SSS retrieval (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team,
2012), which enables the examination of RFI impact in the region of interest.
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Figure 3.4: RFI probability percentage per pixel of CATDS version V02 data
in 2011 for March, June (top left and right), September and December (bottom
left and right).
Figure 3.4 shows the mean RFI probability percentage in the Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S for selected months in 2011, as typical examples for the whole
period 2011-2012. The Gulf of Guinea and its wider region display a very high
likelihood of RFI contamination throughout the years 2011 (Figure 3.4) and 2012
(plot not shown), that can often exceed 80%. In the western basin and close
to the Amazon/Orinoco plume, the mean RFI probability increases noticeably
towards the end of 2011 (Figure 3.4, bottom plots for September and December,
respectively) and most of 2012, reaching up to 60% in some cases, but still remains
lower compared to the eastern Tropical basin.
Wishing to perform an analysis based only on a priori free from RFI SSS fields,
i.e. by filtering the data for 2011 and 2012 from grid cells that suffer from RFI
and keeping only clear grid cells with 0% or even 10% percent probability, would
mask out all or large part of the eastern and western subregions of interest (plots
not shown). Thus, it would set the examination of the SSS seasonal cycle close
to the river outflows impossible. Given that within the improved RFI mitigation
approach applied in the CATDS-CECOS V02 data, pixels with RFI probability
contamination larger than 80% have been excluded (Reul and Ifremer CATDS-
CECOS Team, 2012), no further RFI filtering is performed in the present thesis.
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However, it confirms that RFI is the likely cause of the observed differences between
V01 and V02 in May-December 2010 seen in Figure 3.3.
3.2.2 Sea Surface (SSS) and Upper Ocean Salinity (UOS) from WOA09
Objectively analyzed monthly climatological means of in situ SSS and salinity at
the top 10 m (S10) in 1.0◦ x 1.0◦ grid cell are obtained from the World Ocean Atlas
2009 (WOA09) which covers the period 1955-2006 (Antonov et al., 2010). WOA09,
providing climatological salinity fields in various depths, is an expansion of earlier
atlas series, such as the WOA05, WOA01, WOA98, WOA94 and Climatological
Atlas of the World Ocean (Levitus , 1982), based on objective analyses of historical
oceanographic profile data.
WOA09 S10 bins together all observations in the top 10 m of the water column,
while the depth of the SSS measurements ranges between 1-5 m (Antonov et al.,
2010). Differences between WOA09 SSS and S10 indicate a fresher SSS by ∼1
pss relative to S10 in the proximity of these rivers (plots not shown). Noticeably
larger deviations reaching or even exceeding ∼10 pss are found in few grid cells
close to the Amazon/Orinoco region (∼1-7◦N) for some months during the year,
such as in January, March, May and July. Despite the ∼50 years of climatology
and the inclusion of Argo floats in more recent versions, WOA09 data still remain
very sparse in time and space. For instance, Figure 3.5 shows the number of
observations (Nobs) per 1
◦ x 1◦ grid cell in the Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S for March,
chosen as a typical month in terms of Nobs density in this region. the Nobs of
samples per 1◦ grid cell varies around ∼10-15 observations on average over ∼50
years of data, with a few exceptions along the African coast or in the middle of the
basin. However, there is also a large number of grid cells with no observations at
all, further limiting the objective analysis technique used and making the WOA09
SSS and S10 subject to significant bias and uncertainty. The standard error of the
statistical SSS from which the objectively analysed fields are produced generally
varies up to 0.4 pss, but can even exceed 4.5 pss close to the major river outflows
and along the Equatorial Atlantic (plots not shown).
Preliminary comparison of WOA09 SSS and SMOS Figure 3.6 shows monthly
SSS fields from SMOS in 2010 (V01) and the WOA09 climatology for January,
April, July and October, respectively, chosen as typical examples of the rest of
the year. The SSS fields from the two datasets show broadly the same large scale
features and magnitudes, but indicate also some differences. Among the main
differences is the impact on SSS of the seasonal cycle of freshwater river outflow
depicted by SMOS. Close to the Amazon/Orinoco region, SMOS displays a strong
fresh SSS signature from mid-spring reaching its maximum around June-July (Fig-
ure 3.6 a), when the Amazon discharge is also at its peak (e.g. Romanova et al.,
2011), which spreads eastwards along the basin in autumn (October). The fresh
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Figure 3.5: Number of WOA09 SSS observations per 1◦ x 1◦ grid cell in the
Atlantic region 30◦N-30◦S for March over the period 1955-2006. White gaps
indicate grid cells with no measurements at all.
SSS signal fades gradually locally towards the end of the year, in accordance with
the river’s minimum discharge (plots not shown). On the other side of the basin,
the fresh signals of SMOS SSS from the Congo and Niger rivers are particularly
strong in winter and spring (Figure 3.6 a, January and April). In contrast, the
long-term climatological monthly averages from WOA09 smooth out the seasonal
SSS variability, which appears just as very fresh SSS values close to both river
systems during most of the year (Figure 3.6 b). This is also evident along the
Tropical band ∼15◦N-5◦S that embraces the zone of maximum precipitation over
the year, with SMOS providing a more detailed depiction of the SSS seasonal fea-
tures during the year (Figure 3.6, top panel). Such discrepancies highlight the
added value of SMOS to examine the seasonal to interannual variability in SSS in
these regions.
The above differences between SMOS and the climatology are further illustrated
in Figure 3.7, which shows the long-term monthly mean anomalies of SSS, i.e.
the differences of SMOS SSS in 2010 minus WOA09 SSS. Assuming that the 50-
year WOA09 climatology is representative of the long-term mean SSS, Figure 3.7
provides an insight into how typical the year 2010 is for SSS. The deviations
between the two datasets, displayed here in a range of ±1 pss, vary in general
between ∼-1 (i.e. WOA09SMOS) and 0.7 pss, but can reach up to ∼-3.8 and
5.6 pss, particularly in grid cells close to the major river plumes. As regards the
patchiness of the differences between the climatology and SMOS throughout the
year and along most of the basin, their magnitude varies around 0-0.2 pss, thus
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(a) SMOS SSS in 2010
(b) WOA09 climatological obectively analysed SSS
Figure 3.6: a) SMOS SSS in 2010 and b) WOA09 objectively analyzed SSS
monthly fields for January, April (top left and right), July and October (bottom
left and right).
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lying within the SMOS measurement uncertainty. Whether they are actually noise
or real features displayed by SMOS will require further investigation.
3.2.3 Argo Upper Ocean Salinity (UOS)
The Argo (Array for Real-Time Geostrophic Oceanography) project has been fully
operational since 2005 and provides continuous observations of temperature and
salinity in near real time (Gould et al., 2004). Argo floats collect temperature and
conductivity vertical profiles from 2000 meters depth to a few meters below the
sea surface, every 10 days. The project’s target is to maintain about 3000 floats
over the global ocean, with one measurement every 3◦, providing about 105 SSS
measurements each year. Over the last few years, in addition to the number of
floats, the quality of recent SSS measurements has also improved, while the depth
of the surface measurement is decreasing; 95% of upper Argo measurements are
taken shallower than 10 m depth, and 77% shallower than 5 m (Boutin and Martin,
2006).
In this work, Argo salinity observations for 2010 are obtained from the Coriolis
Argo Global Data Assembly Centre (GDAC; ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/argo) for the
Figure 3.7: Monthly anomaly fields of SMOS SSS in 2010 minus WOA09 ob-
jectively analysed SSS for January, April (top left and right), July and October
(bottom left and right) in a range of ±1 pss.
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region of interest. These data, downloaded on December 1, 2011, correspond to
profiles with at least one measurement shallower than a threshold of 10 m, while
satisfying all Argo real-time quality control tests (Carval et al., 2006). The upper
ocean salinity (UOS) for each profile is obtained by averaging all measurements in
the top 10 m and the monthly UOS mean is computed based on all profiles in each
1.0◦ x 1.0◦ grid cell within the range 30-40 pss. Examples of monthly mean UOS
fields from Argo for selected months in 2010 are shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8
also provides an illustration of the spatial coverage of Argo measurements over the
region of interest, which, although significantly greater in the Atlantic basin 30◦N-
30◦S compared to other regions, is still not very good and there are large areas
with no measurements at all. Equally important, the number of Argo observations
per 1.0◦ x 1.0◦ grid cell varies in general around 1-3 per month, with only a few
exceptions reaching up to ∼8 observations in isolated grid cells and only during 1
or 2 months (plots not shown).
Figure 3.8: Monthly UOS fields from Argo for January, April (top left and right),
July and October (bottom left and right) 2010 in 1◦ x 1◦ spatial resolution.
Preliminary comparison of Argo UOS and SMOS Figure 3.9 shows the differ-
ence of monthly means of SMOS SSS (Figure 3.6 a) and Argo UOS (Figure 3.8) for
2010, indicating discrepancies that vary around ±1 pss. However, salinity devia-
tions between the two datasets can reach up to -4 pss (i.e. ArgoSMOS), such as
in few grid cells close to the Amazon/Orinoco region in October (Figure 3.9, July
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Figure 3.9: SMOS SSS minus Argo UOS monthly differences in 2010 in 1◦ x 1◦
spatial resolution.
and October plots). In general, the largest (positive and negative), differences are
observed in the N. Subtropical and Tropical Atlantic basin, although the scarcity
of data makes it difficult to discern spatial patterns. Looking at the scatterplot for
the whole year 2010 (Figure 3.10), where the region of interest is divided into the
open ocean and the western and eastern riverine-regions (See Chapters 4 and 5 for
their definition), there is quite good agreement for the bulk of the data. However,
there are cases, particularly for the lower salinity values which correspond to the
river plumes, where SMOS SSS is ∼2 pss fresher than Argo UOS.
Another important parameter for such differences though is the different depth
of the salinity measurements, i.e. SMOS observations correspond approximately
to the first 1 cm of the sea surface while Argo refers to ∼5-10 m depth. The
standard deviation of Argo UOS measurements for 2010 mainly varies around 0-
0.6 pss, but can reach ∼1 pss and even exceed 2 pss in a few grid cells close to
the Amazon/Orinoco region in some months (plots not shown), explaining to a
great extent the significant aforementioned differences with SMOS SSS. Table 3.2
includes the mean, standard deviation and root mean square error (RMSE) of the
SMOS SSS minus Argo UOS differences based on their monthly means for 2010 for
each region, accounting for both all values and when potential outliers are excluded.
For the whole Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, the uncertainty of
SMOS relative to Argo (without excluding any potential outliers) is about 0.31
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Figure 3.10: Scatterplot of monthly SMOS versus Argo SSS monthly means for
2010 over the open ocean (red), the western (blue) and eastern (green) poles
(See Chapters 4 and 5 for their definition).
pss and their RMSE difference equals ∼0.33 pss, decreasing to ∼0.24 pss and
∼0.25 pss, respectively, over the open ocean, i.e. when the two riverine-influenced
are excluded. The SMOS uncertainty increases noticeably to about 0.91 pss over
the Amazon/Orinoco plume and to ∼0.85 pss in the Congo/Niger plume region.
As expected, removing any potential outliers improves their statistics (Table 3.2).
However given the different measurement depth between SMOS and Argo, for the
rest of thesis, no values are excluded and any reference to the SMOS uncertainty
in the text refers to the statistics being produced with any potential outliers.
Table 3.2: Statistics of the SMOS minus Argo differences in each region based
on their monthly means for 2010. Values inside brackets are calculated after
removal of the outliers.	   Mean	  (SMOS-­‐Argo)	   St.	  dev.	  (SMOS-­‐Argo)	   RMSE	  (SMOS-­‐Argo)	  
Whole	  region	   -­‐0.0930	  (-­‐0.0844)	   0.3115	  (0.2594)	   0.3251	  (0.2728)	  
Open	  Ocean	   -­‐0.0761	  (-­‐0.0772)	   0.2410	  (0.2367)	   0.2527	  (0.2489)	  
Western	  pole	   -­‐0.3754	  (-­‐0.1902)	   0.9131	  (0.5650)	   0.9838	  (0.5936)	  
Eastern	  pole	   -­‐0.6129	  (-­‐0.3929)	   0.8483	  (0.5124)	   1.0409	  (0.6419)	  	  
To conclude, the SMOS uncertainty in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-
30◦S of 0.3 pss does not still meet the mission goals. Nevertheless, it comes
in agreement with other validation studies in the region of interest (Reul and
Tenerelli , 2011; Hernandez et al., 2014).
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3.3 Freshwater fluxes
The ocean surface freshwater fluxes consist of Evaporation minus Precipitation
minus River discharge (E-P-R), and constitute ∼80% of the Earth’s total surface
water fluxes (e.g. Durack et al., 2012). Nevertheless, their direct measurement still
involves many difficulties and thus, they are often estimated from other oceanic
or atmospheric variables. These include the use of direct bulk-formulas for the E
estimation (e.g. Sohn et al., 2004), atmospheric reanalysis products (e.g. Kalnay
et al., 1996; Schanze et al., 2010), and via inverse methods based on the divergence
of ocean freshwater transports (e.g. Wijffels et al., 1992; Talley , 2008).
In the last decades, satellite remote sensing and its global coverage has contributed
significantly to the improvement of atmospheric (e.g. moisture content and surface
humidity) and key air-sea flux related variables (e.g. SST, wind speed) (see for
instance, Robinson, 2004; Robinson, 2010). Such satellite observations are used
together with in situ measurements in empirical formulas and data assimilation
models to derive E and P fields with near-global coverage (Schanze et al., 2010).
However, despite continuous progress, there are still large uncertainties, and these
indirect techniques and the irregular sampling in space and time can also result in
varying spatio-temporal error characteristics (e.g. Schlax et al., 2001) and signifi-
cant deficiencies in the air-sea flux estimates (e.g. Grist and Josey , 2003; Yu and
Weller , 2007; Schanze et al., 2010).
In addition to the actual difficulty of making these measurements, validation of
freshwater fluxes over the ocean is a challenging task, particularly due to lack of
high quality precipitation (P) data as a reference (Wijffels , 2001; Yu et al., 2008).
The nature of P, i.e. occurring on small and rapidly varying scales, makes in situ
measurements inaccurate, biased and generally unreliable (Quartly et al., 2002).
As a consequence, P is the least well-determined surface exchange field, charac-
terized by major uncertainties. Among the various available flux products, with
their individual in general advantages and disadvantages, those based on satellite
data are considered to display, in general, more accurately the geographical P fea-
tures (Quartly et al., 2007). Nowadays, only surface-based radars and/or satellites,
offer good spatial coverage at short revisit internals of approximately 1 day (e.g.
Schanze et al., 2010). P can be determined from satellites with various techniques,
including passive microwave and infrared (IR) measurements, which capture dif-
ferent aspects of the rain systems (Quartly et al., 2002). Combination of different
sensors with varying spatio-temporal span and additions of new instruments can
lead to significant differences between the various P datasets and climatologies
from satellites. An overview of them can be found, for instance, in Quartly et al.,
2007 and Sapiano and Arkin, 2009.
In this thesis, P and E fields are obtained from the Global Precipitation Climatol-
ogy Project (GPCP) and the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux), which
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are presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively. The choice of these sources
is made based on the expectation from the literature, and given their observational-
based nature, that they are the most reliable. It is noted that reanalysis data for
P and E from the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Global Reanalysis Project 1 (NCEP-
1, Kistler et al., 2001) were considered in the initial stage of the PhD and were
compared with GPCP P and OAFlux E (plots not shown), with the latter being
a combination of NCEP, ECMWF and satellite products. However, reanalysis
data lack accuracy (Taylor , 2000), given the wide range of error and uncertainty
sources. These include, among others, model geometries and physics, parameter-
izations, data sources for constraint and changing data density, which result in
large biases, particularly in the P field, and often in unrealistic trends and in-
correct seasonal cycles (e.g. Quartly et al., 2007). Moreover, the NCEP-1 record
is not self-consistent and the full reanalysis period could be divided into three
major epochs based on the nature of the observations being incorporated (Kistler
et al., 2001), further hindering the quantification of NCEP uncertainties. For these
reasons, the work in this thesis focused on the observation-based GPCP.
3.3.1 GPCP P fields
Monthly P fields for the period 2010-2012 are taken from the latest satellite-gauge
product (PSG) of the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), version
2.2 (Huffman and Bolvin, 2013), released in August 2012, at 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial
resolution. GPCP P over the ocean is primarily a satellite product, adjusted to
gauge measurements only close to the coasts. In version 2, among the major
changes from previous GPCP datasets is the availability of geostationary satel-
lites, providing more frequent coverage at 40◦ N-S, and the addition of microwave
data since 1987 (Adler et al., 2003; Quartly et al., 2007), which results in higher
estimates (Schanze et al., 2010). The version 2.2 used here, replacing all previous
versions, includes upgrades in many of the dataset components and the Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) precipitation-gauge analysis, as well
as the inclusion of the Special Sensor Microwave Image/Sounder (SSMI/S) data
(Huffman and Bolvin, 2013).
To give a view of the GPCP P mean fields over the region of interest, Figure 3.11
shows examples of monthly P for 2010 in a range of 0-4.5 m/yr. GPCP indicates
the maximum P patterns along the Tropical Atlantic between ∼0◦-10◦N, reflecting
the position of the ITCZ, which moves northwards from April onwards (see for
instance, Figure 3.11, July and October). P along this band has a magnitude of
up to 4.5 m/yr during the year, but can reach up to 8 m/yr in a few grid cells in the
middle of the Equatorial basin during August (plot not shown). In contrast, over
most of the Subtropical Atlantic, P does not generally exceed 1 m/yr. Exceptions
occur over the western S. Subtropical basin and along the Brazilian coasts, where
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Figure 3.11: GPCP P monthly averages for January, April, July and October
2010 in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ resolution.
P reaches up to ∼3 m/yr in spring and autumn, while exceeding 4 m/yr in winter
(Figure 3.11, April, October and January, respectively). Less intense P patterns
are also observed in the western and central N. Subtropical latitudes, particularly
during autumn and winter (Figure 3.11, October and January), where P can reach
up to 2 m/yr.
3.3.2 OAFlux E fields
Monthly E fields for the years 2010-2012 are acquired from the Objectively An-
alyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) hybrid dataset (Yu and Weller , 2007; Yu et al.,
2008) which has a 1.0◦ x 1.0◦ spatial resolution. The Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI) OAFlux products are constructed from optimal blending of
multi-platform satellite observations (e.g. wind speed, SST, near-surface humid-
ity) and reanalysis outputs from NCEP-1, NCEP-2 and ECMWF ERA-40 nu-
merical weather prediction models (e.g. air temperature, humidity, 10-m wind
speed). Based on advanced objective analysis of the surface meteorological vari-
ables, flux fields including E over the ocean are computed from the Coupled Ocean-
Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) Bulk flux algorithm version 3.0 (Yu
et al., 2008). OAFlux, by blending satellite data and reanalyses, reduces the often
large differences between data sources. However, like all reanalysis products, it
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may still suffer from changes in the observing network and the assimilation system
(Fairall et al., 2010).
Figure 3.12: OAFlux E monthly averages for January, April, July and October
2010, regridded in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ resolution.
Figure 3.12 displays examples of monthly mean E fields from OAFlux in 2010. As
expected, the largest E values occur in the Subtropical latitudes. E is strongest
in the northern basin during boreal winter (January) towards its western part,
where it exceeds 2 m/yr (Figure 3.12). Over the southern basin, E displays the
largest magnitudes in austral winter (July), reaching over ∼2.5 m/yr (Figure 3.12,
July). The smallest E values of 0.5 m/yr or less are generally observed towards the
southern edges of the region of interest in boreal autumn and winter (Figure 3.12
January and October), and along the African coasts throughout the year. During
summer, a band of minimum E also extends from the Gulf of Guinea towards the
middle of the Equatorial basin (Figure 3.12, July).
3.3.3 The resulting OAFlux-GPCP E-P field
To obtain an insight into the resulting OAFlux-GPCP monthly E-P mean field over
the Tropical/Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, Figure 3.13 shows the examples of E-P for
2010 obtained from the combination of the data in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. OAFlux-
GPCP E-P fields in Figure 3.13 indicate the dominance of E in the Subtropics and
the strong P patterns over the Tropics. E-P is strongest in the N. Subtropical
Atlantic during boreal winter (January), and over the S. Subtropical basin during
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austral winter (July), reaching up to 2.4 m/yr (Figure 3.13, January and July,
respectively). As seen previously for the GPCP P fields (Figure 3.11), P dominates
along the Tropical band ∼0◦-10◦N throughout the year, indicating the influence
of the ITCZ, with E-P magnitude up to -3.5 m/yr or even greater than ∼-6.5
m/yr in some cases (overall E-P range in 2010 between -6.8 m/yr and 2.4 m/yr).
These strong P patterns move northwards in summer onwards, and from west to
east as the year proceeds (Figure 3.13). Finally, strong negative E-P values are
also seen over the river-influenced regions, as for instance in the Gulf of Guinea
where P dominates over E throughout the year (Figure 3.13). In contrast, over
the Amazon/Orinoco region, no such persistent P signature is observed.
Figure 3.13: OAFlux-GPCP E-P monthly averages for January, April, July and
October 2010 in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ resolution.
3.4 River flow data
Monthly river discharge data for the Amazon, Orinoco and Congo rivers for
2010, 2011 and 2012 are obtained from the Environmental Research Observatory-
Hydrogeodynamics of the Amazon Basin Observatory (ORE-HYBAM) network
(www.ore-hybam.org). The data correspond to the Obidos, Ciudad Bolivar and
Congo a´ Beach Brazzaville stations, respectively. Annual data for the Niger river
are not available from this source, and thus are not included in this thesis. The
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ORE-HYBAM network, operating since 2003, aims to provide high quality sci-
entific data of biochemical, hydrological and geodynamical properties needed to
understand and model the systems behaviour and their long-term dynamics.
In addition, time series of monthly river flow rates at the farthest downstream
station for the Amazon (Obidos station), Orinoco (Pte Angostu station), Congo
(Kinshasa station) and Niger (Lokoja station) rivers are derived from the Dai and
Trenberth Global River Flow Dataset (Dai and Trenberth, 2002; Dai et al., 2009)
to form climatological means for the common period of January 1941-December
1992 when data are available for all four rivers.
Despite the increasing demand of accurate and continuous global river discharge
estimates, data availability, even for major river systems such as those in our region
of interest, still remains sparse and discontinuous. One of the major obstacles in
estimating continental freshwater discharge is the insufficient gauge records, which
results from limited station network coverage and large unmonitored areas, includ-
ing a great number of smaller rivers that need to be accounted for. In addition,
further uncertainties in the discharge estimates are related to the adjustment for
river mouth flow rates, the diverse period and length of discharge records, errors
in accounting for groundwater runoff, and the various human influences on the
natural streamflow, e.g. water extraction. The available flow rates correspond
to measurements in the furthest down river station, which is often some distance
from the river mouth. Thus, they may potentially differ from the true seasonal
river runoff into the ocean, due for instance, to irrigation and other human water
uses (Dai and Trenberth, 2002; Dai et al., 2009).
3.5 Mixed Layer Depth (MLD)
The mixed layer depth (MLD) is the layer between the ocean surface and a depth
within which, salinity, temperature, and density are almost vertically uniform due
to strong turbulent mixing processes active in the upper ocean. MLD can be
determined with various methods. Some definitions use a threshold criterion in
density, e.g. corresponding to 0.03 kg/m3 (MLDDR003 hereafter) or 0.2
◦C variation
in local temperature conditions (MLDDT02) (de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2004), or
a hybrid density algorithm (MLDDA, Holte and Talley , 2009). In the present
thesis, Argo MLDDT02 and MLDDA (and similarly for the available mixed layer
salinity data) from profiles between 2000-2011 were compared with climatological,
interpolated Ifremer MLDDT02 and MLDDR003 fields from data over the period
1961-2008 (See Section 3.5.1 for description of the latter), and did not reveal
significant differences between them (plots not shown). Therefore, the interpolated
Ifremer MLD climatology is used in this thesis, given also that it covers a greater
period of time and is based on a larger number of observations per grid cell, as
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compared to that from Argo. Note that mixed layer salinity is not available from
this source.
3.5.1 Ifremer MLD monthly climatology
Monthly climatological data of mixed layer depth (MLD) are obtained from Ifremer
(www.ifremer.fr/cerweb/deboyer/mld/Surface Mixed Layer Depth.php) at 2◦ x 2◦
spatial resolution. MLD is defined according to a fixed threshold criterion in
density of 0.03 kg/m3 difference from the sea surface (MLDDR003), as described
in de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2004. Estimated directly from individual profiles
at observed levels, the MLD is then linearly interpolated between the levels to
determine the exact depth at which the difference criterion from a near-surface
reference depth, i.e. at 10-m depth in order to exclude some impact of the strong
diurnal cycle in the top few meters. Further information on the methodology used
for the construction of these data can be also found in the Ifremer website.
Figure 3.14: The number of profiles per 2◦ x 2◦ grid cell over the period 1961-
2008 used to construct the interpolated, climatological MLDDR003 fields from
Ifremer. White gaps indicate the grid cells with no measurements.
The T/S profiles used for the climatological MLDDR003 dataset cover the pe-
riod 1961-2008, corresponding to National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC)
WOA09 conductivity - temperature - depth (CTD) data (1961 to 2008), World
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) 3.0 CTD and profiles (all from 1990 to
2002) and Argo profiles (1995 to September 2008), that result in ∼880000 den-
sity profiles. Figure 3.14 shows the number of profiles per 2◦ x 2◦ grid cell used
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to form the Ifremer MLDDR003 climatology for four selected months, as typical
examples for the rest of the year. In general, the number of profiles over most of
the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S is below 10 per 2◦ x 2◦ grid cell over
1961-2008, reaching up to 38 profiles in some cases, such as towards the western
Tropical and N. Subtropical basin. Along the Tropical Atlantic band, the number
of profiles increases in some months, such in April and July (Figure 3.14). On the
other hand, over the S. Subtropical basin and towards the African coast there are
large areas with no observations at all throughout the climatology.
Figure 3.15: The Ifremer climatological MLD based on the fixed density thresh-
old criterion, i.e. MLDDR003, for January, April (top plots), July and October
(bottom plots), in 2◦ x 2◦ spatial resolution.
Finally, to obtain an insight into the seasonal variability of MLDDR003 in the
region of interest, Figure 3.15 displays 4 examples of the monthly mean MLDDR003
fields for Jan, April July and October, respectively. Plotted here in a range of up
to 120 m (99% quantile), it can reach up to 160 m locally in the N. Subtropical
Atlantic during January. Overall, theMLDDR003 is deepest in the N.E. Subtropical
Atlantic in boreal winter and over most of the S. Subtropical basin in austral winter
(see for instance, January and July in Figure 3.15). Over the rest of the year,
MLDDR003 varies by as much as 60-80 m in the Subtropical latitudes, while it
remains relatively constant and does not exceed ∼30-40 m in the Tropical Atlantic
(±10◦) over most of the year (Figure 3.15).
To summarize, the datasets used in this thesis are:
• SMOS SSS from CATDS-CECOS (versions V01 and V02) for 2010-2012
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• SSS and UOS (S10) from WOA09 and Argo, which show good consistency
with SMOS on monthly scales
• P from GPCP at 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution due to the observation-based
nature of the data for 2010-2012
• E from OAFlux for 2010-2012
• Annual ORE-HYBAM (2010-2012) and climatological Dai and Trenberth
(1941-1992) river discharge data for the Amazon, Orinoco, Congo and Niger
rivers.
• Interpolated climatological MLD from Ifremer based on a fixed threshold
criterion in density of 0.03 kg/m3.
Chapter 4
Seasonal variability of SSS in the
Tropical Atlantic from SMOS
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents the first analysis of SSS variability at seasonal time scales
in the Tropical Atlantic using data from SMOS. The salinity balance in this re-
gion is expected to be influenced by variations in precipitation (P) and evapora-
tion (E) associated with the north-south movement of the InterTropical Conver-
gence Zone (ITCZ) and outflow from two of the largest global river systems, the
Amazon/Orinoco and Niger/Congo. Therefore, SMOS SSS observations are used
in combination with P, E and river flow (R) datasets to determine SSS changes
throughout the annual cycle over the Tropical Atlantic basin 20◦N-20◦S and inves-
tigate the key processes that control this variability. The content of this Chapter
was published as Tzortzi et al., 2013 in the Geophysical Research Letters (GRL).
A copy of the original paper is provided in the Appendix B at the end of the thesis.
4.2 Datasets and Methodology
For this study, research SMOS SSS Level 3 monthly mean products (V01) for
the first complete year (2010) were employed (See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.5).
Monthly P fields for the same period have been taken from the Global Precipita-
tion Climatology Project (GPCP) (See Section 3.3.1), while monthly E fields are
acquired from the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) hybrid dataset
(See Section 3.3.2). In order to ensure consistency throughout the analysis and
between the different data sources and versions, a uniform domain is determined
by initially masking all datasets (SSS, E and P) to display the same grid cells
along the coasts.
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Climatological monthly means of river flow rates for the Amazon, Orinoco, Congo
and Niger Rivers are derived from the Dai and Trenberth Global River Flow
Dataset for their common period 1941-1992. Finally, annual river discharge data
for 2010 from the ORE-HYBAM network stations for the Amazon, Orinoco and
Congo Rivers are used (See Section 3.4). Note that data from this source are not
available for the Niger River, thus only the annual Congo discharge is included in
the eastern subregion analysis of Section 4.4.
4.3 SSS Variability in the Tropical Atlantic from SMOS
Monthly mean fields of SSS from SMOS in the Tropical Atlantic are shown in
Figure 4.1 for January and July 2010. SSS displays its highest values at the
northern and southern extremes of this region throughout the year, reaching up
to ∼37.4 pss (practical salinity scale). In contrast, in the equatorial band, SSS is
reduced, varying around 34.5-35.0 pss and the location of this band is displaced
northward in July relative to January. This is consistent with the northward
displacement of the ITCZ and hence the zone of maximum P in boreal summer,
as shown by the contours in Figure 4.1.
By combining SMOS data with the latest version of the GPCP satellite precip-
itation dataset and evaporation from OAFlux, an observation based comparison
of these terms can be carried out for individual months in 2010. Zonal means for
January and July are shown in Figure 4.2, where the average at a given latitude
is taken across the width of the basin. There is a clear alignment between the SSS
minimum and the maximum (minimum) in P (E-P), indicating that at basin wide
scales the position of the salinity minimum is generally tied to the P maximum
during most of the year (the variation in E is relatively small across the Tropics).
This is also seen in Figure 4.3 which displays the latitude of zonal means of SSS
minimum and P (E-P) maximum (minimum) for each month in 2010 (Note that
here SSS is re-gridded to the coarser spatial resolution 2.5◦x 2.5◦ of GPCP P in
order to enable plotting). The magnitude of zonal P maximum doubles in July
(Figure 4.2), in accordance with the maximum P intensity in ITCZ during the bo-
real summer (e.g. Kushnir et al., 2006) when it reaches its farthest north position.
This increase of zonal P maximum results in a small decrease (0.14 pss) of zonal
SSS minimum in July relative to January (Figure 4.2).
In addition, the SMOS data reveal the presence of seasonally dependent SSS min-
ima (referred to hereafter as ’poles’) on opposite sides of the basin located north/-
south of the equator in the western/eastern basin (Figure 4.1). These poles are
close to the outflows of the major river systems, which play a significant role in
their generation, as has been previously observed from climatological ship datasets
(Dessier and Donguy , 1994). In the western Tropical Atlantic pole, the fresh signal
is stronger in July (SSS as low as 29.7 pss) than January (SSS minimum ∼35.0
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pss). In contrast, the eastern Tropical Atlantic pole in the Gulf of Guinea has
its lowest salinity in January (SSS ∼28.8 pss) and is more saline in July (SSS
minimum 33.5 pss). The two salinity poles are clearly evident in Figure 4.4, which
shows the seasonal range of SSS in 2010 (i.e. the difference between the maximum
and minimum monthly mean values in each grid cell). The magnitude of the range
in each pole is similar, up to 6.5 (6) pss in the eastern (western) Tropical Atlantic.
In contrast, the SSS seasonal range over the rest of the region typically lies between
0.1-1.5 pss .
The area-weighted mean SSS is quantified for subregions that encompass the two
poles defined according to the criterion that the seasonal range in SSS exceeds 1.5
psu. These subregions are indicated by the areas outlined in black in Figure 4.4.
The seasonal cycle of SSS for these two subregions, and the region from 20◦N - 20◦S
as a whole, is shown in Figure 4.5. SSS is typically fresher in the eastern subregion
and has a slightly larger seasonal variability (here by ∼0.35 pss) compared to the
western subregion. The subregions are characterized by out of phase seasonal
Figure 4.1: SMOS SSS mean (pss) in the Tropical Atlantic for January (top)
and July (bottom) 2010, with GPCP P mean contours (m/yr) overlaid. Note,
P contours for January are shown every 0.5 m/yr, while those for July are every
1 m/yr (to avoid overcrowding of contour lines).
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cycles and tend to compensate as the mean SSS for the whole region shows little
seasonal variation. The seasonal range for the eastern subregion is 1.92 pss, for the
western subregion 1.57 pss and for the region as a whole 0.08 pss (Figure 4.5). Note
Figure 4.2: Tropical Atlantic zonal mean values for SSS (red), E (green), P
(blue) and E-P (black) for Jan 2010 (left panel) and July 2010 (right panel).
The zonal mean at a given latitude is taken across the width of the basin.
Figure 4.3: Scatterplot of the occurrence of monthly zonal means of the SSS
minimum (blue circle), the E-P minimum (green square), and the P maximum
(red star) in 2010.
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Figure 4.4: SMOS SSS range (maximum minus minimum during the year) in the
Tropical Atlantic 20◦N-20◦S for 2010. The solid black lines indicate the bound-
aries of the western and eastern subregions defined according to the condition
that the seasonal range in SSS is greater than 1.5 pss.
that different choices of threshold have been considered and do not significantly
modify the results, as also shown in Figure 4.6, where thresholds of 1.3 pss and
1.7 pss have been applied instead.
4.4 Relationship of SSS Variability to E, P and R
Next, the extent to which the strong seasonal variability in SSS revealed by SMOS
in the eastern and western subregions may be linked to variations in surface fresh-
water forcing due to evaporation, precipitation and runoff is examined. For this
analysis the focus is on the phase relationships between the seasonal cycles of the
different terms. This is supported by estimates of the relative magnitudes (in
km3/year) of the E, P and R seasonal ranges (obtained by integrating over the
relevant subregions in the case of E and P). The seasonal cycles of SSS, E-P, E, P
and R in each subregion are shown in Figure 4.7. Note that for a direct comparison
between all terms, SSS and E are re-gridded here on the coarser, 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial
resolution of GPCP P. In addition to climatological R, Figure 4.7 includes annual
river discharge for 2010 obtained from the ORE-HYBAM network stations for the
Amazon and Orinoco Rivers in the western subregion, and for the Congo in the
eastern subregion.
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In the western subregion, strong seasonal cycles are evident in SSS, P, E-P and
R (Figure 4.7, left panel). SSS varies in (opposite) phase with E-P (P), and lags
R by about 1 month. To show the phase relationships more clearly, vertical lines
on the figure indicate the months of maximum (February) and minimum (August)
SSS. These coincide, respectively, with the minimum and maximum months of the
P cycle and lag the minimum (maximum) in R by 2 (1) months. Their close phase
relationship is further supported by the high correlation coefficient, r, of SSS with
P (E-P), i.e. r equals 0.83 (0.85), and 0.59 with R (all values are significant at
95% significance level using the t statistic (von Storch and Zwiers , 2001)). In
contrast to the other terms, E is relatively constant throughout the year and is
thus unlikely to play a significant role in the strong SSS variability observed by
SMOS. Consequently, the E-P seasonal cycle closely follows the variation found for
P alone. The amplitudes of the E-P and R seasonal cycles are similar in magnitude
implying a roughly equal contribution of variability in the air-sea freshwater flux
(dominated by P) and the river outflow, R, to the seasonal variability in SSS.
Caveats that need to be borne in mind here are that the R data are climatological
in nature and that mixing and advective processes have been ignored. Neverthe-
less, the ORE-HYBAM data for R in 2010 show the same maximum and minimum
months as the climatological data indicating that the phase relationship conclu-
sions drawn above are not affected by the use of climatological R data (Figure 4.7,
Figure 4.5: Area-weighted mean of SMOS SSS (pss) over the whole region 20◦N-
20◦S (red), the western subregion (blue), and the eastern subregion (green), in
2010.
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(a) threshold of 1.3 pss
(b) threshold of 1.7 pss
Figure 4.6: Area-weighted mean of SMOS SSS (pss) over the whole region 20◦N-
20◦S (red), the western subregion (blue), and the eastern subregion (green), in
2010, based on a threshold of a) 1.3 pss and b) 1.7 pss for the determination of
the two poles.
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(a) Western subregion (b) Eastern subregion
Figure 4.7: Seasonal cycles for 2010 of area-weighted mean SMOS SSS (red)
and integrated OAFlux E (light green), GPCP P (blue) and OAFLUX-GPCP
E-P (dark green) for a) the western subregion (left panel) and b) the eastern
subregion (right panel). Also shown are the sum of the long-term climatological
means of riverine flow rates (R, cyan lines) for the period 1941-1992 for the
Amazon and Orinoco in the western subregion (bottom left panel), and for
the Congo and Niger in the eastern subregion (bottom right panel). ORE-
HYBAM monthly river discharge data for 2010 for the Amazon and Orinoco
in the western subregion, and for Congo in the eastern subregion are shown in
purple. The units of E, P, E-P and R are in km3/year and of SSS in pss.
left panel, cyan and purple lines). The amplitude of the R seasonal cycle is larger
in 2010 than the climatological range indicating a potentially more significant role
for R in this particular year relative to the long-term mean.
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Seasonal cycles in all terms are observed in the eastern subregion as E now has a
clearer seasonal variation than in the western subregion, although its amplitude
remains smaller than P (Figure 4.7, right panel). The clear in-phase relationship
between SSS and P observed in the western subregion is no longer evident, while
the correlation of SSS with P (E-P) also decreases to 0.62 (0.41) compared to the
western pole. The maximum in SSS falls within a prolonged 4-month period, July-
September, in which P is at a minimum. However, the SSS minimum in February
occurs at a time when P is close to the average for the year as a whole and at
this time P exhibits strong inter-month variability. The inter-month variability
may reflect limitations in the satellite dataset, as the eastern subregion is more
coastally confined than the western subregion and the accuracy of the GPCPv2.2
precipitation retrievals are potentially influenced by the proximity to land.
The relationship between SSS and R in the eastern subregion is also unclear, since
both the SSS maximum and minimum months have similar values for the clima-
tological R (although there is some consistency as the SSS maximum falls at the
end of a prolonged period, March-July, of low climatological river outflow), (Fig-
ure 4.7, right panel, purple line). The difference in strength of the SSS-R phase
relationship between the two subregions may arise from the considerably lower cli-
matological outflow rates in the Congo/Niger river system (about 1500 km3/year)
compared to the Amazon/Orinoco (about 7000 km3/year) that are likely to result
in a weaker impact on SSS. Nevertheless, the annual Congo discharge from ORE-
HYBAM indicates that the SSS maximum occurs in phase with the R minimum
for 2010, while the SSS minimum lies within a period of increased, in general, R
runoff (Figure 4.7, cyan line). The correlation coefficient between SSS and R for
2010 is 0.78.
In summary, the western subregion shows a clear relationship between SSS, P and
R, with in-phase agreement between SSS and P and a 1-2 month lag of SSS with
respect to R. The relationships in the eastern subregion are not well defined and
this may reflect a weaker impact of the R seasonal cycle in 2010, although SSS
displays a stronger correlation with annual R in this side of the basin, at least for
2010. Thus, other processes including horizontal advection by the surface currents
(e.g. Yu, 2011), may contribute significantly to determining the SSS variability in
this side of the basin. In both cases, a more detailed treatment of the budgets,
that takes into account advection and mixing, is required to make further progress.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
Analyses of ocean surface salinity variability to-date have been severely limited
by lack of data as they have primarily relied on irregular, spatially inhomoge-
neous measurements from ships (e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994). With the ad-
vent of spatially dense salinity measurements from space through the SMOS and
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Aquarius/SAC-D satellites, it is now possible to characterize the SSS variability in
more detail to investigate the processes that drive it. Here the first satellite-based
analysis of SSS variability at seasonal time scales is presented for the Tropical
Atlantic using the first full year, 2010, of SMOS measurements. The results pre-
sented here show that, in the Tropical Atlantic at least, the SMOS SSS data from
CATDS-CECOS are of sufficient quality to provide valuable scientific insight into
processes governing the SSS variability.
The Tropical Atlantic has a relatively constant salinity throughout the year during
2010, varying by just 0.08 pss when averaged over the region as a whole. However,
strong local variations are evident at two poles on opposite sides of the basin
that are close to the outflows from the Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river
systems. The SMOS measurements reveal large amplitude seasonal cycles up to
6.5 pss at these two sites, that are out of phase by 6 months and compensate each
other in their influence on the whole region’s mean salinity. The relationships
between these seasonal cycles and the surface forcing terms of E, P and R, were
investigated. For the western pole, SSS varies in-phase with P and lags R by 1-2
months, while E has little seasonal variability. In contrast, it is difficult to establish
a clear relationship between SSS and the surface forcing terms for the eastern pole,
and this may indicate a significant role for advection and mixing (Yu, 2011).
The SMOS SSS uncertainty relative to Argo upper ocean salinity (UOS) for the
region of interest is ∼0.31 pss, increasing to ∼0.91 pss and ∼0.85 pss in the western
and eastern pole, respectively (See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3). This may have some
impact on the quantitative results on the SSS variability in each region, although
calculation of area-weighted means should potentially decrease these uncertainties.
Moreover, the large magnitude of annual SSS range and the pronounced seasonal
cycles of area-weighted means in the eastern and western river-influenced poles,
with amplitudes of 1.92 pss and 1.57 pss, respectively, are considerably larger than
the SMOS uncertainty there. This gives confidence that the conclusions drawn
here and the observed compensation between the strong seasonal SSS cycles in the
two poles remain unaffected. As regards the rest of the datasets used in this work,
no uncertainty estimates are currently available (to the author’s knowledge) while
this thesis is written up, given also the numerous challenges to calculate an error
estimate for the OAFlux E which is itself derived from other variables, as well as
the even more challenging task to estimate uncertainties for river discharges (See
Chapter 3 for further discussion on each dataset and their individual uncertainties).
An exception occurs for the GPCP v2.2 P, whose uncertainty is estimated to be
about 0.25 m/year in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin, increasing up to
∼0.45-0.6 m/year in the Tropical ITCZ band, slightly north of the equator (plot
not shown), which is in general much smaller than the magnitude of P values over
the region of interest (See for instance, Figure 4.1).
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The amplitude of the seasonal cycle in SSS for the full region doubles to about 0.16
pss if either pole is excluded from the full regional mean, indicating the sensitivity
of the Tropical Atlantic salinity budget to their influence. Thus, variations in the
amplitude or phasing of the salinity variability in either pole have the potential
to significantly modify the Tropical Atlantic SSS with consequences for the higher
latitude Atlantic circulation, through modified surface layer density (Vellinga and
Wu, 2004). Such variations may be expected as result of natural variability (e.g.
through the influence of El Nin˜o) and anthropogenic climate change. Further anal-
ysis of the developing data record from SMOS, supplemented by Aquarius/SAC-D
and Argo float data (which provide useful complementary information on sur-
face salinity but do not achieve the spatial and temporal sampling possible using
satellites), will reveal whether the seasonal compensation between the two poles
continues to hold at multi-annual time-scales. A first insight into the interannual
variability of SSS seasonal cycle in the examined regions is obtained in Chapter 5,
where this study is extended to include the next two years of SMOS data. To
conclude, the novel results presented here clearly demonstrate a) the potential of
harnessing satellite based SSS and P observations to develop our understanding of
controls on SSS and b) their value in monitoring salinity variability over Tropical
regions that have the potential to influence the larger scale ocean circulation.

Chapter 5
Interannual variability of SSS in
the Tropical Atlantic
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the analysis presented in the previous Chapter (Chapter 4 and
published in Tzortzi et al., 2013) on the seasonal variability of sea surface salinity
(SSS) from SMOS in the Tropical Atlantic 20◦N-20◦S during 2010, is extended
to the following two years of complete SMOS data (2011-2012). A first insight is
obtained into the interannual variability of the seasonal cycle of Tropical Atlantic
SSS from space. A particular focus is on whether the seasonal compensation of
SSS between the western and eastern subregions seen in 2010 continues to hold on
multi-annual time scales.
Given the dominance of seasonal variations of SSS over the Tropical Atlantic basin,
this analysis also considers deviations during the years 2010-2012 from the 3-
year climatological SSS mean cycle from SMOS in each subregion. Comparisons
are also made against the longer-term climatological SSS means from the World
Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09). Finally, the chapter considers the role of freshwater
fluxes, i.e. Evaporation (E), Precipitation (P) and river outflow (R) from the
Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river systems on the observed SSS variability
in each pole. Therefore, the corresponding seasonal and interannual variations of
E-P, P, E and R are examined over the same period and their interannual phase
relationships with SSS are explored.
5.2 Datasets
For this analysis, monthly mean SSS products are derived from SMOS for the com-
plete years 2010 (CATDS-CECOS Version V01), 2011 and 2012 (CATDS-CECOS
Version V02). Details of the SMOS CATDS-CECOS data and an analysis of
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the consistency between the two versions, including a discussion on RFI contam-
ination in the region of interest for 2011 and 2012, are included in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.1.5. In addition, a comparison of the SSS annual range in 2010 from
the two versions over their common period and the indicated grid cells in each
subregion, is presented in Appendix A. The SMOS data are used to form clima-
tological monthly means by averaging over the 3 years for each month. They are
subsequently removed from each month in the 3-years SMOS time-series in each
grid cell to obtain the SSS anomaly field without the seasonal cycle. Longer-term
climatological means of objectively analyzed in-situ SSS measurements are taken
from the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09), (See Section 3.2.2).
The freshwater fluxes are obtained from monthly P fields from the Global Precipi-
tation Climatology Project (GPCP) and monthly E from the Objectively Analyzed
air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) for the period 2010-2012 (See Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2,
respectively). In order to ensure consistency throughout the analysis and between
the different data sources and versions, a uniform domain is initially determined
by masking all datasets (SSS, E and P) to display the same grid cells along the
coasts.
Climatological monthly means of river flow rates for the Amazon, Orinoco, Congo
and Niger Rivers are derived from the Dai and Trenberth Global River Flow
Dataset, while annual discharges for the Amazon, Orinoco and Congo Rivers for
2010, 2011 and 2012 are obtained from ORE-HYBAM (See Section 3.4). This
source does not provide annual data for Niger outflow, and thus are not included
in the eastern subregion analysis presented in Section 5.6.
5.3 SSS variability in the Tropical Atlantic in 2010-2012
Monthly mean fields of SSS from SMOS in the Tropical Atlantic 20◦N-20◦S are
shown in Figure 5.1 for January and July 2010 (as in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1),
2011 and 2012. In general, throughout the three years, SSS from SMOS displays
similar distribution patterns across the Tropical basin, being lowest slightly north
of the equator and increasing further away from it. At the northern and southern
extremes of the region of interest where SSS is expected to display its highest
values, SMOS indicates a very constant magnitude of SSS maximum both annually
and interannually. In good agreement with 2010 (Figure 5.1, top plots), the SSS
maximum reaches ∼37.4 pss in January and ∼37.3 pss in July of 2011 (Figure 5.1,
middle) and 2012 (Figure 5.1, bottom).
In contrast, at the equatorial band where SSS is lowest, winter (Jan) and summer
(Jul) SSS minima show a strong interannual variability in terms of magnitude
over the three years, particularly from 2010 to 2011-2012. There is a decline of
0.5 pss in January SSS minimum from ∼33.9 pss in 2010 (at 2◦N, 7◦E) to ∼33.4
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(a) January 2010 (b) July 2010
(c) January 2011 (d) July 2011
(e) January 2012 (f) July 2012
Figure 5.1: SMOS SSS mean (pss) in the Tropical Atlantic for January (left)
and July (right) 2010 (as in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1), 2011 and 2012 (from top to
bottom), with GPCP P contours (m/year) overlaid. Note that P contours for
January are shown every 0.5 m/year, while those for July are every 1 m/year
(to avoid overcrowding of contour lines).
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(a) January 2010 (b) July 2010
(c) January 2011 (d) July 2011
(e) January 2012 (f) July 2012
Figure 5.2: SMOS SSS anomaly fields without the 3-year climatological mean
(pss) in the Tropical Atlantic for January (left) and July (right) 2010, 2011 and
2012 (from top to bottom), with GPCP P anomaly contours (m/year) overlaid.
Solid contour lines indicate positive P anomalies, while dashed lines negative P
anomalies. Note that P contours for January are shown every 0.2 m/year, while
those for July are every 0.4 m/year (to avoid overcrowding of contour lines).
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pss in both 2011 (at 3◦N, 4◦E) and 2012 (at 2◦N, 4◦E), (Figure 5.1, left plots).
The summer SSS minimum increases by up to 0.6 pss, from ∼33 pss in July 2010
(at 9◦N, 51◦W) to ∼33.6 pss in July 2011 (at 8◦N, 49◦W) and ∼33.3 pss in 2012
(at 7◦N, 47◦W), (Figure 5.1, right plots). Thus, over an annual cycle, the large
variation of 0.9 pss of freshest SSS along the equatorial band observed in 2010
(Chapter 4), is not present the next two years. The equatorial SSS minima vary
by only 0.1-0.2 pss from winter to summer in 2011 and 2012.
In addition, large deviations of SSS are observed between the western and eastern
basin from winter to summer, as seen in Figure 5.2 which displays the correspond-
ing monthly mean anomaly fields of SSS without the 3-year climatological mean
from SMOS for the period 2010-2012. In winter, strong SSS deviations of up to
0.6-0.7 pss occur particularly along the African coasts and the Gulf of Guinea,
with negative SSS anomalies in 2010 and positive in 2011-2012 (Figure 5.2, left
plots). In summer, strong (positive and negative) SSS anomalies are mainly seen
along the north-western basin and to a lesser extent in the Gulf of Guinea in all
three years (Figure 5.2, right plots).
The equatorial fresh band of SSS is displaced northwards in summer, in accordance
with the northward location of the ITCZ and thus of maximum P, as shown by
the P contour lines in Figure 5.1. This is also seen in Figure 5.3, which displays
the zonal means of SSS, P, E and E-P across the width of the basin for January
and July (left and right) in 2010, 2011 and 2012, respectively (top to bottom).
The position of the SSS minimum is closely aligned with the P maximum (and the
E-P minimum) in all three years. This is also supported by lagged correlations in
space between the equatorial zonal monthly means of SSS and P in all three years,
which indicate the strongest correlation (correlation coefficient, r, up to 0.8-0.9)
between them in lag 0 both in winter (Jan) and summer (Jul), (plots not shown).
Similarly to SSS, P over the Tropical Atlantic basin is seen to have large variability
on annual and interannual time-scales in terms of magnitude and location of its
highest rates (Figures 5.1 and 5.3). Over an annual cycle, P increases considerably
in summer (Jul) in the middle of the equatorial band (Figure 5.1, right plots),
with the fresh SSS band spreading across the whole basin width from summer
until October-November in all three years (not shown here). As observed in 2010
(Chapter 4), the northward ITCZ position in boreal summer is accompanied by
the maximum P intensity (e.g. Kushnir et al., 2006; Donohoe et al., 2014), due
to intensification of the Hadley cell and deep convection north of the equator
(Donohoe et al., 2014). Thus, the zonal P maxima double in magnitude in summer
relative to winter in all three years (Figure 5.3). This summer increase of P in the
middle of the basin and north-eastwards exceeds 5.5 m/yr in 2012, compared to
∼4 m/yr the previous two years (Figure 5.1, b, d and f). In accordance, during
this season, P displays strong positive anomalies of up to 1.6 m/yr relative to the
3-year climatological mean in the middle and eastern basin north of the equator
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(c) January and July 2012
Figure 5.3: Tropical Atlantic zonal means for SSS (red), E (green), P (blue),
and E-P (black) for January (left panels) and July (right panels) in a) 2010 (as
in Chapter 4, Figure 4.2), b) 2011 and c) 2012. The zonal mean at a given
latitude is taken across the width of the basin.
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in 2012, as indicated by the anomaly P contours in Figure 5.2 (right plots). At
basin wide scales, the ∼1 m/yr increase of the P maximum in summer (from ∼3
m/yr to ∼4 m/yr) between 2010-2011 and 2012 coincides with a decrease in the
SSS zonal minimum of 0.4 pss during the same period (Figure 5.3, right panels).
In winter (Jan), strong P patterns dominate towards the western basin, where a
significant interannual variability is also observed. The January P rates increase
from up to ∼2 m/yr in 2010 to ∼4.5 m/yr in 2011 and ∼4 m/yr in 2012 (Figure 5.1,
left plots). This large increase of P in winter at this side of the basin corresponds
to strong positive P anomalies, that reach up to 1.6 m/yr in 2011 and 1.2 m/yr in
2012 relative to the 3-year climatological mean close to the Amazon/Orinoco region
(Figure 5.2, c and e). In contrast, the winter P rates over the eastern basin remain
relatively constant, particularly in 2010-2011 (Figure 5.1, left plots), while strong
negative P anomalies of up to 1.6 m/yr are observed in 2012 (Figure 5.2, e). The
zonal P maximum, located slightly above the equator during winter, is enhanced
from ∼1.5 m/yr in 2010 to 2.4 m/yr in 2011-2012, while the SSS minimum appears
relatively constant (Figure 5.3, left panels). Finally, contrary to P, E shows very
little variability across the Tropics on annual and interannual time scales, with the
exception of a small variation between 7◦-20◦N in winter (Figure 5.3, green lines).
5.4 SSS variability in the Western and Eastern Tropical
Atlantic subregions in 2010-2012
The seasonally dependent SSS minima close to the outflows of the major river
systems, revealed by SMOS in 2010 as ”poles” on opposite sides of the basin
(Chapter 4), continue to be present the following years 2011 and 2012 (Figure 5.1).
These two subregions of strong SSS variability, located north/south of the equator,
are also evident when looking at the SSS annual range (i.e. the difference between
the maximum and minimum monthly mean values during the year in each grid
cell) in 2011 and 2012 (Figure 5.4, top and bottom respectively, displayed on a
same scale of up to 6.5 pss as for 2010 in Chapter 4, Figure 4.4). In 2011, the
SMOS SSS annual range, varying in general between ∼0.3-4.6 pss (99% quantiles),
reaches up to 7.6 pss in the Amazon plume region (Figure 5.4, top). In 2012, the
range reaches 7.1 pss, with values generally between ∼0.3-5.0 pss (99% quantile),
(Figure 5.4, bottom).
Figure 5.4 (bottom plot) shows solid lines indicating the boundaries of the western
and eastern subregions for each year, defined according to the criterion that the
seasonal range in SSS exceeds 1.5 pss in that year. The spatial extent of these
poles of high SSS variability displays some year-to-year differences, potentially as
a result of the combined effect of differences in P, river runoff (R) and/or advection
processes by the ocean currents. For instance, in 2012, a small area characterized
by large SSS annual range is observed in the middle of the basin (Figure 5.4, orange
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(a) SSS annual range 2011
(b) SSS annual range 2012
Figure 5.4: SMOS SSS annual range (maximum minus minimum during the
year) in a) 2011 and b) 2012. The solid coloured lines indicate the boundaries
of the western and eastern subregions defined according to the condition that
the seasonal range in SSS is greater than 1.5 pss. Panel b displays the boundary
lines for all three years: i) 2010 (grey), ii) 2011 (magenta) and iii) 2012 (orange).
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line), that could be due to the local enhancement of P in the middle of the basin
during that year, particularly in summer (See Figures 5.1 and 5.3). On the other
hand, this pool of strong annual variability of SSS, apparently disconnected from
the western pole, could also originate from an increase in the Amazon/Orinoco
River discharge in 2012, and enhanced north-eastwards advection of the freshwater
plume or eddies towards the middle of the basin. The controlling processes of P and
R at the western and eastern subregions are examined in more detail in Section 5.6.
Nevertheless, it can be suggested that, overall, the same grid cells are influenced
by the river plumes throughout the 3 years. Thus, for the rest of the analysis,
the pole subregions are defined as the common grid cells that exhibit an annual
SSS range above 1.5 pss in all 3 years of SMOS data. The resulting mask is
shown in Figure 5.5. Note that different choices for determining the poles have
been considered and do not modify significantly the results and the conclusions
drawn. The different boundaries of the two subregions lead to small numerical
differences for 2010 compared to those shown in Chapter 4 and Tzortzi et al.,
2013. However, the use of a common mask ensures a better consistency and a
more direct comparison of the seasonal variability of SSS in each pole over all 3
years.
Figure 5.5: SMOS SSS annual range in 2012 showing the common boundaries
of the western and eastern subregions defined according to the condition that
SSS seasonal range is greater than 1.5 pss in any of the years 2010-2012.
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5.4.1 SSS minima and maxima
Focusing now on the two poles (Figure 5.5), the variability in the SSS extrema is
considered, particularly the SSS minima, over the 3 years. In the eastern subregion
(Table 5.1), the minimum SSS values vary significantly on an interannual basis,
both in winter (Jan) and in summer (Jul). In January, the SSS minimum increases
from 27.6 pss in 2010 to 29.7 pss in 2011 and 28.9 pss in 2012 (Figure 5.1, left
plots). In July, the lowest SSS is more saline, but decreases steadily from 33.2 pss
in 2010 to 32.3 pss in 2011 and 31.0 pss in 2012 (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1, right
plots). On the other hand, the SSS minimum in the western pole shows its freshest
signal in summer, decreasing from 29.6-29.8 pss in July 2010-2011 to 28.7 pss in
July 2012 (Table 5.2). A very larger interannual variability is observed in the
January SSS minimum there, which drops significantly from ∼35.0 in 2010 to 31.3
pss in 2011 and increases again to 32.5 pss in 2012. In contrast, the SSS maxima
in both subregions show almost no interannual variability throughout the three
years, being equal to 36.8-37.0 pss and 36.6-37.0 pss in the western and eastern
pole, respectively (Figure 5.1 and Tables 5.2 and 5.1). An exception occurs in
summer (Jul) maximum over the eastern pole which decreases by 1 pss from 2010
to 2012 (Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: January, July and annual minima and maxima, and the annual range
of SSS (pss) in the eastern subregion.
Eastern Subregion
January July Overall Annual
RangeMin Max Min Max Min Max
2010 27.6 36.3 33.2 37.0 27.6 37.0 6.5
2011 29.7 35.9 32.3 36.5 27.1 36.6 5.2
2012 28.9 36.4 31.0 36.0 25.0 36.6 7.0
Table 5.2: January, July and annual minima and maxima, and the annual range
of SSS (pss) in the western subregion.
Western Subregion
January July Overall Annual
RangeMin Max Min Max Min Max
2010 35.0 36.4 29.6 36.4 29.6 37.0 6.0
2011 31.3 36.4 29.8 36.3 28.3 36.9 7.6
2012 32.5 36.7 28.7 36.5 28.6 36.8 7.1
5.4.2 SSS annual range
Over an annual cycle, the SSS range in the western pole increases noticeably
from ∼6 pss in 2010 (Chapter 4, Figure 4.4) to 7.6 pss in 2011 and 7.1 pss in
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2012 (Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2). Interestingly, in contrast to this strong increase
(∼1-1.6 pss) over the western subregion, the annual SSS range in the eastern
pole shows more interannual variability, decreasing significantly from 6.5 pss in
2010 (Chapter 4, Figure 4.4) to 5.2 pss in 2011, and increasing again sharply
to about 7.1 pss in 2012 (Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1). Thus, the balance of SSS
annual range between the two subregions of 6 pss (W)/ 6.5 pss (E) in 2010, and
7.1 pss in both poles during 2012, is ”stretched” in 2011 with values of 7.6 pss
(W) / 5.2 pss (E), respectively. Nevertheless, given the sensitivity of the annual
range to SSS extremes in each cell, it is difficult to draw conclusions and a more
thorough examination of this observed balance/imbalance between the two poles
is conducted in the following Section (Section 5.5), by examining area-weighted
SSS means.
5.5 Does the East-West SSS seasonal compensation hold
on multi-annual time-scales?
Next, the study focuses on the interannual variability of the SSS seasonal cycle
in each subregion, with a particular interest as to whether the observed seasonal
compensation of SSS between the two poles seen in 2010 (Chapter 4) continues
to hold in 2011 and 2012. Figure 5.6 shows the area-weighted mean of SSS in
2010, 2011 and 2012 for the Tropical Atlantic basin 20◦N-20◦S as a whole and
the two subregions that encompass the western and eastern pole, respectively
(Note that here SSS is re-gridded on 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution as GPCP, to
enable consistency and direct comparison with the plots in Section 5.6 including
the freshwater forcing terms). It is immediately evident that the SSS exhibits the
same seasonal behaviour in each region throughout the 3 years. The pronounced,
out-of-phase seasonal cycles of SSS in the two poles and the small seasonal variation
over the whole region 20◦N-20◦S observed in 2010 are clearly visible in 2011 and
2012 as well.
Given that results for the (complete) year 2010 are obtained from SMOS CATDS-
CECOS products V01, while results for 2011 and 2012 are from V02, Figure 5.6
also includes the corresponding V02 2010 results for the available period May-
December. Despite some small differences in magnitude during some months, the
V01 and V02 datasets for 2010 display the same seasonal behaviour of SSS in the
three regions over their common period. This gives confidence that combining the
two versions does not affect the consistency of the results.
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Figure 5.6: Area-weighted mean of SMOS SSS (pss) over the whole region 20◦N-
20◦S, the western subregion, and the eastern subregion in 2010 (V01), 2011
(V02) and 2012 (V02). In addition, dashed lines for 2010 V2 (May-December)
are also displayed in each case for comparison.
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Figure 5.7: Interannual variability of the area-weighted mean of SMOS SSS
(pss) over the whole region 20◦N-20◦S (red), the western (light blue) and the
eastern (light green) subregions for the period January 2010 - December 2012.
Also shown is the 12-month climatological mean time-series of the 3-year SMOS
data for each region (orange, dark blue and dark green lines, respectively).
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5.5.1 Amplitude of seasonal cycle
Figure 5.7 shows the time-evolution of the area-weighted SSS mean for the period
January 2010-December 2012, providing a clearer insight into the interannual vari-
ability of SSS in each region. As noted above, the pole regions are defined as the
common grid cells that exhibit a large annual SSS variability in all three years,
and thus, the numerical results for 2010 are slightly different from those shown in
Chapter 4. Nevertheless, the overall conclusions are unchanged. Over the eastern
subregion, the area-weighted SSS is typically fresher and displays a larger seasonal
cycle by 0.33-0.85 pss over the 3 years compared to the western pole (Figures 5.6
and 5.7, and Table 5.3). However, the amplitude of the SSS seasonal cycle of ∼2.5
pss in 2010 (as compared to 1.92 pss in Chapter 4) decreases by 0.2 pss (∼8%)
in each of the following years in the eastern pole, reaching 2.1 pss in 2012 (Fig-
ure 5.7, light green line, and Table 5.3). Over the same period, the SSS seasonal
range in the western pole increases gradually by ∼4%, reaching from 1.63 pss in
2010 (compared to 1.57 pss in Chapter 4) to 1.77 pss in 2012 (Figure 5.7, light
blue line, and Table 5.3).
Table 5.3: Amplitude of seasonal cycle of area-weighted SSS (in pss) in the
different regions of study for 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Western
pole
Eastern
pole
Whole
basin
Pure
ocean
No Western
pole
No Eastern
pole
2010 1.63 2.48 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.16
2011 1.70 2.34 0.12 0.09 0.12 0.20
2012 1.77 2.10 0.15 0.09 0.12 0.20
In contrast, the amplitude of the SSS seasonal cycle over the whole Atlantic basin
20◦N-20◦S, although increases from 0.08 pss in 2010 to 0.15 pss in 2012, still re-
mains small compared to the two poles over the 3 years (Figure 5.7, red line, and
Table 5.3). Considering only the oceanic basin 20◦N-20◦S without the two subre-
gions influenced by the river outflows (”open ocean”), SSS shows a smaller seasonal
variability of ∼0.06-0.09 pss throughout the period 2010-2012 (Table 5.3, plots not
shown). However, the SSS seasonal cycle is noticeably amplified if either pole is
excluded from the full regional mean, particularly the eastern pole (Table 5.3).
Excluding the latter, the seasonal range of SSS over the rest of the study region
doubles to ∼0.16 in 2010, and reaches ∼0.20 in 2011 and 2012. Alternatively,
without the western pole, the SSS range is enhanced to 0.14 pss in 2010 and to
0.12 pss the next two years (Table 5.3).
5.5.2 Anomalies from the climatology
Figure 5.7 also shows the 3-year climatological mean time-series from SMOS for
each region in order to examine the deviation of the SSS seasonal cycle in each
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year from the mean seasonal behaviour during 2010-2012. The weighted SSS mean
over the whole Atlantic region 20◦N-20◦S displays the smallest deviation from
the SMOS climatological mean. In contrast, over the poles, SSS shows some
deviation from the mean seasonal cycle in all three years, particularly in the eastern
subregion. This is also seen in Figure 5.8 which displays the area-weighted mean
SSS anomalies (without the seasonal cycle).
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Figure 5.8: Area-weighted mean anomalies without the seasonal cycle of SMOS
SSS (pss) over the whole region 20◦N-20◦S (red), the western (blue) and the
eastern (green) subregions for the period January 2010 - December 2012.
The area-weighted SSS mean over the whole region (Figure 5.8, red line) displays
the smallest deviation from the SMOS 3-year climatology in 2011 (-0.015 to 0.008
pss), with larger deviations in 2010 and 2012, especially from May onwards. Over
the western subregion, the SSS anomalies are larger and more variable, with pos-
itive anomalies between 0.05-0.25 pss in 2010, as compared to smaller negative
anomalies in 2011 (-0.09 to 0.03 pss) and 2012 (-0.19 to 0.01 pss), (Figure 5.8, blue
line). In the eastern subregion, the anomalies are larger in all 3 years, particularly
in 2010 and 2012, reaching from -0.47 pss to 0.41 pss in 2010, -0.29 pss to 0.26 pss
in 2011 and -0.34 pss to 0.58 pss in 2012 (Figure 5.8, green line).
Finally, the 3-year climatological SMOS SSS mean for the period 2010-2012 is
shown against the longer-term area-weighted SSS climatology from WOA09 in
Figure 5.9. Both climatologies agree relatively well for the region as a whole
(Figure 5.9, magenta and purple lines), with SMOS being smaller than WOA09 by
0.01-0.13 pss throughout the calendar year. In contrast, the SMOS climatological
mean shows considerably larger differences in the two subregions, with deviations
between -0.82 pss to 0.22 pss over the western pole (Figure 5.9, blue and cyan
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Figure 5.9: Area-weighted SSS mean (pss) over the whole region 20◦N-20◦S, the
western and the eastern subregions based on i) the 3-year (2010-2012) SMOS
(magenta, blue and green lines, respectively) and ii) WOA09 (purple, cyan and
red lines, respectively) monthly mean SSS climatologies.
lines), and -0.57 pss to 0.12 pss over the eastern pole (Figure 5.9, green and red
lines).
5.6 Relationship of SSS interannual variability to E, P and
R
The analysis in Section 5.4 suggested some compensation between the SSS range
in the western and eastern pole in 2010 (6 pss and 6.5 pss) and 2012 (7.1 pss and
7 pss), which was interrupted in 2011 (7.6 pss and 5.2 pss). The seasonal cycle
of the area-weighted SSS in the two subregions seen in Section 5.5, showed that
the eastern pole displays the largest interannual variability. In order to better
understand this interannual variability of the SSS seasonal cycle over the Tropical
Atlantic 20◦N-20◦S and each subregion, the analysis next examines the contribu-
tion of surface freshwater forcing due to evaporation (E), precipitation (P) and
river runoff (R). Particularly, the focus is on the potential link variations in these
terms with the strong SSS seasonal variability revealed by SMOS in the two poles
over the 3 years.
Figure 5.10 shows the seasonal cycle of the area-weighted SSS mean for 2010, 2011
and 2012 together with the corresponding integrated monthly E-P, E and P mean
values (in km3/year) for each subregion. Note that for a direct comparison, all
variables are re-gridded on the GPCP 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution. In addition to
the long-term climatological mean of R (1941-1992), Figure 5.10 also includes the
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annual discharges for 2010, 2011 and 2012 from the ORE-HYBAM network stations
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Figure 5.10: Seasonal cycles for 2010, 2011 and 2012 of area-weighted mean
SMOS SSS and integrated OAFlux E, GPCP P, and OAFlux-GPCP E-P (in
km3/year) for the western subregion (left panel) and the eastern subregion (right
panel). Also shown are the sum of the long-term climatological means of river-
ine flow rates (R) for the period 1941-1992 for the Amazon and Orinoco in
the western subregion (bottom left panel) and Congo and Niger in the eastern
subregion (bottom right panel). Annual ORE-HYBAM river discharge data for
2010, 2011 and 2012 for the Amazon and Orinoco in the western subregion and
for the Congo in the eastern subregion are also included in the bottom panels,
respectively. The units of E, P, E-P and R are in km3/year and of SSS in pss.
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of the Amazon and Orinoco Rivers in the western subregion, and the Congo River
only in the eastern subregion (in km3/year). Figure 5.11 shows the time-series of
each variable over the three years at each pole, enabling a more comprehensive
examination of the interannual phase relationships between the seasonal cycles of
the different terms. Overall, in good agreement with the processes seen in 2010
(Chapter 4), P and R continue to control the SSS variability in each pole for the
whole period 2010-2012. SSS, P and R display strong seasonal cycles in both
subregions, although the subtle interannual variations in their phase relationships
complicate the interpretation and identification of which is the main, dominant
freshwater term in each subregion.
Western pole In the western subregion, SSS, P, E-P and R display strong sea-
sonal cycles over the whole 3-year period (Figure 5.10, left panel, and Figure 5.11,
top panel). In contrast, E shows small seasonal variability, which is consistent
over the 3 years. There is a small increase of the amplitude of E seasonal cycle
from only ∼950 km3/yr in 2010 to 1340 km3/yr in 2011 and back down to ∼1160
km3/yr in 2012. This may have a small impact on the SSS variability, at least in
2011 (Figure 5.11, top, yellow line), but its magnitude is still significantly smaller
than that of the other terms of freshwater forcing (P and R) at the western pole.
P has an annual range typically between ∼3150-4230 km3/yr in all 3 years, dis-
playing a similar behaviour as E-P (Figure 5.10, left panel, and Figure 5.11, top
panel). Since E shows little seasonal and interannual variability, E-P is dominated
by the variability in P. The seasonal variability in P is largest in 2011, but with
relatively similar annual P rates between 2010-2011. In contrast, in 2012, P dis-
plays both the lowest annual rate and the smallest annual variation. For R, the
climatological Amazon/Orinoco outflow shows a relatively similar amplitude of the
seasonal cycle (∼4070 km3/yr) with E-P in all 3 years, implying a roughly equal
contribution of E-P (dominated by P) and R to the interannual variability of SSS
at this side of the basin (Figure 5.10, left panel). The ORE-HYBAM annual R es-
timates indicate a considerably larger amplitude of the R seasonal cycle, i.e. from
∼5920 km3/yr in 2011 to ∼6600 km3/yr in 2010 and 2012, likely indicating a more
significant influence of R on the SSS variability during these years (Figure 5.11,
top, purple line).
The area-weighted SSS minima (∼33.9-34.2 pss) occur in boreal summer (July or
August) in all 3 years (Figure 5.11, top panel, red line), in close occurrence with
the P maxima. They are strictly in phase with the P maximum (E-P minimum)
only in 2010, while lies within a prolonged period of increased P rates in 2011 and
2012 (Figure 5.11, top, blue and green lines). The SSS minimum precedes the
E-P minimum by 3 (1) months in 2011 (2012), given also the strong interannual
variation in the occurrence of E minima (i.e. April 2010, May 2011, September
2012), (Figure 5.11, top, yellow line). Finally, the SSS mimimum generally lags
R by 1-2 months, i.e. by 2 (1) months the ORE-HYBAM (climatological) R
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Figure 5.11: Interannual variability of the seasonal cycle of area-weighted mean
SMOS SSS (red) and integrated OAFlux E (yellow), GPCP P (blue), and
OAFlux-GPCP E-P (green) for a) the western subregion and b) the eastern
subregion, in 2010, 2011 and 2012. Also shown are the 12-month climatological
(cyan) and the annual ORE-HYBAM R discharge data (purple) for the period
2010-2012 for i) the Amazon and Orinoco in the western subregion and for ii) the
Congo in the eastern subregion. The units of E, P, E-P and R are in km3/year
and of SSS in pss.
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maximum in 2010, by 1 month in 2011 (both the annual ORE-HYBAM and the
climatological R) and is in phase with it in 2012 (Figure 5.11, dark purple line).
The area-weighted SSS maxima over the western pole show almost no interan-
nual variability in terms of magnitude (35.6-35.8 pss) and occur in boreal winter
throughout the period 2010-2012 (Figure 5.10, left panel, and Figure 5.11, top
panel). Generally observed in February, they are in close occurrence with P min-
ima (E-P maxima) and within a prolonged period of low R runoff, while lag the E
maxima by 1 month in all 3 years. Furthermore, high SSS values, with magnitude
comparable to the annual maxima, are also observed in December, despite the
prolonged periods of high P rates. Interestingly, they seem to be primarily linked
to the R minima during the whole period of interest (Figure 5.11, red and purple
lines).
Eastern pole Focusing on the eastern subregion, SSS displays, in general, its
lowest values between December-April, and thus, over a longer period within an
annual cycle compared to the western subregion (Figure 5.10, right panel and
Figure 5.11, bottom panel). Overall, the area-weighted SSS minimum, with a
roughly constant magnitude of 32.2-32.4 pss over the 3 years, shows a noticeable
interannual variation in terms of occurrence, i.e. from February-March in 2010
and 2011, it is postponed to December in 2012, with a secondary minimum around
April 2012. The annual SSS maxima, with a stable magnitude of 34.4-34.7 pss,
occur in boreal summer (July-August) throughout the 3-year period.
P and E-P show a smaller magnitude and seasonal variability in the eastern than
the western subregion in all 3 years, but a much stronger SSS interannual vari-
ability (Figures 5.10 and 5.11, and Table 5.3 for SSS in each pole). P (E-P)
has a similar seasonal amplitude in 2010 and 2012 (∼1700-1750 km3/yr), which
is noticeably reduced in 2011 (∼1350 km3/yr), (Figure 5.11, bottom, blue line),
displaying the largest annual P rates in 2012. A much smaller variability charac-
terizes E throughout the 3 years, with a constant annual range of ∼410 km3/yr
in 2010-2011 and an even smaller amplitude (∼290 km3/yr) in 2012 (Figure 5.11,
yellow line). Thus, E seems to play no significant role on the E-P and SSS seasonal
variability in the eastern subregion throughout the 3 years, as was also the case
for the western pole.
In contrast, R is characterized by strong interannual variability. Considering only
the annual discharge of Congo River from ORE-HYBAM, the amplitude of the R
seasonal cycle doubles from 2010 (∼590 km3/yr) to 2011 (∼1040 km3/yr), when it
is comparable in magnitude to the (reduced) seasonal range of P in that year. In
2012, the R seasonal range, reducing again to ∼850 km3/yr (Figure 5.11, bottom
panel, purple line), still remains larger than the range of only ∼705 km3/yr for
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both the Congo and Niger outflows indicated by the long-term climatology (Fig-
ure 5.10, right, cyan line). The annual Congo outflow is considerably larger in
2010 compared to 2011-2012, when it displays a roughly similar magnitude.
As seen in 2010 (Chapter 4), the relationship between SSS and surface freshwater
forcing continues to be complex in the eastern pole for the whole 3 years. Never-
theless, as for the western pole, the SSS minima in the eastern subregion also occur
within prolonged periods of high annual P and R rates, and are in general agree-
ment with the decreased E-P magnitude (Figure 5.11, red, blue, purple and green
lines, respectively). A more clear relationship is found for the SSS maxima, which
are generally in phase or lag by 1 month the P and R minima in all 3 years. The
good agreement between the long-term climatological R for Congo/Niger and the
ORE-HYBAM annual discharge only for Congo for the occurrence of R maximum
in December throughout the period 2010-2012, confirms that the phase relation-
ships presented here are not sensitive to the use of climatological R or to the lack
of annual Niger discharge data (Figure 5.10, right, bottom).
5.7 Summary, discussion and conclusions
Based on 3 years of data, the SSS seasonal cycle over the whole Tropical Atlantic
basin is relatively constant on interannual time scales, showing a small increase in
magnitude from 0.08 pss in 2010 to 0.15 pss in 2012. In contrast, close to the major
Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river outflows, strong local variations of SSS,
first revealed by SMOS for 2010 (Tzortzi et al., 2013), continue to be apparent
the following years. On an annual basis, the SSS range of 6 pss/6.5 pss in the
western/eastern pole in 2010, reaches ∼7 pss at both subregions in 2012, while
there is a noticeable imbalance in 2011, of ∼7.6 pss/5.2 pss, respectively.
Given that the SMOS uncertainty over the whole Tropical Atlantic basin is calcu-
lated to be ∼0.3 pss, increasing to up to ∼0.9 pss close to the river plumes (See
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3), this may have some impact on the above qualitative
results. However, it is unlikely to influence noticeably the quantitative results and
the conclusions drawn, since analysis of area-weighted means (which is expected
to decrease data uncertainty) reveals the same pronounced, out-of-phase seasonal
cycles of SSS in the two poles throughout the period 2010-2012 and that the sea-
sonal compensation between them holds on interannual time scales. The results
for 2010 are obtained from V01 of the SMOS CATDS-CECOS product, while for
2011-2012 from V02, which is relaxed to climatology and thus may artificially mod-
ify the spatial distribution of SSS field (Hernandez et al., 2014) and smooth some
of the interannual SSS variability. Consequently, this may affect, for instance, the
annual SSS range values, given their sensitivity to the SSS minima/maxima of each
year. Nevertheless, as above, the strong SSS behaviour being repeated in each of
the 3-year period, ensures that the main conclusions remain unaffected. Moreover,
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comparison of the seasonal cycle of area-weighted SSS mean in 2010 from the two
versions over their common period (Figure 5.6) indicates the same seasonal be-
haviour of SSS in the three regions, with differences that do not exceed in general
∼0.03 pss. This reinforces further the confidence that adjustment of V02 to the
climatology does not alter noticeably the interannual variability of area-weighted
SSS means, and that combining the two versions does not affect the consistency
of the results.
Year-to-year variations of the SSS seasonal cycle in both subregions are primarily
due to strong interannual variations of their SSS minima, as opposed to the gener-
ally constant SSS maxima over the 3 years, particularly in the western pole. In this
subregion, the boreal winter (summer) SSS minimum decreases remarkably by 2.5
pss (∼1 pss) from 2010 to 2012 (See Table 5.2). In the eastern subregion, SSS dis-
plays a much stronger seasonal and interannual variability throughout 2010-2012.
This is also apparent when compared to the climatological SMOS (and WOA09)
SSS mean, with deviations that reach up to ∼0.9 pss in 2010 and 2012. The SSS
minimum in winter increases by ∼1-2 pss from 2010 to 2012, but decreases by ∼1
pss in summer (See Table 5.1).
As regards the western subregion, a recent study by Grodsky et al., 2014a indi-
cates 1 pss salinification of the SSS minimum in early autumn 2012 as compared
to autumn 2011. This feature is not directly evident in the present analysis, which
focuses on the January and July monthly SSS averages over these years. The 12-
monthly variations of SSS for each year are examined over area-weighted means
(and in the coarser, 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution of GPCP) that smooths out this
localized (in September, around 8◦N, see Grodsky et al., 2014a; Grodsky et al.,
2014b) signal and thus, it is not visible in Figure 5.10. Nevertheless, examination
of the difference between the SSS fields in September 2011 and 2012 (plots not
shown) does reveal a similar SSS increase of up to ∼ 1.4 pss in the plume from one
year to the next, as seen in their study (Figure 4, Grodsky et al., 2014a), despite
some differences in the SSS spatial patterns. On the other hand, the different
choice of datasets for SSS (Aquarius/SAC-D and SMOS from LOCEAN/IPSL)
and R, which corresponds to the combined Amazon/Tocantins River discharge
(from ORE-HYBAM and the Brazilian water agency), as compared to the Ama-
zon/Orinoco outflow examined here, may further explain any differences between
the two studies.
Freshwater forcing by P and R are the primary drivers of the SSS variability in
both poles throughout the period 2010-2012, displaying, like SSS, strong seasonal
cycles. In contrast, E displays small variability (both seasonally and interannu-
ally), and therefore, does not play an important role on the Tropical Atlantic SSS
variability. SSS minima (maxima) occur in line with increased (decreased) P and
R at both poles. However, the interannual variability in the magnitude and phase
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relationships between SSS, P and R hinders any firm conclusions on which is gen-
erally the dominant term of freshwater forcing on the SSS variations at each pole.
For instance, over the western pole, the increase of SSS seasonal variability from
2010 to 2011 is mainly driven by corresponding enhanced variations in P. In 2012,
R (Amazon/Orinoco) displays overall the largest variability and annual discharge
that may explain the further increase of the SSS seasonal variations. This com-
petition between P and R influence on SSS is further evident in the eastern pole,
while in 2011, the comparable amplitude of P and R seasonal cycles potentially
indicates their equal contribution on the SSS variability for that year.
The observed interannual variations in freshwater forcing (P and R) over both
subregions seem to be mainly influenced by the ENSO phases, i.e. the mature
phase of El Nin˜o in DJF 2009/2010 (e.g. Wang et al., 2011), the prolonged La Nin˜a
event in 2010-2011, and the following weak El Nin˜o in early 2012. Therefore, the
maximum Amazon/Orinoco discharge, for instance, is found in 2012 in agreement
with other studies for the Amazon runoff only, being attributed to the 2011 La Nin˜a
conditions (Satyamurty et al., 2013). In both subregions, R appears to lag P by
few months, potentially due to water storage that leads to noticeable lagging in the
P-R phase relationship (e.g. Chen et al., 2010). This delay of freshwater outflow
to reach the river mouth and then be advected by the surface currents further
away from it, is also evident in the lag between R maxima and SSS minima.
In addition to P (and R), changes in zonal advection by the surface currents
represents another main mechanism responsible for the ENSO signatures on SSS, as
has seen documented for the Equatorial Pacific (e.g. Singh et al., 2011). Variations
in advection and mixing processes may also contribute to the SSS interannual
variability over the two subregions. In the western pole, changes in export of low-
salinity waters through the different advection pathways of the Amazon/Orinoco
plume (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Grodsky et al., 2014a), in saline water
import into the region from south through the Brazil Current pathway (Romanova
et al., 2011), or from east through the North Equatorial Counter Current (e.g.
Grodsky et al., 2014b), or even maintenance of rivers’ outflow for longer close to
the plume as occurs generally in boreal winter (e.g. Foltz and McPhaden, 2008)
are likely to modify SSS at the western pole to some extent.
Similarly, different P patterns over the eastern pole due to ENSO, variations in
continental river discharge from a number of other rivers, including the Niger,
as well as seasonal variations of advection by the ocean currents, such as the
large westward extension of Congo plume in February-March (Materia et al., 2012;
Denamiel et al., 2013), may have an impact on the observed strong SSS variability
in the Gulf of Guinea. Furthermore, equatorial and coastal upwelling might be
another factor influencing SSS changes in the Eastern Tropical Atlantic (e.g. Reul
et al., 2013), which in turn, may also impact on the ocean stratification and lead
to suppression of vertical mixing and coastal upwelling (e.g. Materia et al., 2012),
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affecting, subsequently, SSS in the region. Nevertheless, the strong link of SSS to
P and R (and thus P over land) in both subregions over the 3 years likely indicates
the secondary role of these processes in the SSS variations, while demonstrating
clearly that salinity can serve as a natural indicator of the water cycle.
SSS variations in the two subregions seem to play a key role on the Tropical
Atlantic variability. The SSS seasonal cycle of the oceanic basin 20◦N-20◦S without
the river-influenced poles (”open ocean”) weakens, while is noticeably amplified
if either pole is excluded from the full regional mean in all 3 years, particularly
the eastern pole. This highlights the sensitivity of the Tropical Atlantic salinity
budget to such regional variations in SSS, and the need to better understand their
potential link to the larger-scale Atlantic ocean circulation and variability. The
different spatio-temporal coverage of satellite SSS observations from SMOS and
Aquarius/SAC-D, clearly offers the potential for a more detailed depiction of SSS
variations such as in the two subregions, contributing to studies on regional salinity
and freshwater budgets. For this, an essential step towards a more comprehensive
understanding and description of SSS variations is the determination of their time
and space scales over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic. This task is addressed in
the following Chapter (Chapter 6).

Chapter 6
Space and time scales of SSS
variability from SMOS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter takes advantage of the availability and different spatio-temporal cov-
erage of satellite sea surface salinity (SSS) observations from SMOS in order to
examine for the first time the characteristic scales of SSS variations in space and
time. In contrast, previous observational-based attempts (e.g. Delcroix et al.,
2005; Reverdin et al., 2007) have been necessarily constrained to the limited cov-
erage of in situ measurements. The focus is over the whole Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S, in order to include both the precipitation (P)- and evaporation
(E)-dominated regimes. For the spatial scales of SSS (Section 6.3.1), the aim is to
identify potential regions over the basin, where SSS varies concurrently in space on
relatively short, i.e. subannual to interannual, time scales and are characterized by
a homogeneous SSS behaviour. Similarly, a first insight is obtained into the persis-
tence of consistent SSS changes in time (Section 6.3.2), i.e. how quickly temporal
SSS variations evolve over the different regions, by assessing decorrelation lengths
of SSS on subannual to interannual time scales over the first three complete years
(2010-2012) of SMOS data.
The motivation of this work is that improved knowledge of SSS variations will
provide valuable information for optimally interpolated products and data assimi-
lation procedures. Nowadays, advances within the framework of data assimilation
allow for synthesis of complex ocean general circulation models and different types
of observations (satellite-derived, hydrographic, etc), which result in estimates of
ocean state that generally represent more accurately the system than could be
obtained from the model or observations alone. Therefore, it serves as a powerful
tool for oceanographic research and recent attempts have been already accessing
the impact of satellite SSS data to improve predictions and ocean state estimates,
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with promising outcomes (Vernieres et al., 2014; Hackert et al., 2014; Vinogradova
et al., 2014; Ko¨hl et al., 2014).
Moreover, a better description and understanding of the spatio-temporal charac-
teristic length scales of SSS variations will also help with the interpretation of the
influence of the different controlling mechanisms acting on SSS in the region of
interest. These are described in detail in Chapter 2. Briefly, in the Tropical/-
Subtropical Atlantic (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.4 for a schematic), SSS changes are
expected to be primarily controlled by the surface forcing of freshwater fluxes and
advection by the ocean surface circulation. The former comprises, in general, of
the excess of precipitation (P) along the Tropics associated with the position of
the InterTropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), the dominance of evaporation (E) in
the Subtropics associated with the winds of the Subtropical high-pressure systems,
as well as freshwater discharge from the Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river
systems in the western and eastern Equatorial Atlantic, respectively. Advection is
due to the surface current circulation along the equator and the branches of the
Northern and Southern Subtropical Gyres (See Chapter 2, Figure 2.5). Finally,
other factors that are expected to influence the SSS variations in the basin are
mixing processes and entrainment, including the equatorial and coastal upwelling.
6.2 Data, statistical methods and approach
Monthly mean SSS products are derived from SMOS for the complete years 2010
(CATDS-CECOS Version V01), 2011 and 2012 (CATDS-CECOS V02). Details
on the SMOS CATDS data are provided in Section 3.2.1.5. For the examination
of the spatial scales of SSS, maps of SSS correlations are obtained by calculating
the correlation coefficient, r, between the 3-year time-series of monthly SSS mean
in each target grid cell and the rest of the grid cells in the Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S. The statistical significance is tested by calculating the
p-value, i.e. the probability of obtaining a correlation value as strong as that
observed by random chance, using the t statistic (von Storch and Zwiers , 2001).
Using 3 complete years of SMOS SSS data on 1◦x1◦ spatial resolution, the analysis
is first performed on the monthly mean SSS, and then on the SSS anomaly fields
without the seasonal cycle. The seasonal signal is estimated by calculating the
climatological mean SSS map from SMOS over 3 years for each month, which is
subsequently removed from each month in the 3-years time-series in each grid cell.
For the computation of the spatial length scales of SSS in km, the interest is in the
homogeneous SSS changes, i.e. in-phase variations relative to a target grid point.
Here, homogeneous SSS changes are defined as those corresponding to positively
correlated SSS patterns (0≥r≥1) around the target grid point, and exceeding a
chosen threshold. Assuming that the spatial distribution of r decays exponentially
from the target grid cell, the threshold of 1/e (≈0.37) is chosen to determine the
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length of the SSS characteristic spatial scales, i.e. the limit of the spatial feature
with r≥0.37 extending from the target grid to the West, East, North and South
direction, respectively. The time scales of SSS are determined by calculating lagged
autocorrelations of SSS in each target grid cell with itself for the 3-year time-series
of the monthly mean and the SSS anomaly field, respectively. As above, a threshold
of 1/e is applied, i.e. r≥0.37, in order to define the temporal decorrelation lengths
of SSS in each grid cell over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S.
6.3 Scales of mean SSS from SMOS
6.3.1 Spatial scales of SSS mean (with the seasonal cycle included)
The calculation of r over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S (with
a size of 61 x 82 grid cells in latitude x longitude) results in over 5000 corre-
lation matrices for the monthly mean, and similarly for the SSS anomaly fields
(Section 6.4.1). Here, in order to obtain an initial idea of the spatial correlation
patterns of SSS, Figure 6.1 shows an example of the SSS correlation coefficient (r)
map corresponding to a target grid cell, Point A, in the S. Subtropical Atlantic
(23◦S 13◦W). Grid cells where regressions are not significant at 95% significance
level (p-value>0.05) are shaded with a cross. An alternation of strong positive
and negative SSS correlation bands extending across the whole basin width is ev-
ident, particularly between ∼17◦N-10◦S. The southern basin is dominated by a
large strongly correlated circular feature, which also encompasses the target Point
A. The observed features dominating the basin are characterized by r values that
are statistically significant (p-value≤0.05), (Figure 6.1).
The spatial homogeneity of changes in SSS within regions characterized by high
(positive or negative) r values is further examined by looking at the time evolution
of SSS at Point A relative to another selected grid cell B in a different region which
also displays high -positive or negative- r values. Figure 6.2 shows the time-series
and scatterplot of the monthly mean SSS at Point A (23◦S 13◦W) against Point
B (6◦N 25◦W), located north of the equator (as shown in Figure 6.1). SSS at
the two locations has a similar, in-phase seasonal behaviour during most of the
3-year period, although displaying different values in terms of SSS magnitude and
a smaller seasonal range at Point A compared to the equatorial Point B, both on
an annual and interannual basis (Figure 6.2).
Figure 6.2 (top plot) also includes the climatological SSS mean at each grid cell
over the 3 years of SMOS data, to show their deviation from the mean seasonal
cycle from year to year. On an annual cycle, SSS at Point A deviates from its
climatological mean by only small amounts, i.e. -0.07 to 0.16 pss in 2010, -0.10 to
0.09 pss in 2011 and -0.14 to 0.05 pss in 2012. In contrast, north of the equator,
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Figure 6.1: The correlation coefficient, r, of the 3-year time-series (2010-2012)
of SMOS SSS monthly means between the target Point A in the S. Subtropical
Atlantic at 23◦S 13◦W (indicated by the black circle) and the rest of the Atlantic
basin 30◦N-30◦S. Also shown is Point B at 6◦N 25◦W. Grid cells that are not
significant at 95% significance level, are shaded with a cross (+).
SSS at Point B shows larger deviations from its climatology, ranging between -
0.29 to 0.33 pss in 2010, -0.15 to 0.18 pss in 2011 and -0.25 to 0.15 pss in 2012,
respectively.
Figure 6.3 shows another example of the spatial r map for SSS at a grid cell in the
Tropical Atlantic basin, south of the equator at 7◦S 12◦W (Point C). When the
seasonal cycle is included, strong correlated and anti-correlated features extend
across the width of the basin and dominate the regions close to the major rivers (a
pattern also seen in Figure 6.1). The strong anti-correlation of SSS at Point C and
the region of high negative r values in the North Tropics is evident when looking at
the time-series of SSS at Point C and another selected grid cell, Point D (Figure 6.4,
top plot), along the central N. Tropical Atlantic, at 13◦N 23◦W (also shown in
Figure 6.3). SSS is characterized by similar magnitudes but opposite seasonal
cycles at the two locations for most of the 3 years (Figure 6.4, top plot), while
their strong anti-correlated relationship is further highlighted by the scatterplot
(Figure 6.4, bottom plot). Again, the climatological annual cycle is shown at both
points in Figure 6.4 (top plot). Deviations from the climatology at Point C and
Point D can be large, reaching over 0.3 pss at times.
6.3.1.1 Spatial distributions of correlation coefficient, r
Unlike the examples seen in Section 6.3.1 (Figures 6.1 and 6.3), the analysis of r
also revealed many cases where SSS is strongly correlated only locally around the
target grid cell, with strongly anti-correlated or no correlated signals over large
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(b) Scatterplot of mean SSS at Points A and B
Figure 6.2: a) The monthly 3-year time-series and b) scatterplot of SMOS SSS
mean at the target Point A (23◦S 13◦W) in the S. Subtropical Atlantic versus
a strongly correlated Point B (6◦N 25◦W) north of the equator (indicated in
Figure 6.1). Also shown in a) is the 12-month climatological mean of SSS for
each grid cell.
distances away from it (plots not shown). This behaviour has been observed for
various target grid points regardless of their location over the Tropical/Subtrop-
ical Atlantic basin. Given the large number of r matrices, a more appropriate
method is adopted here to examine the spatial variations of SSS, by looking at
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Figure 6.3: The correlation coefficient, r, of the 3-year time series (2010-2012) of
SMOS SSS monthly means between the target Point C (7◦S 12◦W) in the central
S. Tropical Atlantic (indicated by the black circle) away from river influence, and
the rest of the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S. Also shown is Point D (13◦N 23◦W).
how the distribution of r varies zonally and meridionally. The aim is to identify
regions in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic where the SSS variability may reveal
a homogeneous behaviour.
Figure 6.5 shows in each subplot the distribution of r in the West-East (W-E)
direction for various grid cells in specific latitudes every 10◦ between 30◦N-30◦S.
Each curve corresponds to r obtained for one grid cell at a given longitude every
12◦, indicated by the colourbar. Figure 6.6 shows the r distributions in a North-
South direction (N-S) for selected longitudes with a zonal step of 12◦, focusing
particularly on the centre of the basin, where there is a larger range of latitudes
between 30◦N-30◦S (due to the curved shape of the basin). Centred at the tar-
get grid cell where r=1, the x-axis represents the distance in km (∼111 km x
cos(Latitude) for the W-E and ∼111 km for the N-S direction), i.e. the number
of grid cells at each side of the target point, after which r falls below the chosen
threshold (1/e), indicated by the thin black lines. (Note that both Figures 6.5
and 6.6 display a threshold of ±1/e to provide an insight into the whole spatial
distribution of r, however the main interest here is on the positively correlated
patterns, i.e. the homogeneous SSS changes relative to the considered target grid
cell in each case.) Thus, these plots give an illustration of the spatial decorrelation
length of SSS from SMOS in the W-E (Figure 6.5) and N-S direction (Figure 6.6),
respectively, over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin.
In general, SSS displays a homogeneous behaviour over larger distances in the
W-E than in the N-S direction, where r shows a noticeably faster decrease to the
threshold of 0.37 (Figure 6.5 compared to Figure 6.6). Thus, the spatial correlation
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Figure 6.4: a) The monthly 3-year time-series and b) scatterplot of the SSS
monthly mean at the target Point C (7◦S 12◦W) versus a strongly anti-correlated
Point D (13◦N 23◦W), (indicated in Figure 6.3). Also shown in a) is the 12-
month climatological mean of SSS at each grid cell.
scales of SSS from SMOS are anisotropic over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic,
with typical lengths of more than ∼1700 km in the zonal and ∼1000 km in the
meridional direction. In the W-E direction, SSS variations appear homogeneous
over larger distances towards the equator compared to the higher latitudes, with a
noticeably different shape of the r distributions (Figure 6.5). Overall, the largest
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of the correlation coefficient (r) in the W-E direction
of the 3-year time-series of SMOS SSS means between each grid cell (target) and
the rest of the basin. The distributions, centred at the target grid cell where
r=1, are shown for specific latitudes between 30◦N-30◦S with a zonal step of 10◦,
along the basin width 61◦W-20◦E, with a meridional step of 12◦. The colourbar
shows the longitudes. Thin black lines indicate a threshold of ±1/e (≈0.37).
Distributions are displayed for a) 30◦N, b) 30◦S, c) 20◦N, d) 20◦S, e) 10◦N, f)
10◦S, and g) the equator.
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of the correlation coefficient (r) in the N-S direction
of the monthly mean time-series of SSS at the longitudes a) 41◦W, b) 31◦W,
c) 21◦W, and d) 11◦W along the length of the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S with
a latitude step of 12◦. Latitudes are shown by the colourbar. Thin black lines
indicate a threshold of ±1/e.
zonal spatial scales are found in the northern and southern Tropics at 10◦N and
10◦S (Figure 6.5, e and f), reaching more than 3000 km, or indicating r values that
never meet the threshold close to the coast, north of the equator. In contrast, at
the equator, homogeneous SSS changes occur over shorter distances that do not
exceed 1000 km, with the exception of the most eastern equatorial basin where
they reach up to ∼2000 km (Figure 6.5, g).
At the highest latitudes, SSS correlations show the largest length scales in the N.
Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N, particularly at the central basin (∼20◦-40◦W) of up to
∼3000 km (Figure 6.5, a). Interestingly, further south at 20◦N, the zonal lengths
are much shorter and do not exceed ∼1000 km, suggesting a reversed relationship
between the central and western basin length scales (about ∼500 km and ∼1000
km, respectively), (Figure 6.5, a and c). In the S. Subtropics, the zonal scales of
SSS at 30◦S are much shorter than 30◦N, reaching up to ∼1000 km at ∼10◦-30◦W.
Further north, at 20◦S, SSS displays similar lengths, except towards the eastern
basin (∼0◦E), where they exceed ∼2500 km (Figure 6.5, b and d).
Looking at particular longitudes, Figure 6.6 shows much shorter spatial scales
relative to Figure 6.5 over most of the basin length, that do not generally exceed
∼500 km. Largest deviations are seen particularly in the central and eastern
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basin, i.e. 21-31◦W and 11◦W (Figure 6.6, b-d), of the Tropical band between
∼10◦N and ∼10◦S. There, the spatial lengths of SSS are reduced from ∼2000-
3000 km (Figure 6.5, e-g) to ∼500 km (Figure 6.6, b-d), highlighting the strong
responsiveness of SSS characteristic scales to the zonal or meridional direction.
Overall, the central S. Subtropical basin at 30◦S 21◦W shows the largest length
scales of SSS of up to 1000 km (Figure 6.6, c, cyan line).
6.3.1.2 Spatial length scales (in km) of SSS with the seasonal cycle included
Next, the findings of the previous section are summarized by focusing on the spa-
tial patterns of the computed length scales in km. For this, the number of highly
correlated grid cells relative to the target grid point, i.e. r≥0.37, is determined
in each direction, and the distance is calculated in km. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6
showed that r distributions are generally symmetric around the target grid cells.
The four-directional computation of the scales in km confirms this symmetry in
distance around the target point (plots not shown). The calculation of the aver-
aged zonal (W-E) and average meridional (N-S) length scales at each point helps
to comprehensively describe the spatial lengths of SSS variability over the Trop-
ical/Subtropical Atlantic basin, and summarize the regions characterized by the
longest characteristic scales in each case. Figure 6.7 shows the mean W-E and N-S
length scales of monthly SSS mean in a range up to 2000 km. The zonal length
scales along the basin are significantly longer compared to the meridional ones,
demonstrating the anisotropic spatial scales of SSS in the region of interest. Fig-
ure 6.8 shows the same as Figure 6.7 bottom subplot, but with a shorter colourbar
scale.
Overall, the longest mean W-E length scales lie on either side of the equator, at
∼5◦-15◦N and ∼3◦-12◦S (Figure 6.7, top). With lengths that reach up to ∼2660
km, homogeneous SSS changes along these bands span over more than half of
the basin width (∼4300-4800 km and ∼4900-5700 km in the N. and S. Tropics,
respectively). Figure 6.9 (left, red line) shows the zonal averages over the basin
width, highlighting two pairs of maxima of similar magnitude and mirrored shapes
on either side of the equator. The first pair of peaks, reaching over 2000 km,
are centred at 6◦N and 3◦S, while the second pair reach ∼1700 km at 9◦N and
6◦S. Moreover, SSS displays large mean W-E length scales of ∼1500-1700 km in
the eastern equatorial basin (∼3◦N-4◦S), including most of the Gulf of Guinea
except for its northern part (Figure 6.7, top). In Figure 6.9 (right, red line),
the meridionally averaged W-E length scales show a maximum at the central-
eastern basin, around 15◦W. In contrast, the western Equatorial Atlantic (∼5◦N-
2◦S) shows much shorter zonal length scales that reach only up to ∼900 km, and
even less than ∼600 km along the northern Brazilian coast (Figure 6.7).
In the N-S direction (Figure 6.7, bottom and Figure 6.8), the Tropical Atlantic
and most of the rest basin 30◦N-30◦S is dominated by very short scales that do
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(a) Mean W-E length scales of SSS
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(b) Mean N-S length scales of SSS
Figure 6.7: Computed mean length scales (km) of SSS from SMOS in the a)
W-E and b) N-S direction for a correlation coefficient r≥0.37, derived from the
monthly mean SSS field.
not generally exceed ∼400 km. A band of noticeably shorter lengths under 300 km
spans over the whole width of the equatorial basin between ∼0◦-5◦N, extending
slightly southwards over the western basin. The zonal averages of the mean N-S
length scales calculated over the basin width (Figure 6.9, left, blue line) display the
overall minimum close to the equator at 3◦N. An exception is seen in the eastern
Equatorial Atlantic along the African coast between ∼3◦-12◦S, where the mean
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Figure 6.8: Computed mean length scales (km) of SSS in the N-S direction
(same as in Figure 6.7, bottom) displayed in a shorter colourbar scale.
N-S length scales increase up to ∼600-700 km (Figure 6.8).
At the Subtropical latitudes, large mean W-E length scales are observed towards
the centres of the Subtropical Gyres, reaching over ∼1200-1500 km and ∼1200-
1400 km in the N. (25◦-30◦N) and S. (20◦-30◦S) Subtropical Atlantic, respectively
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Figure 6.9: a) Zonal and b) meridional averages of the mean W-E (red) and N-S
(blue) length scales (km) of monthly mean SSS. The zonal (meridional) mean
at a given latitude (longitude) is taken across the width (length) of the basin.
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(Figure 6.7, top). In addition, most of the S. Subtropical basin displays the largest,
overall, mean N-S lengths of up to ∼1200-1300 km, particularly along two merid-
ional bands at ∼15◦W and ∼0◦E (Figures 6.7, bottom, and 6.8). Relatively large
characteristic scales, both in the W-E and N-S direction, are also seen in the north-
western basin between ∼8◦-25◦N, reaching up to ∼700-800 km. In accordance, the
zonal averages of mean N-S length scales indicate slightly larger distances in the
southern compared to the northern basin (Figure 6.9, left, blue line), while the
meridional averages, both in the W-E and N-S direction, show maximum lengths
at 15◦W (Figure 6.9, right). Finally, over the rest of the basin and near the coasts,
SSS has length scales of less than ∼500-600 km in both directions (Figure 6.7 and
Figure 6.8).
6.3.2 Temporal scales of mean SSS from SMOS
Next, the analysis focuses on the time scales of SSS from SMOS with the aim
to determine how quickly SSS varies over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin
30◦N-30◦S and identify regions where consistent SSS variations display the same
level of persistence over time. For this, the interest is on the decorrelation time
scales of SSS, i.e. the temporal length scales, which correspond to r greater or
equal to the threshold (r≥0.37). Similarly to the assessment of the spatial SSS
scales and given the dominance of the seasonal cycle on the SSS variability, the
analysis is initially performed on the monthly SSS means(Section 6.3.2.1), and then
on the SSS anomaly fields without the climatological seasonal cycle (Section 6.4.2).
6.3.2.1 Decorrelation time scales of SSS with the seasonal cycle included
Figure 6.10 shows the temporal decorrelation scale of the 3-year monthly mean
time-series of SSS in each grid cell in the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S. In general,
SSS persists in time for up to ∼3-4 months over most of the basin. Shorter time
scales of 2-3 months are observed in the western Equatorial basin and in parts of
the Subtropics, particularly at the branches of the Subtropical Gyres. Elsewhere,
SSS occasionally persists for up to 4 months, with the exception of a few ”hotspots”
along the African (∼25◦N,∼18◦S and∼25◦S), and S. American (∼10◦S and∼25◦S)
coasts, where SSS persists for up to 5-6 months.
Figure 6.11 (left plot) displays the zonally averaged temporal scales of mean SSS.
It confirms that SSS variations have the longest persistence in time (more than 3
months) in two bands in the northern and southern Tropical basin, around 9◦N
and 10◦S. In contrast, close to the equator, SSS decorrelates faster in time by
around 1 month, i.e. up to ∼2-3 months, while similar or shorter time scales also
characterize most of the Subtropics. The meridionally averaged temporal scales
(Figure 6.11, right) suggest the longest time scales at the African coast and the
central longitudes, linked primarily to the ”hotspots” mentioned previously.
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Figure 6.10: The temporal decorrelation scale of each grid cell for a correlation
coefficient, r, greater or equal to the threshold 0.37 (r≥0.37), for the monthly
SSS mean field.
(a) Zonal Averages (b) Meridional Averages
Figure 6.11: a) Zonal and b) meridional averages of the temporal decorrelation
scales of mean SSS. The zonal (meridional) mean at a given latitude (longitude)
is taken across the width (length) of the basin.
6.3.3 Summary and discussion of the spatio-temporal length scales of
mean SSS
SSS from SMOS displays, in general, decorrelation time scales of up to 3-4 months
and anisotropic spatial scales over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-
30◦S, with typical lengths that exceed ∼2000 km in the W-E, and up to ∼1000
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km in the N-S direction. SSS shows homogeneous zonal spatial variations over
considerably larger distances particularly along two bands north and south of the
equator (centred at 6◦N and 3◦S, respectively), which extend over the whole oceanic
basin. In accordance, averaged zonally, SSS has the longest persistence exceeding
3 months along these bands, particularly north of the equator, which primarily
encompasses the seasonal influence of the ITCZ across the equator, and thus of
maximum P patterns. Moreover, horizontal advection, mainly driven by the North
(NEC) and South Equatorial Currents (SEC) whose flow paths generally lie along
these bands, may also contribute to the consistent SSS changes there.
In contrast, along the equator, the characteristic scales of SSS are noticeably
shorter both in space (up to ∼600 km and 400 km in the W-E and N-S direc-
tion, respectively) and time (up to ∼2-3 months), likely due to the combined
effect of convectional Equatorial P patterns, advection along the North Equatorial
Counter Current (NECC) and equatorial upwelling. This is particularly evident in
the central and western equatorial basin between ∼5◦N-2◦S, as well as close to the
Amazon/Orinoco river system, where SSS displays short spatial scales that do not
generally exceed ∼600 km in the zonal and ∼300 km in the meridional direction.
The dynamic conditions in the latter region resulting from the integrated effect of
variations in freshwater fluxes and the strong interaction of the Amazon/Orinoco
plume with the surface circulation, such as the North Brazilian Current and the
NECC, probably prohibit homogeneous SSS variations over large distances. Sim-
ilarly, SSS changes have a short persistence in time of ∼2-3 months along the
central and western equatorial basin. However, close to the Amazon river mouth,
SSS variations persist for up to 4 months, likely indicating the amplitude of the
riverine seasonal cycle and the relatively constant influence of freshwater discharge
over such long periods.
Likewise, SSS changes close to the Congo river mouth show a similar time persis-
tence of up to 4 months, and up to ∼3 months over the rest of the Gulf of Guinea.
Spatial SSS changes at the eastern equatorial basin and the Gulf of Guinea (with
the exception of its northern part) display long zonal lengths of ∼1500 km or
more, driven potentially by horizontal advection from the regional circulation,
including the eastward-flowing NECC. In this region, meridional SSS variations
also occur homogeneously over large distances that can exceed 700 km. The two
river-influenced regions opposite of the basin display strong spatial anti-correlated
signals (see for instance, Figures 6.1 and 6.3), clearly demonstrating the opposite
SSS seasonal cycle in these two regions of strong variability, as shown previously
in Chapters 4 and 5, and Tzortzi et al., 2013.
In the Subtropics, the largest zonal spatial scales of up to ∼1500 km are found
towards the centres of both Subtropical Gyres and the SSS maximum regions.
There, SSS changes also display a longer stability over time of up to 4 months,
due to the slower advection and mixing processes. In contrast, the decorrelation
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time lengths of SSS do not generally exceed ∼2-3 months along the branches
of the Subtropical Gyres. Over the rest Subtropical basin, SSS variations also
display noticeably shorter spatial length scales, reaching only 300 km towards its
boundaries. In the N. Subtropical Atlantic, an exception occurs at the western
basin around ∼20◦N, where SSS changes persist for up to ∼3-4 months locally. At
this side of the basin between ∼10◦-20◦N, and thus close to the Antilles Current
and Caribbean Counter-current, SSS also shows homogeneous spatial variations
over relatively large distances both in the zonal and meridional direction. In
the S. Subtropics, in addition to long zonal lengths at the central basin, SSS
displays the largest, overall, meridional spatial scales, particularly along the bands
centred at ∼15◦W and ∼0◦E, which extend up to ∼10◦S. Furthermore, relatively
large meridional length scales are observed along the S. African and parts of the
S. American coasts, likely attributed to the South Hemisphere (S.H.) Boundary
Currents (BCs) and the associated coastal upwelling.
6.4 Scales of SMOS SSS anomalies without the seasonal
cycle
6.4.1 Spatial scales of SSS anomalies
Given the dominance of the seasonal cycle on the spatial characteristic scales of SSS
variability in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic, next, the analysis focuses on the
spatial length scales of SSS anomalies in the region, after the 3-year climatological
seasonal cycle from SMOS has been removed. Figure 6.12 shows the r map of SSS
anomalies corresponding to the target Point A in the S. Subtropical basin, shown
in Figure 6.1 for the SSS mean field. The removal of the seasonal cycle results
in significantly different spatial maps of correlation patterns with less coherent
signals. SSS can be only locally strongly -positively/negatively- correlated around
the target grid cell, as seen in Figure 6.12 for Point A, compared to the pronounced
features dominating the whole basin width for the mean SSS (Figure 6.1). The
time-series and scatterplot of SSS anomalies at Point A and Point B lying north
of the equator, also suggest that the observed coherent SSS behaviour at the
two locations is no longer evident and SSS changes at the two locations appear
uncorrelated (Figure 6.13 as compared to Figure 6.2).
Nevertheless, in many cases, the spatial correlations of SSS anomalies still indicate
long characteristic scales that extend across the basin width, e.g. in the S. Tropics,
as seen in Figure 6.14, which displays r for the target Point C with the rest of
the basin (relative to Figure 6.3). The corresponding SSS anomaly time-series
in Figure 6.15 confirm these large departures, while indicating an out-of-phase
SSS behaviour between the Point C and Point D over most of the 3 years and
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Figure 6.12: The correlation coefficient, r, of the 3-year time-series (2010-2012)
of SMOS SSS anomalies between the target Point A in the Southern Subtropical
Atlantic at 23◦S 13◦W (indicated by the black circle) and the rest of the Atlantic
basin 30◦N-30◦S. Also shown is Point B at 6◦N 25◦W.
no correlation between the SSS anomalies at the two points (even when the two
outliers are removed).
6.4.1.1 Spatial distributions of correlation coefficient, r, of SSS anomalies
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the distribution of the correlation coefficient, r, for
various target grid cells at specific latitudes and longitudes, obtained for the SSS
anomaly fields. The removal of the seasonal cycle results in a substantial decrease
of the spatial scales of SSS across most of the basin. This is particularly evident in
the zonal changes of r (Figure 6.16 versus Figure 6.5 for mean SSS) as compared to
the meridional (Figure 6.17 versus Figure 6.6 for mean SSS). The most pronounced
differences occur in the Tropical bands between 10◦N and 10◦S, where lengths are
typically decreased by ∼2/3 on either side of the equator, and up to half over
most of the Subtropics, reaching up to ∼500 km in both cases. For instance, at
10◦N and at the equator (Figure 6.16, e and g), r falls quickly below the threshold
0.37 within a short distance from the target grid cell, even in cases where the
correlations of mean SSS indicated long zonal length scales that extended up to the
coast (see Figure 6.5). On the other hand, contrary to SSS, the zonal scales of SSS
anomalies are slightly longer at the equator than north and south of it, i.e. ∼700
km as compared to less than ∼500 km (Figure 6.16, e and f). Finally, the removal
of the seasonal cycle does not generally modify the meridional r distribution of
SSS anomalies (Figure 6.17 as compared to Figure 6.6 for mean SSS), except
for a decrease in the S. Subtropical central basin (Figure 6.17, c, cyans lines, as
compared to Figure 6.6, c).
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(b) Scatterplot of SSS anomalies at Points A and B
Figure 6.13: As for Figure 6.2, but based on the monthly SSS anomaly field
without the climatological seasonal cycle: a) the time-series and b) scatterplot of
SSS anomalies at the target Point A (23◦S 13◦W) versus the strongly correlated
Point B (6◦N 25◦W), seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
6.4.1.2 Spatial length scales (in km) of SSS anomalies
To summarize the regions with the longest spatial characteristic scales of SSS
anomalies and enable a direct comparison with the zonal and meridional length
scales of mean SSS (Figures 6.7 and 6.8), Figure 6.18 shows the averaged W-E and
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Figure 6.14: The correlation coefficient, r, of the 3-year time series (2010-2012)
of SMOS SSS anomalies between the target Point C (7◦S 12◦W) in the central S.
Tropical Atlantic (indicated by the black circle) away from river influence, and
the rest of the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S. Also shown is Point D (13◦N 23◦W).
N-S length scales for the SSS anomaly field. In addition, Figure 6.19 shows the
same as Figure 6.18, bottom subplot, in a shorter colourbar scale. A decrease by
∼1000 km, i.e. about 38% of their maximum magnitude, is evident in the mean
zonal length scales of SSS anomalies (Figure 6.18, top) compared to those for SSS
(Figure 6.7, top), although there is still some coherence spanning the width of the
basin (Figure 6.18, top). Generally shorter than the zonal lengths, the mean N-S
length scales of SSS anomalies show a reduction of more than ∼60% relative to
SSS (Figure 6.18, bottom as compared to Figures 6.7, bottom and 6.8).
The longest zonal length scales reach up to ∼1660 km and are located on either
side of the equator at 4◦-5◦N and 3◦-8◦S, respectively (Figure 6.18, top). Averaged
zonally across the basin (Figure 6.20, left, red line), there is a clear maximum in
the zonal scales of more than 700 km at 8◦S. This is in contrast to the symmetric
double peaks seen for SSS (Figure 6.9, left, red line). The rest of the basin displays
some smaller features with relatively long zonal scales, particularly in the eastern
basin slightly south of the equator, and at the central N. and S. Subtropical regions
(∼12◦-17◦N and ∼20◦-28◦S), (Figure 6.18). The meridionally averaged W-E scales
indicate similar lengths of around 350 km over the whole basin (Figure 6.20, right,
red line).
The meridional (N-S) spatial scales of SSS anomalies (Figures 6.18, bottom, and
6.19 shown in a smaller colourbar scale), indicate much shorter lengths than the
zonal scales, and do not generally exceed ∼350 km. This is also apparent in
their zonal averages, which show a very small variation across the whole basin
(Figure 6.20, left, blue line). Some larger N-S length scales (up to ∼600 km) are
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(a) Time-series of SSS anomalies at Points C and D
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(b) Scatterplot of SSS anomalies at Points C and D
Figure 6.15: As for Figure 6.4, but based on the monthly SSS anomalies without
the climatological seasonal cycle: a) the time-series and b) scatterplot of SSS
anomalies at the target Point C (7◦S 12◦W) versus the strongly anti-correlated
Point D (13◦N 23◦W).
found along the S. Brazilian and S. African coasts (Figure 6.19), which are also
depicted in the meridional averages (Figure 6.20, right, blue line), as a peak at
14◦E.
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Figure 6.16: Distributions of the correlation coefficient (r) in W-E direction
of the 3-year SMOS SSS anomaly time-series between each grid cell (target)
and the rest of basin. The distributions, centred at the target grid cell where
r=1, are shown for specific latitudes between 30◦N-30◦S with a zonal step of
10◦ along the basin width 61◦W-20◦E with a meridional step of 12◦. Longitudes
are shown by the colourbar, while thin black lines indicate a threshold of ±0.37.
Distributions are displayed for a) 30◦N, b) 30◦S, c) 20◦N, d) 20◦S, e) 10◦N, f)
10◦S and g) the equator.
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Figure 6.17: Distributions of the correlation coefficient (r) in the N-S direction
of the 3-year SMOS SSS anomaly time-series at the longitudes a) 41◦W, b)
31◦W, c) 21◦W, and d) 11◦W along the length of the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S
with a latitude step of 12◦. Latitudes are shown by the colourbar. Thin black
lines indicate a threshold of ±0.37.
6.4.2 Decorrelation time scales of SSS anomalies
Figure 6.21 shows the spatial distribution of the temporal decorrelation scales for
the SSS anomaly field, while Figure 6.22 displays it in a shorter colourbar scale
for clarity and to enable also a direct comparison with Figure 6.10 for the mean
SSS. Figure 6.23 shows the difference between Figure 6.10 for the mean SSS and
Figure 6.21. The removal of the 3-year climatological seasonal cycle results in
a reduction of the decorrelation time scales, with SSS anomalies persisting only
up to ∼2.5 months over most of the basin (Figures 6.21 and 6.22). The largest
decreases are seen along the two bands in the N. and S. Tropics, and towards the
centres of the Subtropical Gyres (Figure 6.23). Longer time scales of ∼3-4 months
are occasionally observed, but without showing spatially coherent patterns, with
the exception of the branches of the N. Subtropical Gyre and a band centred at
∼10◦S extending along the basin width (Figures 6.21 and 6.22). The localized
”hotspots” along the African and S. American coasts last noticeably longer and
can persist up to 9 months.
Averaged zonally (Figure 6.24, left, blue line), the time scales of the SSS anomalies
clearly show a sharp decrease from those seen for the SSS mean (red line) in some
latitude bands. More specifically, the northern and southern Tropics display now
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(a) Mean W-E length scales of SSS anomalies
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(b) Mean N-S length scales of SSS anomalies
Figure 6.18: Mean length scales (km) of SSS in the W-E (top) and N-S (bottom)
direction for a correlation coefficient r≥0.37 derived from the anomaly SSS field
without the climatological seasonal cycle.
the fastest SSS anomalies, that generally persist over only 2 months, in accordance
with most of the rest basin. SSS shows the longest persistence in time slightly north
of the equator and between ∼13-15◦S. More interestingly, there are latitudes where
the exclusion of the seasonal cycle does not alter the time scales of SSS, as for
instance, at the equator, between 18◦-24◦N and 23◦-30◦S (Figure 6.24, left, blue
and red lines), as also seen in Figure 6.23. In contrast, the meridionally averaged
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Figure 6.19: Mean length scales (km) of SSS anomalies in the N-S direction
(same as in Figure 6.18), shown in a shorter colourbar scale.
temporal scales of SSS anomalies (Figure 6.24, right, blue line compared to red
line for mean SSS) indicate no significant impact of the removal of the seasonal
cycle, other than a decrease of about half month at all longitudes.
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Figure 6.20: a) Zonal and b) meridional averages of the mean W-E (red) and
N-S (blue) length scales (km) for the SSS anomalies. The zonal (meridional)
mean at a given latitude (longitude) is taken across the width (length) of the
basin.
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Figure 6.21: The temporal decorrelation scale of each grid cell when the corre-
lation coefficient, r, greater or equal to the threshold 0.37 (r≥0.37), for the SSS
anomaly field.
Figure 6.22: Same as in Figure 6.21, but in a shorter colourbar scale for clarity
and to enable a direct comparison with Figure 6.10 for the mean SSS field.
6.4.3 Summary and discussion of the spatio-temporal length scales of
SSS anomalies
Decorrelation spatial lengths of SSS anomalies over the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S
are characterized by anisotropic scales in the W-E and N-S direction, in agree-
ment with mean SSS. The characteristic scales of SSS anomalies are substantially
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Figure 6.23: The difference of temporal decorrelation scale in each grid cell for
the monthly mean (Figure 6.10) minus the SSS anomaly field (Figure 6.21).
(a) Zonal Averages (b) Meridional Averages
Figure 6.24: a) Zonal and b) meridional averages of the temporal decorrelation
scales of SSS anomalies (blue lines). In addition, the corresponding lines for
the SSS mean (red lines) are included for comparison (as shown in Figure 6.11).
The zonal (meridional) mean at a given latitude (longitude) is taken across the
width (length) of the basin.
shorter across most of the basin compared to SSS, by 38% in the zonal and 62%
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in the meridional direction, reaching up to ∼1660 km (W-E) and ∼500 km (N-
S),respectively. Similarly, the time persistence of SSS anomalies is generally re-
duced by about half month, persisting up to ∼2-3 months over most of the region
of interest. The most noticeable reduction in the W-E scales is observed in the
Tropical Atlantic bands north and south of the equator, which embody the sea-
sonal variation of the ITCZ movement during the year, as well as the seasonal
variability of the ocean currents. Nevertheless, after the removal of the seasonal
cycle, zonal length scales of SSS anomalies of up to ∼900 km still continue to dom-
inate in these northern and southern equatorial bands, spanning most of the basin
width. These spatial patterns of SSS anomalies likely reflect large scale processes
that remain stable over interannual scales and are probably linked to horizontal
advection from the mean surface circulation. In the N-S direction, the spatial
lengths of SSS anomalies along the two bands reach up to ∼350 km, particularly
towards the western basin.
Along the equator, the temporal scales of SSS changes continue to be preserved for
more than ∼2-3 months, regardless of the exclusion of SSS seasonal cycle or not.
The combined effect of the different controlling mechanisms acting in this region,
primarily the seasonal ITCZ influence, advection (seasonal and anomalous) by the
current circulation, especially the NECC, and equatorial upwelling, likely results
to these constant decorrelation time lengths of SSS on subannual to interannual
time periods. On the other hand, excluding the effect of the seasonality of P pat-
terns (both over the ocean and on land), and thus of river discharge, as well as of
the seasonal advection, SSS anomaly changes occur homogeneously over shorter
distances close to the major river systems of Amazon/Orinoco, and particularly
Congo/Niger in the eastern basin. The zonal length scales of SSS anomalies gener-
ally span up to ∼400 km in both river regions, but can reach up to 900 km in the
Gulf of Guinea along the band 1◦-2◦S. Their meridional lengths do not generally
exceed ∼300 km, with the exception of slightly longer distances along ∼5◦E in the
eastern basin. In contrast, the removal of the seasonal cycle increases the time
scales of SSS anomalies by about 1 month close to the Amazon and Congo river
mouths.
In the Subtropics, the spatial decorrelation scales of SSS anomalies indicate less
pronounced features, which however, persist over long time lengths of up to 3-4
months, especially along the southern and northern branches of the N. and S. Sub-
tropical Gyres, respectively. The enhanced persistence in time of SSS anomalies
relative to SSS by ∼1 month, likely indicates the impact of seasonal variability of
the surface current circulation which forces quicker changes of the mean SSS. Zon-
ally averaged, the decorrelation time scales of SSS anomalies display an opposite
latitudinal pattern compared to SSS over most of the basin. On the other hand,
the removal of the seasonal cycle does not alter the times scales of SSS close to
the centres of the Subtropical Gyres between 18◦-24◦N and 23◦-30◦S, that encom-
pass the SSS maxima. Thus, the expected small variations of SSS there have, in
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general, a constant persistence in time of ∼2-3 months, both throughout the year
and from one year to the next. In accordance, SSS anomalies at the S. Subtropical
Atlantic display long zonal spatial scales of up to ∼700 km over the central basin
and towards the centre of the S. Subtropical Gyre. Similar lengths are also seen
in the western N. Subtropical basin at 25◦N and along its southern central part
at ∼15◦N, potentially pointing to the role of mean circulation by the southern
branches of the N. Subtropical Gyre, including the NEC.
Advection seems to also play an important role in the N-S direction, as homoge-
neous SSS anomaly changes with large meridional lengths of up to ∼450 km occur
along the coasts of mainly the S.H, primarily controlled by the BCs and coastal
upwelling. Similarly, the long meridional scales of SSS anomalies at the central
northern basin likely indicate the role of mean advection by the different branches
of the N. Subtropical Gyre, while shorter lengths of up to ∼300-350 km dominate
most of the rest Subtropical latitudes. Finally, long temporal lengths of more than
5 and up to 9 months characterize localized SSS anomaly changes over most of the
basin, particularly towards the coasts of the BCs. These decorrelation time scales
may suggest the presence of very slow processes, such as stationary eddies (H.
Bryden, 2014, personal communication), on SSS variations there, and thus their
long maintenance over time, but do not exclude the possibility of an artefact in
the data, given that SMOS uncertainty increases closer to the coasts (Reul et al.,
2012b).
6.5 Final discussion and conclusions
Taking advantage of the better coverage of satellite SSS observations, this novel
work explores the spatio-temporal scales of SSS variations from SMOS in the
Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S. SMOS reveals different SSS characteris-
tic scales at different latitudes and longitudes, pointing to the influence of various
controlling mechanisms on the SSS changes over the different regions of the basin
(given that the dependence of a variable can arise both from itself and the factors
that influence it, e.g. Dale and Fortin, 2009). On subannual to interannual time
scales, the spatial characteristic lengths of SSS are anisotropic, i.e. the zonal (W-
E) lengths are significantly longer compared to the meridional (N-S) ones, reaching
up to ∼2660 km and ∼1300 km for SSS and ∼1660 km and ∼500 km for the SSS
anomalies, respectively. Consistent SSS changes generally persist up to 2-4 months
over most of the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic, while only up to ∼2-3 months for
the SSS anomalies.
Subannual to interannual SSS variations display the longest spatial zonal scales
along two Tropical Atlantic bands on either side of the equator, which are also
characterized by the longest temporal decorrelation lengths (exceeding 3 months),
particularly in the north. SSS changes in these two bands are primarily governed
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by seasonal variations in P (and secondarily of changes in E-P) driven by the
ITCZ migration, which actually remained mainly north or at the equator during
the examined years 2010-2012 (See, for instance, Chapter 5, Figure 5.3 displaying
zonal averages of P and E-P across the basin width for January and July 2010-
2012). Moreover, advection (seasonal and anomalous), associated with variability
in the equatorial currents (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013),
including the NEC and SEC flowing on opposite sides of the equator, represents the
other major controlling mechanism contributing to the long characteristic scales
of SSS there.
The main component of Tropical advection is the seasonal Ekman transport, al-
though strong geostrophic components dominating the zonal velocity are also found
in proximity to the zonal currents along the basin, particularly north of the equa-
tor (Yu, 2011). Nevertheless, the removal of the seasonal cycle still reveals long
spatial lengths of SSS anomalies along these bands, which, however, occur faster
by more than half month, i.e. up to ∼2-3 months, compared to mean SSS. This
highlights the predominant role of advection from the mean circulation on longer
time scales compared to freshwater fluxes, while indicating that the zonal ITCZ
influence mainly acts to increase both the zonal spatial and temporal length scales
of SSS. In accordance, previous studies suggest the more important impact of
anomalous Ekman advection in generating interannual SSS changes (Mignot and
Frankignoul , 2003), in addition to the geostrophic components (Mignot , 2004).
In contrast, along the equator, subannual to interannual SSS changes display
shorter spatial lengths and have less persistence in time, i.e. of ∼2-3 months,
particularly towards the western and central basin. In addition to receiving large
freshwater amounts due to the seasonal ITCZ presence and convectional equa-
torial P events, this region is also dominated by advection, particularly from the
NECC, which is associated with the largest seasonal variability in the Tropics (Yu,
2011) and relatively strong W-E salinity gradients (Donguy and Meyers , 1996).
Likewise, equatorial upwelling, displaced generally westwards at the Equatorial
Atlantic (Zebiak , 1993) and being strongest during late boreal spring and early
summer (Keenlyside and Latif , 2007), may force SSS to vary faster in time and
over shorter distances. Interestingly, the longer meridional length scales of SSS
anomalies occur at the equator than north/south of it compared to SSS, likely
pointing to salt exchange between the boundaries of NECC and/or with the sur-
rounding equatorial currents (i.e. NEC and SEC) on either side of it, as well as a
potential interaction of the currents with the equatorial upwelling.
Close to the Amazon and Congo river mouths, SSS variations occur over long time
scales of up to 4 months, likely reflecting the amplitude of rivers’ seasonal cycle.
Interestingly, the removal of the seasonal cycle, although decreases the spatial
scales of SSS, increases the temporal decorrelation lengths of SSS anomalies by up
to ∼1 month. The relatively constant influence of large freshwater river discharge,
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together with advection by the mean regional circulation seem to generally preserve
SSS changes over such long periods. On the other hand, the northern part of
the Gulf of Guinea displays a different behaviour compared to the rest equatorial
eastern basin, with notably shorter spatial scales, primarily due to potential strong
freshwater forcing variations. This region receives the discharge from several rivers
located at the northern and eastern coast, with a typical northward orientation of
the Congo plume (Materia et al., 2012; Denamiel et al., 2013), as well as heavy P
by the double passage of the ITCZ within a year. The latter may have also been
enhanced during the examined years by a potentially anomalous, longer stay of the
ITCZ over the N. African continent (Foltz and McPhaden, 2008) during the ENSO
phases in 2010-2012. Thus, the combined effect of freshwater fluxes and regional
advection likely prevent homogeneous SSS changes to span over long distances in
this part of the Gulf of Guinea.
As regards the Subtropical Atlantic, homogeneous SSS changes occur over large
zonal spatial scales towards the centre of the Subtropical Gyres and in proximity
to the SSS maximum regions, in line with the expected small SSS variations there
on subannual to interannual time scales. Not surprisingly, the longest meridional
spatial scales are also found in the Subtropics, away from the equator and the
zonal impact of the ITCZ and Equatorial currents. The central S. Subtropical
Atlantic primarily displays long characteristic lengths of SSS, both in the W-E
and N-S direction, while long meridional scales of SSS anomalies are also found
in the central N. Subtropical basin. Similarly, SSS variations in the centres of
the Subtropical Gyres show a longer stability in time of up to ∼4 months due to
slower advection processes in these E-dominated regions. In contrast, the surface
current dynamics along the branches of both Subtropical Gyres result in a shorter
persistence of SSS variations of ∼2-3 months. Interestingly, the removal of SSS
seasonal cycle reveals longer temporal scales of up to 3-4 months, particularly
along equatorward branches of the N. and S. Subtropical Gyres, respectively. This
increase by ∼1 month of the SSS persistence likely indicates the impact of the
seasonal variability of surface current circulation and the associated mesoscale
features, which force quicker SSS changes. Finally, long meridional length scales of
SSS along the Subtropical Atlantic coasts may point to controlling role of advection
from the BCs and associated coastal upwelling.
The above characteristic length scales of SSS from SMOS are generally in agree-
ment with the decorrelation scales of other ocean and atmospheric parameters in
the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin, although some noticeable differences are
also observed. Based on TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter data, the decorrelation
spatial scales of sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) are anisotropic, with longer
length scales in the Tropics compared to the Subtropical latitudes, where they
are characterized by mesoscale eddies (Kuragano and Kamachi , 2000). However,
in contrast to SMOS SSS, SSHA displays large spatial lengths in the Equatorial
compared to the N. and S. Tropical Atlantic basin, while the opposite is suggested
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for the SSHA time scales. Similarly, Doney et al., 2003 using a semivariogram ap-
proach on ocean colour images, find a directional anisotropy in the spatial scales of
mesoscale ocean biological variability. However, although their zonal spatial scales
also exhibit a strong banded latitudinal pattern similar to that seen in SMOS
SSS variations, the largest lengths occur along the equator and decrease poleward,
with the equatorial meridional lengths being somewhat shorter than the zonal ones.
Moreover, the mesoscale biological variability displays in general shorter spatial
(and temporal) length scales in upwelling regions, due to associated offshore gra-
dients and episodic upwelling jets and filaments, as opposed to the observed long
meridional SSS length scales there. Anisotropic spatial length scales also char-
acterize the eddies in the N. Atlantic basin south of 30◦N (Eden, 2007) as well
as the SST variations based on the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set
(COADS), with representative lengths of 7-10 degrees in the zonal and 3-6 degrees
in the meridional direction (Molinari and Festa, 2000).
In turn, as regards the turbulent fluxes, the spatial variability in both latent and
sensible heat fluxes is anisotropic and more consistent in the zonal than merid-
ional direction, with the trade wind belt exhibiting the largest coherence, which
reduces at higher latitudes (Romanou et al., 2006). Smaller spatial patterns are
found in the storm track regions of the Atlantic basin. Being dominated by the
SST patterns, sensible heat fluxes have larger spatial scales than the latent heat.
In addition, both latent and sensible heat fluxes have the longest temporal decor-
relation scales in the Equatorial Atlantic, where the dominant cause of the slower
E variations in the ITCZ 0◦-10◦N is the persistent and unidirectional trade winds
system, which, in turn, displays similar, long time scales. In addition to zonal
winds, their long temporal scales in the Equatorial Atlantic are also associated
with SST, and coastal upwelling along the African coast, while near the Congo
mouth, with extensive and persistent cloud cover. In contrast, shorter time scales
characterize the Subtropical Gyres. Overall, the S.H. is dominated by shorter spa-
tial and temporal scales of turbulent fluxes compared to the N.H., as a result of the
unequal land-ocean distribution in the two hemispheres (Romanou et al., 2006),
which comes in contrast to what is observed here for SMOS SSS. Such dissimi-
larities (both in terms of patterns and magnitude) between the spatio-temporal
characteristic scales of SSS from SMOS and the other oceanic and atmospheric
parameters, may be, at least, partly attributed to the different methods applied
for their estimation and the different space-time data resolution, in addition to the
actual comparison of different variables in nature.
To conclude, the analysis presented here reveals that advection plays a critical
role on the spatio-temporal characteristic scales of SSS over the whole Tropical/-
Subtropical Atlantic basin, both in the P- and E-dominated regions. Combined
with the seasonal ITCZ migration, advection by the zonal surface currents results
in long zonal spatial scales of SSS changes along two equatorial bands centred
at ∼10◦N and ∼5◦S, which persist in time, especially in shorter, i.e. subannual,
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than interannual time scales. In contrast, at the equator, these controlling mech-
anisms together with the additional impact of equatorial upwelling lead to notice-
ably shorter spatio-temporal SSS decorrelation lengths. Towards the centres of
the E-dominated Subtropics, weak advection and mixing processes allow for SSS
variations with long characteristic scales both in time and space. However, along
the branches of the Subtropical Gyres, advection and associated mesoscale features
prohibit SSS changes to occur over long temporal and zonal spatial lengths, except
for long meridional spatial scales, especially along the branches of the S. Subtrop-
ical Gyre. On interannual time scales, advection together with coastal upwelling
and mixing processes close to the E-dominated BCs, seem to primarily drive SSS
anomaly changes over long meridional spatial scales along the coasts, but with a
shorter persistence in time by∼1 month relative SSS.
Improved description of the characteristic scales of SSS in time and space provides
a better understanding of both the SSS itself and the processes that control and
are influenced by it. These serve, among others, to refine studies of SSS variability
and freshwater budgets, where knowledge on the persistence of homogeneous SSS
changes in space and time, and the importance of each controlling mechanism
on it, becomes essential. Equally important, comprehensive description of the
decorrelation length scales of SSS serves as a better constraint when assimilating
observations into ocean models. Having described the spatio-temporal scales of
SSS variations from SMOS over the P- and E-dominated regions, the final results’
chapter in this thesis presents a first attempt towards a regional SSS budget from
SMOS over the Tropical and Subtropical Atlantic (Chapter 7).
Chapter 7
Estimating E-P from SMOS SSS
variability
7.1 Introduction and motivation
Direct measurements of the ocean surface freshwater fluxes, i.e. Evaporation minus
Precipitation (E-P), or their accurate estimation from other atmospheric variables,
involves many difficulties. An increasing number of studies suggest the estimation
of E-P from salinity variations may be possible, as the latter are caused by fresh-
water transport in and out of the ocean (e.g. Lagerloef et al., 2010; Helm et al.,
2010; Yu, 2011; Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). However, the evolution of salin-
ity within the mixed layer also includes the tendencies of oceanic fluxes of salt,
seen in Equation 7.1, which shows the salinity budget equation (US CLIVAR
Group, 2007). More specifically, integrated vertically through a mixed layer depth
h(x,y,t), the time rate of salinity change (dS/dt) is defined by a combination of
surface freshwater fluxes, horizontal advection, subsurface processes (e.g. entrain-
ment/detrainment through the base of the mixed layer) and mixing (Equation 7.1).
The effects of oceanic fluxes in the salinity budget are considered non-negligible,
and thus, a one-to-one correspondence between salinity changes and E-P does not
generally hold (e.g. Yu, 2011; Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). Nevertheless, an ad-
equate resolution of sea surface salinity (SSS), surface current velocities and mixed
layer depth (MLD) would offer the potential of inferring E-P only from ocean data
(Schmitt , 1995).
dS
dt
=
(E − P )S
h
−−→v · ∇hS + subsurface+ [MLmixing] (7.1)
This chapter presents a first attempt to estimate the E-P field from SMOS SSS
observations, and assess whether and how SSS variations may be used as a proxy
to determine E-P, even in the presence of other oceanic fluxes. This would pro-
vide a first insight into the SSS budget from satellite observations from SMOS.
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Considering the simple case that SSS changes as sensed by SMOS are equivalent
to the freshwater that enters/leaves the ocean surface over the same period, the
work focuses on the first term on the right-hand side of the Equation 7.1:
dS
dt
=
(E − P )S
h
(7.2)
where S is the mixed layer salinity (MLS) and h is the MLD.
The relation between E-P and SSS has been examined previously. Among other
studies, Yu (2011), based on climatological WOA05 salinity and MLD observa-
tions, combined with GPCP P, E and wind stress from OAFlux (over their com-
mon period 1993-2008), and altimeter and in situ sea level data to obtain mean
geostrophic currents (1992-2002), looked at the global salinity budget on long (i.e.
climatological) time scales. Vinogradova and Ponte (2013) assessed the global link
between SSS and E-P on seasonal to interannual (1992-2004) time scales based on
outputs from the ECCO ocean general circulation model. On shorter time scales,
Boutin et al. (2013), examined the global and regional, i.e. over the Tropical Pa-
cific, impact of P events on SSS changes every 10 days from SMOS and Argo data.
Finally, Reul et al. (2013) studied the freshwater forcing and horizontal advection
terms of the salt budget using 10-days SMOS data and OSCAR surface currents
(both Ekman and geostrophic currents), and suggested a good agreement between
negative SSS and strong positive P anomalies at a fixed point (16◦N 35◦W) or in
averaged monthly bins over the northern Tropical Atlantic for 2010.
This work aims to examine whether and where the link between SSS variations
from SMOS with E-P still holds on monthly to seasonal time scales and whether
and to what extent the E-P field can be reconstructed from SMOS observations.
Although Chapter 6 revealed different regions where SSS variations occur on dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales, this chapter initially examines SMOS E-P over
the whole Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S basin for the period 2010-2012,
and then proceeds in the different regimes.
In this part of the Atlantic basin, different terms from the salt budget equation
(Equation 7.1) are expected to dominate over the different regimes. In the Sub-
tropics, the high SSS values are expected to display small seasonal variations, par-
ticularly towards the centres of the Subtropical Gyres, where E rates are also high
but almost constant throughout the year. In addition, variability of the oceanic
processes there is small, given the weaker winds and ocean currents. Over the rest
of the Subtropical Gyres, earlier studies (e.g. Yu, 2011; Vinogradova and Ponte,
2013) indicate that variability in freshwater and oceanic fluxes appears to be of
comparable amplitude, but the influence of oceanic fluxes on annual and shorter
time scales may allow the examination of a linear relation between salinity changes
and freshwater fluxes.
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In contrast, large seasonal variability of SSS is observed in the Tropics (as shown
in Chapters 4 and 5), primarily driven by the InterTropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) migration and heavy P associated with deep atmospheric convection (e.g.
Boyer and Levitus , 2002; Bingham et al., 2010), as well as freshwater outflows
from the major river systems of the Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger (Chap-
ter 4, Chapter 5). In addition, strong ocean currents, including the North and
South Equatorial Currents (NEC and SEC), and the North Equatorial Counter
Current (NECC), have a significant influence on SSS in the region. The E-P ef-
fect on SSS variations is mostly prominent in regions where E-P displays large
seasonal variability, mainly induced by changes in P under the migrating ITCZ
(e.g. Dessier and Donguy , 1994). At annual and interannual time scales, Trop-
ical E-P variations generally have a comparable amplitude with those of oceanic
fluxes, while subannual variations of the latter can even dominate those of E-P
(e.g. Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013). However, in some Tropical ITCZ regions,
such as towards the north-eastern Equatorial Atlantic, E-P variability is seen to
be larger than that in oceanic processes (See for instance, Figure 9 in Yu, 2011).
Finally, advection and mixing processes play an important role in regions of strong
salinity gradients, such as along the Western Boundary Currents (WBCs).
Given the above, the E-P fields reconstructed from SMOS in the period 2010-2012
are examined over the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, in order to include both the Sub-
tropics and Tropics. The objective is to identify whether and where SMOS can
generally depict the expected patterns of the E-P distribution over the region of
interest, i.e. the highly positive E-P values in the Subtropical latitudes and the
dominance of P in the Tropics and under the influence of the ITCZ. Next, the
SMOS E-P distribution and variability are assessed separately in each regime, by
tracking the zonal E-P maxima in two E-dominated subregions in the N. and S.
Subtropical Atlantic, and the zonal E-P minima in a P-dominated Tropical band
across the basin, on monthly and seasonal time-scales. For this, the significant in-
fluence of freshwater discharge from the major Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger
rivers on the SSS fields is excluded from the analysis by masking the western and
eastern river-influenced regions (See Chapter 5 and Figure 5.5 for the definition of
their boundaries) and focusing over the ”open” oceanic basin. Finally, the charac-
teristics of SMOS E-P are compared to those from OAFlux-GPCP over the same
time period.
7.2 Methodology and data
Assuming that the other terms are negligible to first approximation, Equation 7.2
is re-written as follows for the estimation of E-P from SMOS:
E − P = dS
dt
h
S
(7.3)
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where dS/dt is produced by differentiating initially monthly SSS fields over the
Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic 30◦N-30◦S for the period 2010-2012. This results
in 35 monthly E-P fields, where each field can be considered as representative of
SSS changes occurring from the middle of the first month to the middle of the
following. Therefore, for the terms h and S, monthly MLD and MLS fields are
averaged every two months in order to correspond to the mean field over the same
period, leading respectively to 35 monthly MLD and MLS fields.
The monthly mean SSS products derived from SMOS for the complete years 2010
(CATDS Version V01), 2011 and 2012 (CATDS Version V02) are described in
detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.5. SSS observations from SMOS are used to
replace the MLS (S in Equation 7.3), with the assumption that SSS from SMOS
is representative of the salinity over the whole mixed layer on monthly time scales.
Note that MLS data from the Argo climatology (2000-2011) defined according to
two different criteria (i.e. hybrid density algorithm and variable density threshold
criterion corresponding to 0.2◦C variation) were also considered in this work (plots
not shown), however did not reveal any differences in the reconstructed SMOS E-P
fields presented here. Moreover, the scarcity of Argo MLS data still leaves large
areas of the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin without any observations (plot
not shown), and thus, SMOS spatio-temporal coverage was preferred instead. The
estimation of MLS from monthly SSS data has been also made previously by
Foltz and McPhaden (2008), who although based on limited in situ data from
the PIRATA moorings along 38◦W, found small differences between the MLS and
SSS seasonal variations in the Tropical N. Atlantic. Finally, climatological MLD
monthly fields, defined according to a fixed density threshold criterion of 0.03
kg/m3 difference from the sea surface, are obtained from Ifremer and are described
in Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 3.
For comparison with the reconstructed E-P fields from SMOS, freshwater fluxes
are obtained from monthly P fields from the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) and monthly E from the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes
(OAFlux) for the period 2010-2012 (See Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively, in
Chapter 3). The OAFlux-GPCP E-P fields are averaged every two months, in
order to be directly comparable with the month-to-month SSS differentiations for
the estimated SMOS E-P values. Finally, to ensure consistency throughout the
analysis and between the different data sources and versions, a uniform domain is
determined by masking all datasets (SSS, E and P) to display the same grid cells
along the coasts.
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7.3 Does SMOS depict the main characteristics of E-P field
in the Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S?
7.3.1 Description of the reconstructed monthly E-P fields from SMOS
Figure 7.1 shows the reconstructed monthly E-P fields from SMOS for 2010 (in-
cluding January 2011 minus December 2010 as the last field), as typical examples
for the years 2011-2012 as well. SMOS E-P fields are presented in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦
spatial resolution in order to enable a direct comparison with the corresponding
OAFlux-GPCP E-P fields. Analysis on slightly finer, 2◦ x 2◦ grid cells (same as
the MLD field) does not reveal any significant differences in the observed E-P pat-
terns or their magnitude (plots not shown). Overall, SMOS captures only locally
some of the expected E-P patterns, i.e. the dominance of E in the Subtropical
latitudes and the excess of P along the Tropical Atlantic basin. However, the
monthly SMOS E-P fields for the 3 years are generally noisy, hindering the clear
identification of the expected E-P distribution. SMOS E-P magnitude varies be-
tween ±0.7 m/month (99% quantiles) but can exceed this range, reaching up to
-6 and ∼2 m/month in isolated grid cells, particularly towards the northern and
southern boundaries of the region of interest.
Nevertheless, strong negative E-P values along the equatorial basin may indicate
the ITCZ position in some months (Figure 7.1). For instance, the P-dominated
band in the beginning of the year, i.e. Feb-Jan and Mar-Feb, centred at ∼5◦S
may represent the ITCZ, which is expected to lie south of the equator at this time
of the year, as well as during summer (Jun-May up to Sep-Aug) when it moves
northwards at ∼5◦-10◦N. Over the Subtropics, the expected strong positive E-P
values are only weakly displayed by SMOS throughout the year (Figure 7.1).
Comparison of SMOS with OAFlux-GPCP monthly E-P fields Next, the
monthly E-P distribution from SMOS is compared with that from OAFlux-GPCP.
Figure 7.2 shows two typical examples of the OAFlux-GPCP E-P fields averaged
over 2 months, in order to be comparable to the reconstructed SMOS E-P. The
fields correspond to January+February (left) and July+August (right) for 2010,
but are representative for the rest of 2010 as well as for 2011 and 2012. For
comparison, OAFlux-GPCP E-P is displayed on the same scale of ±0.7 m/month
as SMOS E-P in Figure 7.1, although its magnitude generally ranges between -0.25
m/month and 0.16 m/month (99% quantiles), but reaching up to -0.45 m/month
and 0.19 m/month in few cases. SMOS E-P fields differ significantly from those
from OAFlux-GPCP, as also seen in Figure 7.3, which shows their corresponding
differences for 2010. Contrary to the generally noisy SMOS fields, OAFlux-GPCP
E-P clearly depicts the strong Tropical P band under the ITCZ movement during
the year, and the highly positive Subtropical E-P values (Figure 7.2). The noisiness
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Figure 7.2: Monthly mean E-P fields from OAFlux-GPCP as averages every 2
months for i) January and February (left) and ii) July and August (right) in
2010, in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution.
of SMOS E-P makes it difficult to discern those same patterns, and the magnitude
of the SMOS E-P field generally shows large discrepancies from the OAFlux-GPCP
E-P values.
Sensitivity to the MLD and SMOS SSS fields To gain a better understanding
of the observed noise on the monthly SMOS E-P maps, the analysis considers next
the different component fields used in the reconstruction. For this, the impact
is assessed of averaging every 2 months the monthly climatological MLD and the
SMOS SSS fields used as replacement for the MLS. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show ex-
amples of month-to-month differences of MLD and SMOS SSS, respectively, for
selected months, in order to examine whether the variability in the two variables
may have an impact on SMOS E-P. Note that the reconstructed SMOS E-P de-
pends on the monthly MLD and SMOS SSS fields (and not the month-to-month
difference) and that month-to-month differences are shown here only as a mea-
sure of the variability (and reliability) of these fields. Overall, although their
monthly fields are generally smooth (see for instance, Chapter 3, Figure 3.15 for
MLD, and Figure 3.6, top panel for SMOS SSS), the month-to-month difference
fields of MLD and SMOS SSS show marked patterns of variability. Large monthly
MLD variations occur in the Subtropics, particularly in the S. Atlantic, while
as expected, significant monthly SSS changes are seen along the Tropics. These
month-to-month variations of MLD and MLS, and in turn, the combination of
their averaged distributions every 2 months in Equation 7.3, will contribute to the
observed lack of coherent features of SMOS E-P fields and explain, at least partly,
the aforementioned differences with OAFlux-GPCP.
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Figure 7.4: Month-to-month differences of Ifremer climatological MLD based
on a fixed density threshold criterion, for February-January, April-March, June-
May, August-July, October-September and December-November (from top left
to bottom right), in 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution.
Figure 7.5: Month-to-month differences of SMOS SSS used as MLS for
February-January, April-March, June-May, August-July, October-September
and December-November (from top left to bottom right) in 2010, in 2.5◦ x
2.5◦ spatial resolution. The SMOS uncertainty in the region of interest is ∼0.31
pss.
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Overall, the monthly MLD differences (Figure 7.4) range between -27 m and 22 m,
but can reach up to -53 m and 32 m towards the Subtropics, and even exceed these
values in few grid cells (Note that the slightly larger spatial resolution presented
here as compared to the original 2◦ x 2◦ resolution does not modify the results).
The largest MLD variations occur during winter time in each Hemisphere, when the
MLD deepens (i.e. increases), particularly in the S. Subtropical Atlantic. However,
the limited number of profiles per grid cell and the large areas in the S.H. with no
observations at all (See Chapter 3, Figure 3.14), indicate large uncertainties in the
MLD data, particularly over the S. Subtropical basin, that likely contribute to a
great extent to the observed noise in the SMOS E-P fields.
As regards the monthly variations of SMOS SSS, Figure 7.5, displaying them
for 2010, provides an insight into both the monthly derivatives of SSS used to
reconstruct E-P (i.e. first right-hand side term in Equation 7.3), as well as in the
sensitivity of averaging SSS every 2 months to form the MLS fields. The largest
SSS changes of up to ±0.9 pss (99% quantiles) occur along the Tropics, towards
the north-western basin and close to the major Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger
rivers, where they can reach up to 4-5 pss in few grid cells during the year (See
Chapters 4 and 5, which focus on the strong seasonal SSS variability in these
regions). In contrast, the rest of the Atlantic basin is characterized by small SSS
variations that do not generally exceed ±0.2 pss.
7.3.2 Monthly zonal averages of SMOS E-P fields in 2010
Next, the analysis examines whether SMOS can depict the zonally averaged dis-
tribution of E-P across the width of the ”open” oceanic Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S,
excluding data from the two river-influenced regions. Figure 7.6 shows the zonal
averages (left) and st. dev. (right) of SMOS and OAFlux-GPCP E-P for Jul-Aug
(top) and Nov-Dec (bottom) in 2010, providing an insight into their boreal sum-
mer and winter variations during the year. Similar patterns are also observed for
2011 and 2012 (plots not shown). SMOS generally fails to capture the zonally
averaged seasonal E-P patterns seen in OAFlux-GPCP (Figure 7.6, left plots). In
boreal summer (Aug-Jul), there is a E-P minimum around 7.5◦N in both datasets,
however SMOS shows a different magnitude compared to OAFlux-GPCP, given
also the much larger st. dev. of the former in that location (Figure 7.6, top).
Overall, the st. dev. of SMOS E-P increases during winter in both Hemispheres,
particularly for the S. Subtropical Atlantic (Figure 7.6, right plots), which as seen
previously, is likely due to the large MLD uncertainties. In boreal winter (Dec-
Nov), SMOS shows a similar magnitude of the local Tropical E-P minimum, but
slightly displayed southward compared to OAFlux-GPCP (Figure 7.6, bottom,
left).
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Figure 7.6: Monthly zonal averages (left) and st. dev. (right) of SMOS (red)
and OAFlux-GPCP (blue) E-P fields for a) Aug-Jul and b) Dec-Nov 2010 over
the ”open” oceanic basin. The zonal mean at a given latitude is taken across
the basin width.
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Given the localized capability of SMOS to display some of the E-P patterns, the
rest of chapter focuses on the examination of zonal E-P extrema in small sub-
regions over the ”open” ocean in the E-dominated Subtropics (Section 7.4) and
P-dominated Tropics (Section 7.5), respectively. It is worth noting that selec-
tion of different subregions from those presented below as examples, did not alter
or improve noticeably the overall conclusions, both for the N. and S. Subtropics
and Equatorial Atlantic, as well as across the whole ”open” oceanic basin width
and/or only towards its centre (i.e. excluding longitudes close to the coasts), (see
for instance, Figure 7.1 for 2010).
7.4 SMOS E-P in E-dominated Subtropical Atlantic regimes
The objective of this section is to explore whether SMOS can capture the excess of
E over P in two ”open” ocean, E-dominated subregions of the N. and S. Subtropical
Atlantic. For this, their zonally averaged E-P maxima are examined on monthly
and seasonal time scales.
N. Subtropical Atlantic subregion Figure 7.7 shows the monthly (Figure 7.7,
a) and seasonal (Figure 7.7, b) maxima of zonal E-P means from SMOS (red) and
OAFlux-GPCP (blue) over the N. Subtropical Atlantic region 15◦-25◦N during
the period 2010-2012. The top panels in each case display the latitude of their
occurrence, while the bottom panels show their magnitude. In general, although
SMOS does not display exactly the same position of zonal E-P maxima indicated
from OAFlux-GPCP, it still seems to capture some of their latitudinal variation
in time (Figure 7.7, a and b, top panels), and show satisfactory agreement in
magnitude over most of the 3 years (Figure 7.7, a and b, bottom panels).
S. Subtropical Atlantic subregion In turn, focusing on a S. Subtropical Atlantic
region between 17.5◦-27.5◦S, 20◦W-0◦E, Figure 7.8 displays the location (top pan-
els) and magnitude (bottom panels) of the monthly (Figure 7.8, a) and seasonal
(Figure 7.8, b) zonal E-P maxima, respectively, from SMOS (red) and OAFlux-
GPCP (blue) over the years 2010-2012. On a monthly basis, SMOS indicates large
and rapid changes in the latitudinal position of the maxima that are not seen in
OAFlux-GPCP (Figure 7.8, a, top). On seasonal time scales, SMOS E-P maxima
are found at the same location with the OAFlux-GPCP maxima in boreal spring
and autumn, and within 1-2 grid cells (2.5◦-5◦) during boreal winter (Figure 7.8,
b, top). In contrast, in all boreal summers, SMOS suggests a more southward
position by 10◦ relative to OAFlux-GPCP.
As regards the magnitude of zonal E-P maxima in the S. Subtropical regime,
OAFlux-GPCP suggests a very constant monthly and seasonal value of ∼0.1 m/-
month throughout the period 2010-2012 (Figure 7.8, a and b, bottom panels).
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Figure 7.7: a) Monthly and b) seasonal maxima of zonally averaged E-P fields
across the basin width in the N. Subtropical Atlantic region 15◦-25◦N for 2010-
2012 from SMOS (red) and OAFlux-GPCP (blue), in terms of their location
(top) and magnitude (bottom).
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In contrast, SMOS shows a large seasonal variability of the magnitude, being in
best agreement with OAFlux-GPCP in autumn of all 3 years, when the smallest
differences of only 0.02-0.03 m/month are observed, and secondarily in winters
2011-2012 and summer 2012 (Figure 7.8, b, bottom).
7.5 Can SMOS display the ITCZ in the Tropical Atlantic?
Next, the analysis focuses on the zonally averaged E-P over a P-dominated region
along the Tropical Atlantic, aiming to examine whether the band of maximum
P under the ITCZ can be detected from SMOS. For this, the interest is on the
E-P minima along the Equatorial ”open” oceanic basin between 0◦-10◦N. Slightly
different regions were also examined, but the definition of their boundaries does
not lead to any pronounced differences in the conclusions presented here. The
top two panels in Figure 7.9 show the monthly zonal E-P minima from SMOS
and OAFlux-GPCP, in terms of their location and magnitude in 2010-2012, re-
spectively. The bottom panels (Figure 7.9, b) display them on a seasonal basis, in
order to potentially enable a more clear identification of the ITCZ migration during
the 3 years. In general, SMOS manages to capture most of the latitudinal ITCZ
movement both on monthly and seasonal time scales. It also displays successfully
the magnitude of the monthly E-P minima as indicated by OAFlux-GPCP over
most of the 3 years.
More specifically, the monthly SMOS E-P minima show a latitudinal shift by
∼10◦ over the year, with good repeatability. This broadly matches what is seen
in OAFlux-GPCP albeit with a slight temporal offset (∼2 months) (Figure 7.9, a,
top). In autumn, the strong P patterns associated with the ITCZ appear in SMOS
as minima located at a more northward position than for OAFlux-GPCP, around
10◦N between Sep-Nov in all 3 years. The same holds true on a seasonal basis,
although the two datasets almost never (except for winter 2011) indicate exactly
the same location of P patterns because of the temporal shift (Figure 7.9, b, top).
Interestingly, SMOS captures noticeably well the magnitude of zonal E-P minima,
particularly their monthly values over most of the 3-year period (Figure 7.9, a,
bottom). On a seasonal basis, the agreement is less striking, as the seasonal values
are dominated by the large discrepancies (of the order of 0.1-0.2 m/month) seen
in summer for all 3 years (Figure 7.9, b, bottom).
7.6 Discussion and Conclusions
Salinity changes reflect a complex balance between atmospheric and oceanic pro-
cesses occurring on multiple temporal and spatial scales. Depending on the region,
oceanic processes can have a much smaller contribution, allowing the potential use
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Figure 7.8: a) Monthly and b) seasonal maxima of zonally averaged E-P across
the basin width in the S. Subtropical Atlantic region 17.5◦-27.5◦S, 20◦W-0◦E
for 2010-2012 from SMOS (red) and OAFlux-GPCP (blue), in terms of their
location (top) and magnitude (bottom).
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Figure 7.9: a) Monthly and b) seasonal zonal E-P minima across the basin width
in the Tropical Atlantic region 0◦-10◦N for 2010-2012 from SMOS (red) and
OAFlux-GPCP (blue), in terms of their location (top) and magnitude (bottom).
of salinity variations as a proxy to estimate E-P. This chapter presents the first at-
tempt to reconstruct E-P fields from SMOS observations to explore the relation of
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satellite-derived SSS with E-P and the other processes in the Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic basin. The aim is to assess to what extent SMOS can capture the main
E-P characteristics over the E-dominated Subtropics and P-dominated Tropics,
respectively.
Overall, the monthly E-P fields estimated from SMOS are noisy, displaying only
locally and indistinctly some of the E-P patterns in the Atlantic basin. Largest
discrepancies with the OAFlux-GPCP E-P fields are observed in winter season in
each hemisphere, when the climatological MLD deepens and shows the strongest
month-to-month variations, particularly in the S. Subtropical Atlantic. Averaged
zonally across the width of the ”open” oceanic basin (excluding the western and
eastern riverine subregions), SMOS E-P still indicates a poor correspondence with
OAFlux-GPCP, both in magnitude and in latitudinal dependence.
Aiming to examine whether the band of maximum P under the ITCZ can be
detected from SMOS, next the analysis considered the location and magnitude
of zonal E-P minima averaged over the Tropical Atlantic subregion 0◦-10◦N. In
general, SMOS E-P manages to capture most of the latitudinal ITCZ movement
both on monthly and seasonal time scales, showing a latitudinal shift by ∼10◦
over the year with good repeatability. This broadly agrees with OAFlux-GPCP,
albeit with a slight temporal offset (∼2 months). Interestingly, SMOS captures
noticeably well the monthly magnitude of zonal E-P minima over most of period
2010-2012, while on a seasonal basis, the agreement is less striking, primarily due
to the large discrepancies in summer for all 3 years.
In turn, looking at whether the zonal E-P maxima from SMOS can capture the
excess of E over P in two Subtropical regimes in the N. (15◦-25◦N) and S. (17.5◦-
27.5◦S, 20◦W-0◦E) Subtropical Atlantic, respectively, suggests a weaker correspon-
dence with OAFlux-GPCP E-P compared to the P-dominated regime. Neverthe-
less, in the N. Subtropical Atlantic, although SMOS does not display exactly the
same position of zonal E-P maxima from OAFlux-GPCP, it still seems to capture
some of their latitudinal variation in time, and satisfactory display their magni-
tude over most of the 3 years. In the S. Subtropical Atlantic, the seasonal SMOS
E-P maxima occur at the same location with OAFlux-GPCP in boreal spring and
autumn, and within 1-2 grid cells (2.5◦-5◦) in winter, while further southwards by
10◦ in all summers. SMOS shows a large seasonal variability of the E-P magni-
tude, being in best agreement with OAFlux-GPCP in autumn of all 3 years with
differences of only 0.02-0.03 m/month, and secondarily in winters 2011-2012 and
summer 2012. The different consistency of SMOS E-P with OAFlux-GPCP be-
tween the two Subtropical regimes is, at least partly, explained by the significant
uncertainties in the MLD climatology, particularly in the S.H..
This better agreement of SMOS E-P with OAFlux-GPCP in the Tropical Atlantic
compared to the Subtropical latitudes may be partly explained by the relation-
ship of the E-P and MLD terms relative to dS/dt in the Equation 7.2. Given
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that the MLD is generally deeper, i.e. larger MLD values, in the Subtropical At-
lantic, where the strongest month-to-month variations are also observed, indicates
a smaller contribution of the E-P term to dS/dt compared to the Tropics. In
turn, a shallower MLD suggests that the E-P values have a larger effect on the
salinity changes in the Equation 7.2, explaining further the better consistency of
the derived SMOS E-P field in the Tropical Atlantic. Here it should be noted
that reconstruction of SMOS E-P fields using different MLD datasets based on
different determination criteria, and/or a fixed value of MLD for the Tropics and
Subtropics, respectively, was also tested (plots not shown), and did not lead to
any noticeable improvement to the observed noise.
On the other hand, the weaker link of SMOS SSS variations with E-P in the Sub-
tropical regimes compared to the Tropical band likely suggests a more complex
relation between them in regions characterized by E excess. The spatio-temporal
shift seen in both P- and E-dominated regions potentially implies the joint contri-
bution of freshwater fluxes and oceanic processes to SSS changes, particularly of
horizontal advection. The findings of this work come in accordance with numerous
other studies. Reul et al. (2013), based on SMOS 10-day fields, suggest a good
agreement of negative SSS anomalies with strong positive P anomalies at a fixed
point, or with negative E-P anomalies averaged in monthly bins over the northern
Tropical Atlantic for 2010. Bingham et al. (2011), using in situ salinity observa-
tions, including Argo and World Ocean Database (WOD) data, and NCEP E-P
estimates, find the seasonal cycles of near-surface salinity and freshwater fluxes to
compare reasonably well, but with differences in amplitude and phase-relationship
shifts, pointing to the importance of advection in the seasonal salt balance in this
region (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008).
More recently, Yu (2014), using Aquarius SSS, Argo subsurface salinity, TRMM P,
OAFlux E and wind stress, together with satellite-derived mean dynamic topogra-
phy and sea surface height observations, points to the different relationship of the
Tropical Pacific salinity minimum with E-P and mean Ekman advection between
the western, central and eastern part of the basin. These two processes compete
against each other in governing the SSS seasonal variability under the ITCZ. The
observed Tropical Pacific low-salinity convergence zone (LSCZ), although owns its
source to the ITCZ P, its generation and maintenance are dominated by wind-
driven Ekman dynamics and not the surface freshwater flux. Hasson et al., 2014,
combined SMOS LOCEAN with TSG and Argo ISAS as well as DRAKKAR sim-
ulation model SSS outputs to analyze the 2010-2011 La Nin˜a signature in the
western Tropical Pacific. They find a bipolar SSS anomaly between the equato-
rial band and southwards, which is associated with both horizontal advection and
surface forcing, primarily P, as the latter is strongly modulated during ENSO in
the region. These two processes, together with subsurface forcing also control the
S. Pacific Sea Surface Salinity maximum (Hasson et al., 2013), in ratios similar to
the ones observed for the N. Atlantic Salinity Maximum (Qu et al., 2011).
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Yu (2011) suggests that freshwater fluxes together with oceanic dynamics explain
about 40% of the seasonal MLS variability over the global ocean, given uncertain-
ties in the data and unresolved low-order salinity dynamics. On the other hand,
Vinogradova and Ponte (2013) find a strong linear link between ECCO modelled
salinity variations and E-P at annual and shorter time scales, only in regions with
less than 0.2 pss monthly salinity changes and thus away from the equator and to-
wards the borders of the Atlantic basin examined here, i.e. at ∼30◦N and ∼30◦S.
Exceptions with E-P variations in the Tropics to be stronger than the oceanic
processes may occur, such as towards the north-eastern Tropical Atlantic (see
Yu, 2011, Figures 9 and 7), however, averaging zonally the E-P across the whole
(”open”) oceanic basin may impact both on its latitudinal location and magnitude.
Thus, given the observed spatio-temporal shift, this explains to a great extent the
poor correspondence in the monthly and annual zonal averages between SMOS
and OAFlux-GPCP E-P across most latitudes of the basin.
The temporal lag between SMOS and OAFlux-GPCP E-P may also reflect a po-
tential 2-3 month lag between the variable and its time derivative, as proposed by
Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013. Likewise, they suggest that a potential MLD lag
of ∼1 month to adapt to changes due to freshwater forcing, possibly decreases the
amplitude of salinity variations relative to freshwater fluxes and introduces a phase
shift between them, which comes in agreement with what is observed in this work.
The monthly to seasonal time scales examined here are likely too coarse, in case
this phase shift actually occurs within a month. Thus, in addition to uncertain-
ties in its definition from the interpolated climatology, averaging the MLD every
2 months potentially contributes significantly to the noise in the reconstructed
SMOS E-P fields. Examination of SMOS E-P on a finer temporal resolution, e.g.
10 days, would likely improve the correspondence of SSS variations with E-P by
capturing, for instance, strong P events and thus, large E-P variations, however, at
the cost of increasing the SMOS uncertainty. Consequently, it would not necessar-
ily decrease the observed noise. Similarly, the chosen 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution
of GPCP in order to avoid interpolation is likely too coarse to accurately recover
most of the E-P variability on these short time scales. In accordance, weaker cor-
relations between salinity variations and freshwater fluxes are found on larger than
∼100 km scales based on the ECCO model (Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013).
In addition to issues concerning the sensitivity to the spatio-temporal scales, use
of satellite SSS observations corresponding to the first 1 cm of the ocean surface
as representative of the MLS, may further affect the derived relationship between
salinity variations and E-P, given also the necessary assumptions for the mixing
depth of freshwater fluxes on monthly time scales. The better ability of SMOS
to detect the Tropical E-P minima potentially leaves implications for the haline
skin layer effect (e.g. Zhang and Zhang , 2012) on the SMOS measurements over
E-dominated regions. Moreover, uncertainties and errors in all datasets, including
the SMOS uncertainty of ∼0.3 pss over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic (See
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Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3; Reul and Tenerelli , 2011; Hernandez et al., 2014) and
residual RFI effects likely contribute significantly to the noisy SMOS E-P fields, al-
though the relaxation to the climatology of the CATDS-CECOS V02 SSS product
for 2011-2012 would be expected to smooth out some of this noise. The same also
applies for the observed discrepancies of SMOS E-P with OAFlux-GPCP, which
are often considered here as the ”reference” field, although they have their indi-
vidual weaknesses and uncertainties and may not adequately represent the E-P
field. Error estimates for OAFlux E are not currently available (to the author’s
knowledge), but they are expected to be noticeable, as the E field is derived from
other variables (See discussion in Chapter 3; Section 3.3). The uncertainty of the
GPCP v2.2 P data is estimated to be about 0.25 m/year in the Tropical/Subtrop-
ical Atlantic basin, increasing up to ∼0.45-0.6 m/year in the Tropical ITCZ band,
slightly north of the equator (plot not shown), and thus noticeably large relative
to the expected E-P signal (See, for instance, Figures 7.1 and 7.2). Similarly,
the MLD uncertainty is generally considered to be equal to a few meters (Berger
et al., 2014), i.e. around 10 m (e.g. Ren and Riser , 2009). However the limited
number of profiles per grid cell in the region of interest which are used to form
the present MLD climatology (See Chapter 3, Figure 3.14), potentially indicates
a much larger uncertainty, which is expected to also increase more during winter
due to the even smaller number of observations, and thus, further degrading the
quality of the results. Finally, differentiating SSS to reconstruct E-P from SMOS
potentially increases further the observed noise in the SMOS E-P fields.
To conclude, in contrast to the preceding Chapters, this Chapter is a more ex-
ploratory analysis, which aimed at determining whether there is any relationship
between SSS variations from SMOS and E-P, while neglecting the other terms of
the salt budget equation. This simple balance does seem to hold for limited regions
and times when the SMOS reconstructed E-P field is compared with OAFlux-
GPCP (which itself contains large uncertainties). On monthly to seasonal time
scales, the reconstruction of E-P from SMOS cannot work in regions where large
SSS variations occur, i.e. in proximity to large river outflows or where the ocean
circulation (horizontal and vertical advection and mixing) are dominant drivers of
SSS changes. Given the major role of advection in most of the basin, further anal-
ysis and accounting for the influence of horizontal advection, is required to reveal
where and when during the year a simple relationship between them may hold
in both E-dominated and P-dominated regimes. Nevertheless, while highlighting
the difficulties, the results presented here do provide some encouragement for the
SSS-based E-P reconstruction. A more comprehensive understanding of the link
of satellite SSS variations with E-P in the salt budget would contribute to the
potential of assimilating satellite SSS observations into ocean models, and helping
to constrain the E-P estimates and the global hydrological cycle (e.g. Lagerloef
et al., 2010).
Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Overview of the achievements
Taking advantage of the availability of spatially dense sea surface salinity (SSS)
measurements from space through the ESA SMOS mission, the rationale of this
work was to characterize the SSS distribution and variability on short (seasonal to
interannual) time scales, and investigate the role of surface freshwater fluxes, i.e.
Evaporation minus Precipitation (E-P) and river outflow (R). Given its major in-
fluence on the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) and the density-driven
Thermohaline Circulation (THC), the focus is on the Tropical/Subtropical At-
lantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, which encompasses two dynamically different atmospheric
regimes, i.e. the E-dominated Subtropics and the P-dominated Tropics.
The general objectives of this PhD project, stated in Chapter 1, have been broadly
met. The first part of the analysis carried out an examination of the Tropical At-
lantic SSS seasonal variability in 2010, in conjunction with the Intertropical Con-
vergence Zone (ITCZ) movement and the influence of the major Amazon/Orinoco
and the Congo/Niger river systems on either side of the basin (Chapter 4 and
Tzortzi et al., 2013). Thereafter, the growing satellite SSS data record enabled
a first analysis of the interannual variability of the SSS seasonal cycle relative to
the influence of E, P, E-P and R variability in the Tropical Atlantic basin as a
whole, and in the two river-dominated regions, over the first 3 years of SMOS
(Chapter 5). The next step was to quantify the dominant spatial and temporal
scales of SSS variability from SMOS over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin
(Chapter 6). Finally, focusing on the surface freshwater forcing term of the salt
budget equation, an exploratory analysis was undertaken for the estimation of E-P
from satellite SSS variations, with the aim of defining whether and where SMOS
can detect the main characteristics of the E-P distribution (Chapter 7).
The main achievements of this thesis are:
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• The analysis of SMOS data provides new insights into the Tropical/Subtropi-
cal Atlantic SSS variability and its spatial and temporal scales on sub-annual
to interannual time scales. It may also offer the potential to detect some of
the main E-P characteristics in limited regions over monthly to seasonal time
scales.
• Two west/east poles of strong SSS variations dominate the Tropical Atlantic
variability close to the major Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river sys-
tems, with pronounced, out-of-phase SSS seasonal cycles that compensate
each other on interannual time scales. The analysis points to the sensitivity
of the Tropical Atlantic salinity budget and thus, of the larger-scale Atlantic
circulation and variability, on the two river-influenced poles.
• P and R are the primary controlling drivers of SSS variability (E plays a minor
role), competing with each other for their dominance on SSS variations in
the two poles, which display varying spatial scales, but long persistence in
time (sub-annually to interannually).
• On sub-annual to interannual time scales, the spatial scales of SSS in the
Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic are anisotropic, i.e. up to ∼2660 km in the
zonal (W-E), and ∼1300 km in the meridional (N-S) direction. The removal
of the seasonal cycle decreases them substantially, i.e. by 40% in the zonal
and 60% in the meridional direction, reaching ∼1660 km and ∼500 km,
respectively.
• Coherent SSS variations persist up to ∼3-4 months over most of the Tropi-
cal/Subtropical Atlantic basin, and up to ∼2-3 months for the SSS anomalies.
• Spatially homogeneous SSS changes show the longest, overall, zonal length
scales along two Tropical bands on either side of the equator, spanning over
the whole basin width, and persisting on sub-annual to interannual time
scales. Analysis of SSS anomalies indicates the seasonal ITCZ influence may
act to mainly enhance the zonal spatial scales.
• The longest meridional length scales occur in the S. Subtropical, and sec-
ondarily western N. Subtropical Atlantic, in addition to the equatorward
branches of the Subtropical Gyres and along the Boundary Currents for the
SSS anomalies.
• Analyses suggest that advection may play an essential role in determining
the spatio-temporal scales of SSS over most of the Atlantic basin. The re-
constructed monthly E-P fields from SMOS are very noisy and show any
correspondence with the OAFlux-GPCP estimates only in limited regions
(e.g. in the ITCZ dominated band), and after much spatial averaging.
• At basin-wide scales, SMOS E-P minima manage to capture most of the
latitudinal ITCZ movement both on monthly and seasonal time scales, albeit
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with a slight temporal offset (∼2 months) compared to OAFlux-GPCP. They
also display noticeably well the E-P magnitude, particularly their monthly
values over most of the 3-year period.
• A potentially weaker or more complex link of SMOS SSS variations with
E-P seems to hold in E-dominated regions. Nevertheless, SMOS still man-
ages to capture some of the latitudinal variation of zonal E-P maxima in
time and their magnitude, particularly in the S. and N. Subtropical Atlantic,
respectively.
In this final Chapter, the main conclusions of the thesis are summarised and dis-
cussed (Section 8.2). The last section (Section 8.3) presents recommendations for
expanding and taking forward the present analysis, as well as suggested directions
for future research on the subject and the region of interest.
8.2 The main outcomes of the research
Seasonal SSS variability in the Tropical Atlantic
Chapter 4 presented the first satellite-based analysis of the Tropical Atlantic (20◦N-
20◦S) SSS variability on seasonal time scales, using the first full year, 2010, of
SMOS measurements from the Ifremer CATDS L3 products. This work is pub-
lished in Tzortzi et al., 2013. Over an annual cycle, SMOS reveals two ”poles” of
strong SSS seasonal variability in proximity to the outflows from the major Ama-
zon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river systems on either side of the basin. SSS at
the two poles shows an amplitude of up to 6.5 pss, and out-of-phase by 6 months
seasonal cycles, that largely compensate each other. This was the first time that
this West-East compensation was observed. A much smaller SSS range (0.08 pss)
is observed over the Tropical Atlantic basin 20◦N-20◦S as a whole. The domi-
nant processes controlling the SSS variability were investigated using GPCPv2.2
P, OAFlux E, annual ORE-HYBAM and climatological river flow data from Dai
and Trenberth. For the western pole (Amazon/Orinoco), SSS varies in phase with
P and lags R by 1-2 months, while E variability is generally of minor importance.
A more complex relationship between SSS and the surface forcing terms holds for
the eastern pole (Congo/Niger), likely indicating the significant role of advection
and mixing (Yu, 2011).
Interannual variability of Tropical Atlantic SSS seasonal cycle
Extending the same method to the following two years of complete SMOS data
(2011-2012) in Chapter 5, offers a first analysis of the interannual variability of
the Tropical Atlantic SSS from space. During the 3-year period, the seasonal
cycle of SSS over the whole Tropical Atlantic basin was relatively constant, with
a small amplitude increase from 0.08 pss in 2010 to 0.15 pss in 2012. The location
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of SSS minima is closely linked to that of P maxima throughout the examined
period, displaced northward in summer in accordance with the ITCZ location.
Close to the major river systems, the strong local variations of SSS seen in 2010
continue to be apparent the next two years. The SSS annual range of 6 pss/6.5
pss in the western/eastern pole in 2010 is similar to the balance of ∼7 pss in
both subregions in 2012, but is noticeably disrupted in 2011, with values of ∼7.6
pss/5.2 pss, respectively. Nevertheless, the western and eastern poles exhibit the
same pronounced, out-of-phase seasonal cycles of SSS throughout the period 2010-
2012, and the W-E seasonal compensation holds on interannual time-scales.
Given the dominance of seasonal variations in SSS over the Tropical Atlantic,
the analysis considered deviations during the years 2010-2012 in each subregion
from the 3-year SMOS and longer-term WOA09 climatological SSS mean cycle,
respectively. Year-to-year variations of the SSS seasonal cycle in both poles are
primarily due to the strong interannual variability of their SSS minima, as op-
posed to the generally constant maxima over the 3 years. The eastern pole shows
a larger seasonal and interannual SSS variability, which is also apparent when
compared with the two climatological cycles. Inter-comparison of the SMOS and
WOA09 climatologies suggests large differences in both subregions, particularly
the western pole. This could originate from the different depth of measurements,
the spatio-temporal sparsity of WOA09 observations which hinders a satisfactory
representation of the SSS variability, and/or the inability of long-term climatology
of capturing the potential impact of major events during the examined years (e.g.
El Nin˜o/La Nin˜a).
Investigation of the interannual phase-relationships between the seasonal cycles
of SSS and the surface forcing terms of E, P and R, points to P and R as the
primary drivers, which compete with each other to control the SSS variability in
both poles throughout the period 2010-2012. Similarly to SSS, P and R display
strong seasonal cycles. In contrast, E has small variability (both seasonally and
interannually), and therefore, does not play an important role on the Tropical At-
lantic SSS variability. In both subregions, R appears to lag P by a few months,
potentially due to water storage, as suggested by Chen et al. (2010). Interannual
variations in the phase-relationship between P and R may be also influenced by the
ENSO phases, although the short time period examined here hinders any firm con-
clusions. Nevertheless, the observed lag of maximum Amazon/Orinoco discharge
in 2012 relative to the maximum P rates seen in the previous two years, comes in
accordance with the study of Satyamurty et al. (2013), who attribute the maxi-
mum runoff of the Amazon river in 2012 to the 2011 La Nin˜a conditions. In turn,
the lag of SSS minima relative to R maxima indicates the delay in the freshwater
reaching the river mouth and then being advected by the surface currents. Varia-
tions in advection and mixing processes, and potential residual conditions from the
previous year (Grodsky et al., 2014a), may contribute further to the interannual
SSS variability in the two subregions, while over the eastern pole, equatorial and
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coastal upwelling may also have an impact. Nevertheless, the strong link of SSS
to P and R (and thus P over land) in both poles over the 3 years likely suggests
the secondary role of the other processes in SSS variations, while demonstrating
clearly that salinity can serve as a natural indicator of the water cycle.
Regional SSS variations in the two river-influenced poles seem to play a key role
on the sensitivity of the Tropical Atlantic salinity budget. Their exclusion from
the analysis results in a weaker SSS seasonal cycle over the rest of the Tropical
Atlantic basin, while the amplification of SSS variability if either pole is excluded
from the full regional mean in all 3 years, particularly the eastern pole. If variations
in the amplitude or phasing of the salinity variability in either pole occur, they
may have consequences for the higher latitude circulation. This emphasizes the
need to better understand the SSS variability in the two poles, and the potential
link of these river-influenced regions to the larger-scale Atlantic circulation and
variability.
Spatial and temporal characteristic scales of SSS in the Tropical/ Subtropical
Atlantic
Another essential objective towards a better understanding and description of SSS
variability is the determination of its spatio-temporal scales. This was addressed in
Chapter 6 over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S, who presented
for the first time a satellite-based examination of the SSS characteristic scales.
The aim was to identify regions with spatially homogeneous SSS variations on
sub-annual to interannual time scales. Similarly, the analysis examined temporal
decorrelation lengths of SSS over the first 3 complete years (2010-2012) of SMOS
data, to describe how quickly SSS changes evolve in the different regimes of the
basin, pointing out regions where coherent SSS variations persist in time. Given
that the correlation of a variable can arise both from itself and the factors that
influence it (e.g. Dale and Fortin, 2009), the outcomes of this analysis also offer a
more comprehensive interpretation of the different processes that control and are
influenced by SSS in the region of interest.
SMOS reveals different SSS characteristic scales at different latitudes and longi-
tudes over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin. On sub-annual to interannual
time scales, the spatial decorrelation lengths of SSS are anisotropic, i.e. up to
∼2660 km in the zonal (W-E) and ∼1300 km in the meridional (N-S) direction.
The removal of the seasonal cycle reveals substantially reduced spatial scales for
the SSS anomalies, i.e. by ∼40% in the W-E and ∼60% in the N-S direction,
reaching ∼1660 km and ∼500 km, respectively. Consistent SSS changes generally
persist up to ∼3-4 months over most of the basin, while up to ∼2-3 months for
the SSS anomalies. There is indirect evidence of advection playing potentially a
crucial role in determining the spatio-temporal characteristic scales of SSS, both
in the P- and E-dominated regions. Combined with the seasonal ITCZ migration,
advection by the zonal surface currents may lead to the observed longest, overall,
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zonal spatial SSS scales along two Tropical bands on either side of the equator,
particularly north of it. Persisting on sub-annual to interannual time scales, coher-
ent SSS changes along these bands span over the whole basin width. The removal
of the seasonal cycle indicates the ITCZ influence in mainly acting to enhance both
the zonal spatial and temporal decorrelation length scales of SSS, as homogeneous
SSS anomalies continue to occur over long distances along the two Tropical bands,
but are less persistent in time by ∼1 month. This is consistent with previous
studies that emphasize the primary impact of anomalous Ekman advection (e.g.
Mignot and Frankignoul , 2003) and geostrophic components (e.g. Mignot , 2004)
in generating the interannual SSS changes.
In contrast, at the equator, there are noticeably shorter zonal spatial SSS scales,
but with a long persistence in time (up to generally ∼2-3 months), regardless of
the inclusion of seasonal cycle or not. Equatorial SSS anomalies display longer
meridional spatial scales than northwards/southwards. This may indicate salt ex-
changes between the boundaries of the equatorial currents, and/or their interaction
with equatorial upwelling, but these other processes have not been explored in this
work. Close to the Amazon plume and the northern Gulf of Guinea, the dynamic,
integrated effect of large freshwater input (due to the ITCZ-driven P and river
discharge) with the regional ocean circulation probably prohibit homogeneous SSS
variations to occur over large distances, i.e. up to only ∼600 km in the W-E and
∼300 km in the N-S direction. In contrast, the Orinoco region and the rest of
Gulf of Guinea, dominated by the two aforementioned basin-wide bands, show
longer zonal, as well as long meridional spatial scales (over ∼700 km) along the
coasts of the latter region. SSS variations generally persist up to ∼3 months in
the two river-influenced regions, and up to ∼4 months close to the Amazon and
Congo river mouths, likely pointing to the amplitude of their seasonal cycle and
the relatively constant influence of freshwater discharge over such long periods.
Excluding the effect of seasonality, decreases the spatial scales of SSS anomalies,
which however, have a longer persistence in time by up to ∼1 month close to the
river mouths.
Towards the centres of the E-dominated Subtropics and in proximity to the SSS
maximum regions, there are coherent SSS changes over long spatial and temporal
scales of up to ∼3-4 months, in agreement with the expected small SSS variations
there due to weak advection and mixing processes (e.g. Vinogradova and Ponte,
2013). However, along the branches of the Subtropical Gyres and the Bound-
ary Currents, SSS variations show only long meridional spatial scales, particularly
in the S.H.. SSS anomaly changes show a longer persistence in time along the
southern and northern branches of the N. and S. Subtropical Gyres, respectively,
which may indicate the expected slower equatorward flow of the Gyres. In con-
trast, along the coasts where the Boundary Currents flow, SSS changes persist by
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∼1 month less on interannual, compared to sub-annual, time scales. At basin-
wide scales, the temporal decorrelation length scales of SSS anomalies display an
opposite latitudinal pattern relative to those for SSS over most of the basin.
Estimation of E-P field from SMOS SSS changes in the Tropical/ Subtropical
Atlantic
Finally, Chapter 7 presented an exploratory analysis of the salt budget from satel-
lite SSS, by attempting to reconstruct for the first time the E-P field from SMOS
measurements. For this, the analysis explored the relationship between satellite
SSS variations and E-P over the Tropical/ Subtropical Atlantic basin 30◦N-30◦S
for the period 2010-2012, with a focus on where SMOS can detect the main char-
acteristics of the E-P distribution.
Overall, the monthly E-P fields estimated from SMOS are noisy, displaying only
locally and indistinctly some of the E-P patterns in the Atlantic basin. Largest
discrepancies when compared to OAFlux-GPCP E-P are observed in winter season
in each hemisphere, when the climatological MLD deepens and shows the strongest
month-to-month variations, particularly in the S. Subtropical Atlantic. The large
uncertainties in the MLD climatology, due to the limited number of observations
and large areas with no data at all, especially in the S.H., are likely to contribute
significantly to the noise in the reconstructed SMOS E-P fields. On basin-wide
scales and away from the riverine influence, the correspondence between SMOS
and OAFlux-GPCP still remains poor both in magnitude and in latitudinal de-
pendence. However, one should bear in mind the impact of averaging zonally
in introducing discrepancies in both the latitudinal position and magnitude, as
pointed out by Yu, 2011.
Nevertheless, looking at the zonal E-P minima over a Tropical subregion (0◦-10◦N),
SMOS E-P manages, in general, to capture most of the latitudinal ITCZ move-
ment both on monthly and seasonal time scales, but with a slight temporal offset
(∼2 months) compared to OAFlux-GPCP. Interestingly, SMOS E-P also captures
noticeably well their magnitude, particularly their monthly values over most of pe-
riod 2010-2012. The fairly long zonal spatial scales of homogeneous SSS variations
along the Tropical band north of the equator, persisting on sub-annual to inter-
annual time scales (as shown in Chapter 6), are likely to contribute to this better
consistency of SMOS E-P with OAFlux-GPCP in the P-dominated regime. Their
agreement in terms of magnitude is less striking on seasonal time scales, primarily
due to the large discrepancies seen in all summers. This likely indicates the larger
contribution of oceanic processes during this season, as for instance, of horizon-
tal advection along the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC) which shows
strong variations in boreal summer (e.g. Yu, 2011), and of equatorial upwelling,
primarily occurring during this season (e.g. Keenlyside and Latif , 2007).
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In turn, examining whether the zonal E-P maxima from SMOS can capture the
excess of E over P in two Subtropical regimes in the N. (15◦-25◦N) and S. (17.5◦-
27.5◦S, 20◦W-0◦E) Subtropical Atlantic, respectively, suggests a weaker or poten-
tially more complex link of SMOS SSS variations with E-P in E-dominated regions.
Nevertheless, in the N. Subtropical Atlantic, although SMOS E-P does not display
exactly the same position of zonal E-P maxima from OAFlux-GPCP, it still seems
to capture some of their latitudinal variation in time, and satisfactorily display
similar magnitude over most of the 3 years. In the S. Subtropical Atlantic, the
seasonal SMOS E-P maxima occur at the same location with OAFlux-GPCP in
boreal spring and autumn, and within 1-2 grid cells (2.5◦-5◦) in winter, while lying
further southwards by 10◦ in all summers. Showing a large seasonal variability of
the magnitude, SMOS is in best agreement with OAFlux-GPCP in autumn of all
3 years, with differences of only 0.02-0.03 m/month, and secondarily in winters
2011-2012 and summer 2012.
The observed spatio-temporal shift in the zonally averaged extrema in both P-
and E-dominated regions likely implies the joint contribution of freshwater fluxes
and oceanic processes to SSS changes, particularly of horizontal advection. In
accordance with the findings presented here, Reul et al. (2013) using SMOS 10-
day fields and satellite OSCAR (Ocean Surface Current Analysis Real Time,
www.oscar.noaa.gov) surface currents, suggest a good agreement of negative SSS
anomalies with strong positive P anomalies at a fixed point, or with negative
E-P anomalies averaged in monthly bins over the northern Tropical Atlantic for
2010. Bingham et al. (2011), using in situ salinity observations, including Argo
and World Ocean Database (WOD) data, and NCEP E-P estimates, find the sea-
sonal cycles of near-surface salinity and freshwater fluxes to compare reasonably
well, but with differences in amplitude and phase-relationship shifts. They also
point to the importance of advection in the seasonal salinity balance in this re-
gion (e.g. Foltz et al., 2004; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008). Yu (2011), based also
on an observational analysis of the mixed layer salinity (MLS) budget, suggests
that freshwater fluxes together with oceanic dynamics explain about 40% of the
seasonal MLS variability over the global ocean, given uncertainties in the data and
unresolved low-order salinity dynamics. On the other hand, a potential 2-3 month
lag between the variable and its time derivative, as well as a potential delay of the
MLD to adapt to freshwater changes introducing a phase shift between salinity
variations and E-P (Vinogradova and Ponte, 2013), could all contribute to the
observed shift and explain, at least partly, the noise in the SMOS E-P fields.
The monthly to seasonal time scales examined here are likely too coarse, as this
MLD phase shift may actually occur within a month. Similarly, the coarse 2.5◦
x 2.5◦ spatial resolution imposed by the resolution of GPCP, hinders further the
accurate detection of E-P variability on these short time scales. This is supported
also by the weaker correlations found between salinity variations and freshwater
fluxes on larger than ∼100 km scales based on ECCO model outputs (Vinogradova
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and Ponte, 2013). Finally, the usage of satellite SSS observations corresponding
to the first 1 cm of the ocean surface as representative of the MLS, the associated
assumptions for the mixing depth of freshwater fluxes at monthly time scales,
and uncertainties and errors in all datasets (including the OAFlux-GPCP which
is often used here as a ”reference” field), all introduce significant uncertainties in
the SMOS-derived E-P. Thus, the reconstructed E-P field from SMOS do capture,
but only locally, some of the main E-P characteristics on monthly to seasonal time
scales. As expected, the approach does not work in regions of strong river influence
and where the oceanic circulation (horizontal and vertical advection and mixing)
are dominant drivers of the SSS changes.
To conclude, during this PhD, significant new results were obtained, thanks to
the innovative exploitation of SMOS SSS data. The scientific understanding was
improved with regard to many aspects of the SSS variability over the Tropical/-
Subtropical Atlantic basin, on sub-annual to interannual time scales. The novel
synthesis of SMOS SSS with satellite precipitation and in situ observations en-
ables a new approach to examine the variability in the Tropical freshwater fluxes,
and its potential impacts on the Atlantic ocean circulation. Arguing in support of
the exploitation of satellite SSS observations from SMOS (and Aquarius/SAC-D),
the achievements of this thesis demonstrate clearly the advantage of the improved
spatio-temporal coverage of satellites in offering the potential for a more detailed
depiction of the SSS variability in dynamic regions, such as close to major river
systems, where in situ measurements remain very constrained. This is the first
time (to the author’s knowledge), that the combined influence of the Congo and
Niger rivers on SSS variations in the Gulf of Guinea was examined, while pointing
to the potentially significant link of these river-influenced regions on the Tropical
Atlantic salt transport and budget. Improved knowledge of regional SSS variations
in the Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger plumes will contribute to many oceano-
graphic fields, including biogeochemistry, ocean and atmospheric climate studies,
while highlighting also the potential socio-economic impact of this new information
for the large populations living along the Atlantic coasts. Moreover, an important
outcome of this work is the first satellite-based description of the spatio-temporal
scales of SSS variations in the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic. Together with the
potential of reconstructing some of the main E-P characteristics from satellite SSS
observations, such information will be of great value for the potential assimilation
of satellite SSS measurements into models to help constrain the uncertain E-P
field, in addition to benefiting a wide range of oceanographic, freshwater budget
and modelling studies. Finally, this research, by revealing the strong link of SSS
variations with P and R seasonal cycles as well as the better consistency of the
reconstructed SMOS E-P field to capture features of the ITCZ-driven Tropical P
patterns, further demonstrates how SSS serves as a natural indicator of the water
cycle.
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8.3 Recommendations for future research
This final section presents recommendations on how the research in this thesis can
be expanded in the future to provide further insights into the objectives addressed
here. In addition, proposals are made for new research directions towards an im-
proved description of the SSS field and its variability, and the further exploitation
of satellite SSS observations.
Further analysis of the developing data record from SMOS, supplemented by
Aquarius/ SAC-D and Argo float data (which provide useful complementary infor-
mation on surface salinity but do not attain the spatio-temporal sampling possible
from satellites), will improve our understanding on the SSS distribution and vari-
ability. Better knowledge of the interannual variations of the SSS seasonal cycle in
the two Tropical Atlantic river-influenced poles will reveal whether their seasonal
compensation continues to hold at multi-annual time-scales (Chapter 5). Equally
important, a longer satellite-derived SSS record will supply new information to
understand the impact of the El Nin˜o/La Nin˜a phases on SSS variations in the
two poles and over the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin as a whole. This re-
search could be also supported by correlations between an ENSO index with SSS
and the surface forcing terms, given that changes in P and zonal currents are the
main mechanisms for the ENSO signatures in SSS (e.g. Singh et al., 2011).
Accounting for variations in the spatial extent of the river plumes (see e.g. Foltz
and McPhaden, 2008; Grodsky et al., 2014a for the Amazon/Orinoco, and e.g.
Denamiel et al., 2013 for the Congo River) by performing a seasonal determination
of the boundaries of the two poles would refine the estimation of area-weighted
means of the examined variables, i.e. SSS, E, P, and E-P, offering potentially a
clearer view of their phase-relationships. This, in conjunction with examination of
the role of horizontal advection, by using for instance surface current velocities from
OSCAR (Ocean Surface Current Analysis Real Time) or model outputs, would
supply essential information on the advection processes and export freshwater
pathways of each pole into the basin during the year. Identification of coherent
spatio-temporal features between SSS and organic matter from satellite ocean
colour data (e.g. Reul et al., 2013) would also contribute to the study of the river
plume pathways.
The complexity of year-to-year variations in each pole is also suggested by po-
tential interconnections between them due to atmospheric and oceanic processes,
such as through advection by the NECC, where fresh anomalies from the Ama-
zon/Orinoco region may propagate up to the westernmost part of Gulf of Guinea
(e.g. Coles et al., 2013). Therefore, monitoring the freshwater advection pathways
of the Amazon/Orinoco and Congo/Niger river systems along the surface currents
may unveil any potential freshwater transport across the Atlantic basin via the
Equatorial currents, and salt exchanges between the two poles. Consequently,
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this would point out whether and how sub-annual to interannual variations in one
plume may influence the variability of the other, while enriching our knowledge on
the link of these regions to the larger-scale Atlantic circulation and variability.
Comparison of the outcomes of this analysis on the seasonal and interannual vari-
ability of the Tropical Atlantic SSS with Aquarius and near-surface in situ SSS
datasets (e.g. Reverdin et al., 2012) to check whether the same behaviour of SSS
in the two poles is revealed, would be beneficial. This would also provide informa-
tion on the performance of SMOS in proximity to the coast and the river plumes,
where its uncertainty increases (Reul et al., 2012b). In turn, it would indicate
whether adjustment of the CATDS-CECOS version V02 data to the WOA01 cli-
matology (i.e. the years 2011-2012) may excessively smooth some characteristics of
the SSS variability in these dynamic river-influenced regions. On the other hand,
performing a similar analysis with model outputs would allow the examination
of the influence of more terms, such as advection and mixing processes on the
SSS variability in each pole. Among others, that would also point to the relative
role, for instance, of small-scale variability which becomes important in regions of
strong stratification (ITCZ, rivers), and to the penetration depth of these fresh
SSS signals close to the plumes.
Examination of the characteristic scales of SSS variations in time and space (Chap-
ter 6) on a finer spatio-temporal resolution is essential in order to capture shorter
mesoscale processes of SSS, that occur faster in time, with decorrelation lengths
of less that 2 months. Establishment of the SMOS uncertainty relative to the
observed length scales, and determination of the signal to noise ratio, is funda-
mental to distinguish the ”real” signal from any measurements’ noise. This would
also help significantly in defining the potential of satellite SSS observations for
assimilation into ocean models. Comparison of the characteristic SSS scales from
different SMOS products (i.e. Ifremer, LOCEAN, ESA) and Aquarius fields would
contribute towards this objective.
Equally important, a vital next step of this analysis (Chapter 6), which was not
performed in this PhD due to the limited time, is the examination of cross-
correlations between SSS and the freshwater terms, i.e. E-P, E, P, R, and hor-
izontal advection. This will offer a clearer picture of how SSS changes in time and
space relative to variations in the surface forcing terms, and where and when each
controlling mechanism plays the dominant role on SSS variations over the different
regimes of the Tropical/Subtropical Atlantic basin. In addition, new insights into
potential interconnections among regions, such as between the two riverine poles
mentioned above that likely influence further the spatio-temporal length scales of
SSS, may be revealed, while contributing to a better interpretation of the observed
patterns.
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Improved refinement of the characteristic scales of SSS and identification of the
most appropriate satellite SSS product will also benefit significantly the recon-
struction of E-P field from SMOS (Chapter 7), and accordingly from Aquarius, by
clarifying further fundamental aspects of the salt budget. These include, among
others, the relation of satellite SSS variations with E-P and whether the observed
SSS signals are due to accumulated or regional P, while helping to separate the role
of freshwater fluxes from advection. Estimation of the SMOS E-P field on smaller
time scales, e.g. 10 days, may improve the correspondence of SSS changes with
E-P by capturing, for instance, strong P events and thus, large E-P variations.
In turn, looking at shorter-term SSS variations occurring within a month would
enable the avoidance of averaging the MLD and MLS fields every 2 months, and
thus the ability to define more precisely any possible time lag, resulting potentially
in more consistent E-P patterns. However, care should be taken with regard to the
trade-off between a finer temporal resolution (e.g. 10 days) and the cost of increas-
ing the uncertainty of satellite SSS measurements. As above, better determination
of the SMOS uncertainty in terms of the characteristic spatio-temporal SSS scales
will help to address these issues. Equally important, examination of the law of
error propagation, i.e. accounting for uncertainties in each of the different terms
considered for the reconstruction of SMOS E-P field, is essential for its refinement.
Inclusion of the role of horizontal advection term in the salinity budget would
likely contribute to improved E-P fields from SMOS. This would offer new insights
into the link of satellite SSS variations with E-P, and where and when during the
year a linear relationship between them may hold over the P- and E-dominated
regimes (including the SPURS regions). Similarly, accounting for the riverine
freshwater input by performing, for instance, area-weighted means of SMOS E-
P and including the R term, may enhance the ability of SMOS to capture the
expected E-P patterns. Given that differentiation increases noise, inferring E-
P from SMOS by integrating in time over the mixed layer depth and applying
a smoothing filter to the noisy SMOS fields may also contribute to obtaining a
clearer depiction of the E-P distribution from SMOS over the Atlantic Ocean, and
then over other basins.
The long meridional spatial SSS scales along the coasts revealed from SMOS in this
work (Chapter 6), such as near S. Africa where the Benguela Current flows, point to
the possibility of using satellite SSS in synergy with other satellite (e.g. SST, SSH,
ocean colour) and in situ measurements, to reveal new aspects of monitoring the
Boundary Currents. Indeed, while writing this chapter, a first attempt has been
published for the Gulf Stream in the N.W. Atlantic (∼30◦-50◦N) using SMOS data,
suggesting that satellite SSS serves as a better proxy to constrain the estimates
of the surface density field (Reul et al., 2014). In synergy with SSH and SST
fields, remotely-sensed SSS can contribute to more clearly determine baroclinic
instabilities that influence the surface dynamic topography without modifying the
surface density. In turn, an interesting aspect is the synergy of satellite SSS and
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gravity measurements from the GRACE mission to potentially examine the salt
transport associated with these water masses.
Of high importance for many oceanographic and climate studies, improved knowl-
edge of the Boundary Currents’ characteristics will offer new information on the
mesoscale features dominating them, the strong ocean-atmosphere interactions
along them, and the salt transport pathways over the different branches of the
Meridional Overturning Circulation and their variability. For instance, a better
understanding of the Boundary Currents around Africa may provide new infor-
mation on the transport of salty (and warm) water from the Indo-Pacific into the
Atlantic basin through the Agulhas retroflection and leakage. Reaching up to the
Gulf of Guinea through the Benguela and regional currents, new insights would
be gained into the regional salt budget and the coastal upwelling processes, which
further influence the SSS variability along the Atlantic coasts.
Finally, capturing the eddy fluxes is also essential elsewhere, such as in the N.
Subtropical Atlantic, where eddies likely account for over ∼50% of the annual E-P
balance (Gordon and Giulivi , 2014). Thus, given their potential important role
on the uncertain E-P fields, improved monitoring of the mesoscale features would
provide new information on their role in compensating the air-sea flux of freshwater
(and heat), improving the E-P evaluation. For this, it would be also interesting to
test the application of a newly developed algorithm for detecting SST fronts and
the calculation of a frontal index (Lekouara, 2013) on satellite SSS images.
Prioritizing the above suggestions for future research is quite difficult, since they
are in general strongly interrelated between them. Nevertheless, two main di-
rections could be proposed: improving our knowledge on the Tropical/Subtropi-
cal Atlantic salinity budget and variability and its relation to the Atlantic MOC
strength, and exploring the potential benefits of satellite SSS to data assimilation
procedures and optimally interpolated products. As regards the former, exami-
nation of the salt transport and exchanges along the ocean currents, such as the
Equatorial and Boundary Currents in the region of interest, is essential to under-
stand any potential connectivity between the two river-influenced poles on either
side of the basin and their role to the larger-scale Atlantic circulation. In turn, this
would enable the examination of any salt transport from the Tropical/Subtropical
Atlantic towards the higher latitudes and dense water formation regions, and from
the Indo-Pacific into the Atlantic basin, providing a much wider understanding
of the Atlantic salinity variability and the relative influence of the different con-
trolling mechanisms in the region. Equally important, accessing the impact of
satellite SSS observations to improve predictions and ocean state estimates is a
very timely and important field of research, and many recent studies dealing with
this issue suggest promising outcomes (Vernieres et al., 2014; Hackert et al., 2014;
Vinogradova et al., 2014; Ko¨hl et al., 2014). Thus, improved description of the
characteristic length scales of SSS variations in time and space represents a vital
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step to understand how (e.g. directly or indirectly), where and when satellite SSS
measurements can be used to benefit data assimilation and optimal interpolation
procedures.
To conclude, all the above clearly demonstrate the various research pathways
opened up through this PhD work as well as the numerous possibilities of us-
ing satellite SSS measurements for future research applications. A new era for
physical oceanography has just started with the first satellite salinity missions of
SMOS and Aquarius, emphasizing the necessity of continuing the remotely-sensed
SSS measurements from satellites to the future.
Appendix A
Comparison of SSS annual range
in 2010 from CATDS SMOS
versions V01 and V02
The two versions V01 and V02 of CATDS SMOS data are compared for their
common period May-December 2010. V02 gives in general more data close to the
coast, therefore, it is initially filtered to match the grid cells of V01 for consistency.
Figure A.1 shows the annual range of SSS calculated for the period May-December
2010 from the two different versions. It reaches up to 5.66 pss in V01 and 6.09
pss in V02, indicating in general a good agreement between them, given all the
uncertainties associated with SMOS data processing and the different corrections
applied in each version. Moreover, defining the two poles according to the criterion
that SSS range is greater than 1.5 pss, the two datasets give roughly the same grid
cells in each subregion (Figure A.1, left panel and Figure A.2). Small differences
are particularly observed south of the Gulf of Guinea where V01 has a few more
grid cells.
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Appendix A Comparison of SSS annual range in 2010 from CATDS SMOS versions
V01 and V02
(a) Version V01 (b) Version V02
Figure A.1: SSS annual range in 2010 based on a) V01 and b) V02 for the
common period May-December. Black (V01) and magenta (V02) solid lines in
both figures indicate the boundaries of the two subregions defined according to
the condition that the seasonal range in SSS is greater than 1.5 pss.
(a) Version V01 (b) Version V02
Figure A.2: Grids at the two subregions based on the criterion that the SSS
range is greater than 1.5 pss at the common period May-December 2010 from
a) V01 and b) V02.
Appendix B
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Tropical Atlantic salinity variability: New insights from SMOS
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[1] Observations from the SMOS satellite are used to reveal
new aspects of Tropical Atlantic sea surface salinity (SSS)
variability. Over an annual cycle, the variability is dominated
by eastern and western basin SSS “poles,” with seasonal
ranges up to 6.5 pss (practical salinity scale), that vary out of
phase by 6 months and largely compensate each other. A
much smaller SSS range (0.08 pss) is observed for the region
as a whole. The dominant processes controlling SSS
variability are investigated using GPCPv2.2 precipitation (P),
OAFlux evaporation (E), and Dai and Trenberth river ﬂow
(R) data sets. For the western pole, SSS varies in phase with
P and lags R by 1–2 months; a more complex relationship
holds for the eastern pole. The synthesis of novel satellite
SSS data with E, P, and R enables a new approach to
determining variability in Tropical freshwater ﬂuxes and its
potential impacts on the Atlantic ocean circulation.
Citation: Tzortzi, E., S. A. Josey, M. Srokosz, and C. Gommenginger
(2013), Tropical Atlantic salinity variability: New insights from
SMOS, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 2143–2147, doi:10.1002/grl.50225.
1. Introduction
[2] Sea surface salinity (SSS) is a natural indicator of
changes in the hydrological cycle [IPCC, 2007; Bindoff
et al., 2007; Yu, 2011]. Salinity variations in recent decades
[Curry et al., 2003; Terray et al., 2012; Durack et al., 2012]
have been linked to the Atlantic meridional overturning circu-
lation (MOC) strength and variability [Thorpe et al., 2001;
Häkkinen, 2002; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Wang et al., 2010].
The Tropical Atlantic is potentially important for the strength
of the MOC via its inﬂuence on the salinity of waters advected
to dense water formation regions [Vellinga et al., 2002;
Pardaens et al., 2008]. However, a historical lack of in situ
observations has prevented a reliable depiction of SSS vari-
ability in this region [Delcroix et al., 2005; Reverdin et al.,
2007; Gordon and Giulivi, 2008].
[3] The recent advent of L-band satellite SSSmeasurements
from the European Space Agency Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) mission, launched in November 2009,
provides a new opportunity to determine Tropical Atlantic
SSS variability. The SMOS and more recent Aquarius/SACD
salinity missions have started to provide new insights into
SSS-related processes, for example, the eastern Paciﬁc fresh
pool [Alory et al., 2012], hurricanes [Reul et al., 2012a;
Grodsky et al., 2012], and Tropical Instability Waves [Lee
et al., 2012; Lagerloef et al., 2012].
[4] We present here the ﬁrst analysis of SSS variability at
seasonal time scales in the Tropical Atlantic using data from
SMOS. The salinity balance in this region is expected to be
inﬂuenced by variations in precipitation and evaporation
associated with the north-south movement of the Inter-Tropi-
cal Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and outﬂow from two of the
largest global river systems: the Amazon/Orinoco and Niger/
Congo. We use SMOS SSS observations in combination
with the latest version of the GPCP precipitation (P), the
OAFlux evaporation (E), and the Dai and Trenberth river
ﬂow (R) data sets to determine SSS changes throughout
the annual cycle and investigate the key processes that control
this variability.
[5] Previous analyses based on ship data are heavily limited
by the concentration of data along a few narrow shipping
routes and near-complete lack of information in between
(see, e.g., Figure 1 ofDessier andDonguy, [1994]). Such anal-
yses provide some indication of the inﬂuence of river outﬂow
on salinity but are necessarily climatological in nature and
only provide a “very crude picture of the SSS ﬁeld” [Dessier
and Donguy, 1994]. SMOS offers a major step forward as,
for the ﬁrst time, it is possible to quantify salinity variability
using spatially complete ﬁelds for individual years rather than
relying on heavily interpolated climatological data sets with
signiﬁcant sampling issues. The data sets that we employ are
described in section 2, and our novel results are presented in
section 3. This is followed by a discussion of their signiﬁcance
and conclusions in section 4.
2. Data Sets
[6] For this study, we use research SMOS SSS level 3
monthly mean products (V01) for the ﬁrst complete year
(2010) at 1.0  1.0 spatial resolution from the French
Centre Aval de Traitement des Donnees SMOS (CATDS)
[Reul et al., 2011]. The uncertainty of SMOS SSS in individ-
ual 1.0 grid cells in the Tropics has been estimated to be
around 0.3 pss (practical salinity scale) [Reul et al.,
2012b]. Monthly P ﬁelds for the same period have been
taken from the latest satellite-gauge product of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), version 2.2
[Huffman and Bolvin, 2012] released in August 2012, at
2.5  2.5 resolution. Monthly E ﬁelds are acquired from
the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) hybrid
data set [Yu and Weller, 2007; Yu et al., 2008], which has
a 1.0  1.0 spatial resolution and is a combination of
satellite and reanalysis data. Finally, time series of monthly
river ﬂow rates at the farthest downstream station for the
Amazon, Orinoco, Congo, and Niger rivers are obtained
from the Dai and Trenberth Global River Flow Dataset
[Dai and Trenberth, 2002; Dai et al., 2009]. These are used
to form climatological means for the common period of
January 1941 to December 1992 when data are available for
all four rivers. In addition, we have used data for 2010 from
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the ORE-HYBAM network stations (www.ore-hybam.org)
for the Amazon and Orinoco rivers. Note that data from this
source are not available for the Niger so we are not able to
include them in our eastern subregion analysis.
3. Results
3.1. SSS Variability in the Tropical Atlantic from SMOS
[7] Monthly mean ﬁelds of SSS from SMOS in the Trop-
ical Atlantic are shown in Figure 1 for January and July
2010. SSS displays its highest values at the northern and
southern extremes of this region throughout the year,
reaching up to ~37.4 pss. In contrast, in the equatorial band,
SSS is reduced, varying around 34.5–35.0 pss, and the loca-
tion of this band is displaced northward in July relative to
January. This is consistent with the northward displacement
of the ITCZ and hence the zone of maximum P in boreal
summer, as shown by the contours in Figure 1.
[8] By combining SMOS data with the latest version of the
GPCP satellite precipitation data set and evaporation from
OAFlux, we are able to carry out an observation-based com-
parison of these terms for individual months in 2010 (zonal
means for January and July are shown in Figure 2, where the
average at a given latitude is taken across the width of the
basin). There is a clear alignment between the SSS minimum
and the maximum (minimum) in P (E-P), indicating that at
basin wide scales the position of the salinity minimum is tied
to the precipitation maximum (the variation in E is relatively
small across the Tropics). This is the ﬁrst time that such an
analysis has been possible using satellite data alone for the
two principal ﬁelds (SSS and P) and demonstrates the ability
of remote sensing for tracking variability in these key compo-
nents of the Tropical freshwater budget.
[9] In addition, the SMOS data reveal the presence of
seasonally dependent SSS minima (referred to hereafter as
“poles”) on opposite sides of the basin located north/south of
the equator in the western/eastern basin (see Figure 1). These
poles are close to the outﬂows of the major river systems,
and previous analyses of climatological ship observation-
based data sets suggest that outﬂow plays a signiﬁcant role
in their generation [Dessier and Donguy, 1994]. In the western
Tropical Atlantic pole, the fresh signal is stronger in July
(SSS as low as 29.7 pss) than January (SSS minimum ~35.0
pss). In contrast, the eastern Tropical Atlantic pole in the Gulf
of Guinea has its lowest salinity in January (SSS ~28.8 pss)
and is more saline in July (minimum 33.5 pss).
Figure 1. SMOS SSSmean (pss) in the Tropical Atlantic for
(top) January and (bottom) July 2010, with GPCP P mean
contours (m/year) overlaid. Note that P contours for January
are shown every 0.5 m/year, while those for July are every 1
m/year (to avoid overcrowding of contour lines).
Figure 2. Tropical Atlantic zonal mean values for (red) SSS, (green) E, (blue) P, and (black) E-P for (left panel) January
2010 and (right panel) July 2010. The zonal mean at a given latitude is taken across the width of the basin.
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[10] The two salinity poles are clearly evident in Figure 3,
which shows the seasonal range of SSS in 2010 (i.e., the
difference between the maximum andminimummonthly mean
values in each grid cell). The magnitude of the range in each
pole is similar, up to 6.5 (6) pss in the eastern (western)
Tropical Atlantic. In contrast, the SSS seasonal range typically
lies between 0.1 and 1.5 pss for the rest of the region.
[11] We have quantiﬁed the area-weighted mean SSS for
subregions that encompass the two poles deﬁned according
to the criterion that the seasonal range in SSS exceeds 1.5
pss (different choices for this threshold have been considered
and do not signiﬁcantly modify our conclusions). These subre-
gions are indicated by the areas outlined in black in Figure 3.
The seasonal cycle of SSS for these two subregions, and the re-
gion from 20N–20S as a whole, is shown in Figure 4. SSS is
typically fresher in the eastern subregion and has a slightly
larger seasonal variability (here by ~0.35 pss) compared to
the western subregion. The subregions are characterized by
out-of-phase seasonal cycles and tend to compensate as the
mean SSS for the whole region shows little seasonal variation.
The seasonal range for the eastern subregion is 1.92 pss, for
the western subregion is 1.57 pss, and for the region as a whole
is 0.08 pss.
3.2. Relationship of SSS Variability to E, P, and R
[12] We now examine the extent to which the strong
seasonal variability in SSS revealed by SMOS in the eastern
and western subregions may be linked to variations in
surface freshwater forcing due to evaporation, precipitation,
and runoff. For this analysis, we focus on the phase relation-
ships between the seasonal cycles of the different terms. This
is supported by estimates of the relative magnitudes of the E,
P, and R seasonal ranges (obtained by integrating over the
relevant subregions in the case of E and P). The seasonal
cycles of SSS, E-P, E, P, and R in each subregion are
shown in Figure 5. In addition to climatological R, Figure 5
includes river discharge for 2010 obtained from the ORE-
HYBAM network stations for the Amazon and Orinoco rivers
in the western subregion.
[13] In the western subregion, strong seasonal cycles are
evident in SSS, P, E-P, and R. SSS varies in phase with P,
and lags R by about 1 month. To show the phase relationships
more clearly, vertical lines on the ﬁgure indicate the months of
maximum (February) and minimum (August) SSS. These
coincide with the minimum and maximum months of the P
cycle and lag the minimum (maximum) in R by 2 (1) months.
In contrast to the other terms, E is relatively constant through-
out the year and is thus unlikely to play a signiﬁcant role in the
strong SSS variability observed by SMOS. Consequently, the
E-P seasonal cycle closely follows the variation found for P
alone. The amplitudes of the E-P and R seasonal cycles are
similar in magnitude implying a roughly equal contribution
of variability in the air-sea freshwater ﬂux (dominated by P)
and the river outﬂow, R, to the seasonal variability in SSS.
Caveats that need to be borne in mind here are that the R data
are climatological in nature and that mixing and advective
processes have been ignored. Note that the ORE-HYBAM
data for R in 2010 show the same maximum and minimum
months as the climatological data, indicating that our phase
relationship conclusions drawn above are not affected by the
use of climatological data for R. The amplitude of the cycle
is larger than the climatological range, indicating a potentially
more signiﬁcant role for R in this particular year relative to the
long-term mean.
[14] Seasonal cycles in all terms are observed in the eastern
subregion as E now has a clearer seasonal variation than in the
western subregion, although its amplitude remains smaller
than P. The clear in-phase relationship betweeen SSS and P
observed in the western subregion is no longer evident. The
maximum in SSS falls within a prolonged 4 month period,
July–September, in which P is at a minimum. However, the
SSS minimum in February occurs at a time when P is close
to the average for the year as a whole, and at this time, P
exhibits strong intermonth variability. The intermonth vari-
ability may reﬂect limitations with the satellite data set as the
eastern subregion is more coastally conﬁned than the western
subregion and the accuracy of the GPCPv2.2 precipiation re-
trievals are potentially inﬂuenced by the proximity of land.
Figure 3. SMOS SSS range (maximum minus minimum
during the year) in the Tropical Atlantic 20N–20S for
2010. The solid black lines indicate the boundaries of the
western and eastern subregions deﬁned according to the condi-
tion that the seasonal range in SSS is greater than 1.5 pss.
Figure 4. Area-weighted mean of SMOS SSS (pss) over
(red) the whole region 20N–20S, (blue) the western subre-
gion, and (green) the eastern subregion in 2010.
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The relationship between SSS and R in the eastern subregion
is also unclear as both the SSS maximum and minimum
months have similar values for R (although there is some con-
sistency as the SSS maximum falls at the end of a prolonged
period, March–July, of low river outﬂow). The difference in
strength of the SSS-R phase relationship between the two sub-
regions may arise from the considerably lower outﬂow rates in
the Congo/Niger river system (about 1500 km3 year1) com-
pared to the Amazon/Orinoco (about 7000 km3 year1) that
are likely to result in a weaker impact on SSS.
[15] In summary, the western subregion shows a clear rela-
tionship between SSS, P, and R with in-phase agreement
between SSS and P and a 1–2 month lag of SSS with respect to
R. The relationships in the eastern subregion are not well deﬁned,
and this may reﬂect a weaker R signal. In both cases, a more
detailed treatment of the budgets, which takes into account
advection and mixing, is required to make further progress.
4. Summary and Conclusions
[16] Analyses of ocean surface salinity variability to date
have been severely limited by the lack of data as they have
relied primarily on irregular, spatially inhomogeneous mea-
surements from ships [e.g., Dessier and Donguy, 1994].
With the advent of spatially dense salinity measurements
from space through the SMOS and Aquarius/SACD satel-
lites, it is now possible to characterize sea surface salinity
(SSS) variability in more detail to investigate the processes
that drive it. We presented here the ﬁrst satellite-based anal-
ysis of SSS variability at seasonal time scales in the Tropical
Atlantic using the ﬁrst full year, 2010, of SMOS measure-
ments. Our results show that, in the Tropical Atlantic at
least, the SMOS SSS data from CATDS are of sufﬁcient
quality to provide valuable scientiﬁc insight into processes
governing SSS variability.
Figure 5. Seasonal cycles for 2010 of (red) area-weighted mean SMOS SSS and (light green) integrated OAFlux E, (blue)
GPCP P, and (dark green) OAFLUX-GPCP E-P for the western subregion (left panel) and the eastern subregion (right
panel). Also shown are the sum of the long-term climatological means of riverine ﬂow rates (R, cyan lines) for the period
1941–1992 for the (bottom left panel) Amazon and Orinoco in the western subregion and (bottom right panel) Congo
and Niger in the eastern subregion. Finally, ORE-HYBAM monthly river dicharge data for 2010 for the Amazon and
Orinoco in the western subregion are shown in purple.
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[17] The Tropical Atlantic has a relatively constant salinity
throughout the year during 2010 varying by just 0.08 pss
when averaged over the region as a whole. However, strong
local variations are evident at two poles on opposite sides of
the basin that are close to the outﬂows from the Amazon/
Orinoco and Congo/Niger river systems. The SMOS mea-
surements reveal large amplitude seasonal cycles up to 6.5
pss at these two sites that are out of phase by 6 months
and compensate each other in their inﬂuence on the whole
region’s mean salinity. The relationships between these
seasonal cycles and the surface forcing terms—E, P, and
R—were investigated. For the western pole, SSS varies in
phase with P, while it lags R by 1–2 months (E has little
seasonal variability). In contrast, it is difﬁcult to establish a
clear relationship between SSS and the surface forcing terms
for the eastern pole, and this may indicate a signiﬁcant role
for advection and mixing [Yu, 2011]. We plan to undertake
a more detailed treatment of the budgets that takes into
account advection and mixing in future research.
[18] Further analysis of the developing data record from
SMOS, supplemented by Aquarius/SACD and Argo ﬂoat data
(which provide useful complementary information on surface
salinity but do not achieve the spatial and temporal sampling
possible using satellites), will reveal whether the seasonal
compensation between the two poles continues to hold at
multiannual time scales. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle
in SSS for the full region doubles to about 0.16 pss if either
pole is excluded from the full regional mean, indicating the
sensitivity of the Tropical Atlantic salinity budget to their
inﬂuence. Variations in the amplitude or phasing of the salinity
variability in either pole thus have the potential to signiﬁcantly
modify Tropical Atlantic SSS with consequences for higher-
latitude Atlantic circulation through modiﬁed surface layer
density [Vellinga and Wu, 2004]. Such variations may be
expected as result of natural variability (e.g., through the
inﬂuence of El Niño) and anthropogenic climate change. To
conclude, the novel results presented here clearly demonstrate
(1) the potential of harnessing satellite-based SSS and P
observations to develop our understanding of controls on
ocean surface salinity and (2) their value in monitoring salinity
variability over Tropical regions that have the potential to
inﬂuence the larger-scale ocean circulation.
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